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Discussion of the Soviet working class and its trade
unions has taken different lines. In the \970s, the
superficial stability of the Brezhnev era led sociolog-
ists David Lane and Felicity O'Dell to assert that
Soviet wsrkers were "incorporatedn' as a class,
predorninantly through socialisation, and had "little
independent class power to resist government action"
(1). $oclalists in the West, however, nnaintained a
belief in the ability of the Soviet working elass tCI

stamp its authori$r when conditions rtrene right. In
ttre nteantime, they championed attempb to establish
genuinely independent trade unions while there utras

& debak as to the attitude to be taken towards the
official tmions"

The upheavals precipitated by perestroika, and
particularly the preparedness of workers to engage in
struggle, epitornised by the 1989 miners' strike,
seemned ts conflrm the more optirnistic analysis and
both socialisk and many sociaL scientists changed the
focus of their research towards enthusiastic discus*
sion of a devsloping Soviet workers' movement"

I will argue ln this article that, firstly, discussion
of a 'oSoviet" workers' movement, arising indepen*
dently of the fraditional trade union structures a [a
Solidariffr was schen"ratic nnd over optimistie prior to
the Soviet Unian's collapse and that, despite the
desirability of the greatest possible ffiity of workers
acrCIss national boundaries, the division of the former
U$SR ints the highly unstable Cornmonweatrth of
trndependent States will only serve to enhance
diffurences which were already apparent pricr to
December X"99L. Instead, the workens' mCIvemento
such as tt is, is still based overwhelmingXy CIn the old
offfieial trade urtions, whieh have- undergsne a degree
of transfonmatiory but which are now spnlt into
republican formtatiCIfis. This workers' msvem"ent is
further resfricted by the ab$ence of a political party
to advance its interesb.

kcondly, from the point of view of the various
rmpubltcan regirnes, the old 'sscial eom.traef is dead,
but, fronn a luorker's point ef view, there is stiil &

desire fmr state action to de$end workers against the
ravase$ of inflation and ffiternployment" Thrirdly, the
current situation is a chaotic sne in which political
parties are absent and the only powerful players
appear to be the gCIvernment, trade unions and
enterprise managem. This has led to the emergence
of tripartite and potentially "neo-corporatist" struc-
tures.

The official unions
Following the 1989 miners' strike, it was asserted that
the "strike wave demonstrated, yet again, the
irrelevance of the official trade unions to the needs
of Soviet workers" (2) and that the "unions are seen

ffi&#ffiffiffiffi

as reprmentatives of marurgement and disffibutors of
social benefie" (3). If this is ttre case, how has it been
possible for the old official unions to maintain their
domination?

There is no questioning of the official unions' old
role. Organised on an industrial basis in the
All-Union Cenhal Committee of Trade Unions
(VTs$PS), they u/ere traditionally regarded as 'otrans-
mission belts" r,vith the dual function of assisting
management in fulfilling the plan while defending
workers against managernenfs infringements of their
rights (4)" As Ruble pointed out these functions
tended to be mutually exclusive - one cotild not be
carried out without compromising the other. There
are no prizes for gumsing which function tended to
be downgraded. Industrial relations within enter-
prises were also subordinated to collaboration
betrffeen unions and enterprise management in order
to get the best deal for the enterprise vis- a-vis the
central authorities.

Not surprisingly, therefore, a nurnber of attempts
\^rere rnade over a long period to establish alternative
organisations which could act as genuine trade
unions. The most well-knowrr attempt during the
pre?ermhoika period was Vladirnir Klebanov's Free
Trade Union Assoeiation, founded in 79W, which
was subject to swift repression and Klebanov himself
was incarcerated in a psychiakic 'trospital." (5).

Imdepemdemt umions
The space opened up by perestroika and gtr"asnost
prompted renewed searches for alternatlves free of
the likelihood of reprersion. The first organisation to
comrnand atfienfion lvas $oeprof, fhe Association of
SCIcialist Trade Unions, founded on an overtly
political programme and connected &rith the mtove*
ment for tlre creation sf a new Socialist Parfy a$ an
alternative to the CPSU. Its most well-knswn activist
wa$ the Marxist intellectual, Boris Kagarlitslqy.
Sotsprof was initially successful ln grouping a few
small. independent trade trnion organisations under
an urnbrella. However political divisisns emerged
along broadly socialist I liberal lines and the
leadership was taken over in 1990 by supporters of
Boris Yelein who promptly changed the name from
"Socialist" to "Socia[" (6).

While futsprof was, in a sense, an artificial
creation, having no direct relationship to specific
workers' struggles which throw up the question of
forms of organisation, the 1989 miners' strike was a
maior catalyst in the development of alternatives to
the official unions. A startling fact about the strike
was the total lack of any official union support.
Instead, ad hoc strike csmmittees took rcsponsibilify
for running the strike and, in some close-knit mining

Russian trade unions:
towards neo-corporatism?
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communities, for law and order, food provision to
strikers' families and other services. AfEr the strike,
these committees transformed themselves into work-
ers' committees to oversee the implementation of the
agreement - Resolution 608. The negotiations over the
latter revealed the true character of the offlcial unions
- VTsSPS participated in them on the govemment's
side!

The strike provided the impetus for the formation
of the Kuzbass Workers' Union (STK) and the
Confederation of Labour (KT) in early 1gg}. The
Confederation of Labour, \Arith the nniners' as its
backbone, attempted to form a new urnbrella
alternative to WsSPS. KT was hailed by sections of
the Western Left and sther observerrs as a new
Solidarity but it failed to make inroads into the
official r.rnions and its influence has uraned.

STK develop.d a more stable infrastmcture and
has perhaps benefited from its localised character and
the dependence of the region on the success of the
mining industry. Ironically, the failure of KT can
perhaps be ascribed to precisely the same factors
which assisted STK. The dominant position within it
of the miners (particularly from the Kuzbass), and
their preoccupation with their own. indtrstry and its
concentration in specific areas, militated against the
development of an all-Soviet alternative.

The 1989 miners strike
The 1989 strike had two other important outcomes:
the schism which it created within the miners' union
ibelf and the impetus which it gave to change within
WsSPS. As with the split in the National Union of
Mineworkers in Britain following the year-long
miners' strike in 1984-5, unprecedented events can
often have unprecedented outcomes. In October L9X),
the Union of Coal Industry Workers (PRUP) split,
with the formation of a national alErnative, the
Independent Miners' Union (NPG)" PRUP was
attacked, not only for ib role in the 7989 strike, but
also because it organised workers with only an
indirect relationship to the actual job of working in
a coalmine: kindergarten workers, lecturers in mining
institutes, truck drivers, etc.

On the face of it Nrc, an apparently authentic
trade trnion, would appear an athactive alternative to
PRUP. However, in the Ukraine, for example, NPG
ody organises around 80,000 workerc (almost
certainly an exaggerated figure - PRUP claims NPG
mernbership to be 42,000) out of approximately a
million employed in the nnining indus$ (n"
lvloreover, within a few months of its foundafion,
NPG was racked by a scandal involving its leader,
Shushpanov, who was accused of mishandling mdon
funds and abuse of his position. Shushpanov was
replaced in Augr.rst l98--l by Utkin frorn the Vorkuta
coalfield (8).

Reform of official unions
VTsSPS felt the pressure of discontent and initiated
changes at its Sixth Plenurn in September 1989.

Gennady Yanaev (!) became the new Creneral
Secretary and resolutions called for supPort for strike
committees and for a "shift of the centre of gravity
to the. carrying out of defensive functions" and for
greater independence from state and economic bodies
(e).

At a republican level, new trade union federations
emerged 

- from VTsSI€ and VTsSPS itself was
renamed the General Confederation of Trade Unioru

(VKP). As a badge of respectability and an assurance
of treir bona fide character, the new federations have
adopted the adiective "independenf in their new
nalles, the first to appear being the Federation of
Independent Russian Trade Unions (FNPR). As tlre
Soviet Union disintegrated into its constituerrt
republics, this process naturally accelerated. Brandr
trnions covering more than one republic also appear
to have refonned into international federations. Both
miners' unions are now republican based with a
co<rdinating crntre in Moscpw.

In its search both for a role and a stable financial
basis, VKP trarsformed itself into an international
trade union confederation to which national Hera-
tiors and branch unions can belong. It presently has
affiliates in nine former Soviet republics (although
excluding LJkraine) and is seeking affiliations from
trade union organisations in Eastern Europe (VKP
elaims it has been approached by the Romanian
unions). In the reverse directiory the Brussels-based
trternational Confederation of Free Trade Unions
CCFTU) is attempting to recrrrit in the forurer USSR.

While the coal industy is the most important in
which an alternative union has developed, there have
been other cases, for example the emergence of the
independent union of civil aviation flight controllers.
These two unions now fonrt the core of the
Conftderation of Free Trade Unions (IGP). It is
arguable, however, how far I(SP represents a viable
national alternative frderation.

Why official unions survive
Ilre cpntinued dominance of the official unions is not
a purely Russian phenomenon In Ukraine there has
been even less irdependent activity apart from
among the miners. In Eastern Europe the same
pattem ha been repeated: even in Poland, ttre
birt}rplace of Solidarity, the old offfcial union
federation, OPZZ, has a mudr higher membership
than does Solidarity.

To explain this it must be remembered that, for
most workers, skike action is very much the
exception rather than dre rule. Where strikes have
occurrd, particularly in coal-mining regions, there
has been some suec€ss in establishing altematives to
the official unions. Most of the time, workers see no
altemative to the official unions, whidr also play a
vital role in arranging holidays, sorting out accommo-
dation, providing recreational facilitiee, etc. The
bureaucratic character of the unions is not necessarily
a factor produciirg disquiet because, again, moit
workers do not participaE regularly in union
activities. For those that are active, the union can
become a vehicle for getting out of boring factory life
into a position of power and a reasonable salary.

The reorientation of the offfcial unions to a more
traditional Eade union stance since 1989 has helped
to retain potential splitters. Ttrere is now much more
public debate within FNPR. with opposition to the
national leadership coming particularly from tlre
Moscow Federation of Trade Unions (MFP), who
have been critical of FNPR.'s support for Yeltsin. MFP
is the most powerful component of the new projeet
for a Party of Labour (PI), once again involving
Kagarlitsky, but this organisation aside, the trade
uniorrs have been either unwilling or unable to
further the development of a political party repre-
senting workers' interests (10).

Rank-and-file involvement
The effect of changes in the official unions has,
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however, been very questionable. In a sury€y
conducled between pnuary and March 1991, more
than 80 per cEnt of union membdrs didnlt know of
the exisbnce of VKP or FNPR. A massirrc 92 per cent
thought that, despte the unions' transformation, no
improrrcment would occur in their work However,
98 per cent expreosed no indination to leave the
unions, although it is undoubtedly th" ease that
membership hc been haernorrhaging from FNPR.

The influenae of the official unions therefore
apFars to be slowly declining but they etill seem
capable of mobilising large numbers when they turn
to various fonns of action. Lct spring a claimed 35
million workers took part in activities against the
price rise inhoduced by the Pavlov government
However, the fact of the unions' cpntinued adherence
to the old state functions of disbursing social benefib
still constitutes a major strm$ling block to the
formation of genuine trade unions. In Lithuania, the
unions have managed to ditch this role and NFG in
Ukraine have called for the establishment of special
independent funds to pay for the unions' social
benefits.

Fragmentation
The fragmentation of the union movement, exacer-
bated by the emergence of parallel unions in some
industries, has led in some instances to the formation
of parallel trade union committees at ente4rrise level.
1he development of a ioint bargaining position has
consequenfly been hindered by inter-union rivalry. In
tlre Ukrainian coal industry, PRUP has negotiated an
agreement on wages and conditions with the
government This deal is considered better than
nothing by NPG but tlrey are advancing their own
demands.

National rnrion federations ara also suffering
severe financial problems. In response to the increas-
ing regionalisation of power and flre deepening
economic crisis, many primary union olganisations
are accumulating large funds at a local level and
failir,s to pass on sufficient resources for the national
organisations to carry out their own activitie.

Strikes and the official unions
Ttre renewed influence of the official unions can be
seen in tlre statistics for strike action In the first 7
months of 1989 more than 500 strikes were recorded
throughout the Soviet Union Many of these were at
a very localised level involving perhaps only one
shop in a facf,ory, and a majority of working days
were lost through political strikes in various republics
in sullport of nationalist demands. The trend since
then has been towards a decline in shike action Tlre
discontent produced by the liberalisation of prices
since the of 7992 has in most cases not yet
maniftsted itself in the form of strikes.

Ln an analysis of strike data for the first quarter of
7992, the newspaper Tard conduded that, compared
to the previous yeEu, there had been a significant shift
away from strikes in productive sectors of the
economy (whose workers had already gained large
pay increases) to shikes in non-productive sectors, i.e.
the service sector. In the first quarter of 7991, 120
enterprises suffered strike action and lost production
amounted to.707 million rubles.

Miners also took action. advancing predominantly
political demands, including the rcsigrr.ation of the
government. In the first quarEr of 1992, only 35
enterprises were affected and losses amounted to
only 35 million rubles. More than 90 per cent of

strikm occurred in non-productive sectors, and of the
49,000 who had been on strike, 22,WA had been
teachers and 141000 health service workers (11).

Teachers and health service workers in the Russian
republic have continued with industrial action in
April and May. The chief demand of medical workers
in Moscow Hras for total state funding of medical
institutions in a situation where "the majority of the
cif's inhabitants can not pay for medical services".
Other demands were mainly economic (although
political in the sense that th"y demanded action from
the government and a reorientation of priorities): a
500 per cent increase in wages although a 180 per
cent rise had already been agreed in a Presidential
decree but not implemented; the abolition of 28 per
cent value-added tax on basic goods; and additional
payments for working in unsaft conditions (12).

Rising prices and unemployment
Rising pries have also created a source of conflict
between tnions and different groups of workers
contributing to the fragmentation of the workers'
movement In the Donbass, the miners, who have
successfully negotiated a large pay increase, are
accused by workers on much lower levels of income
of fuelling inflation in the region, which is much
higher than in other parts of Ul.cafute.

Throughout the former Soviet Union, increasing
differentials between groups of workers and an
inabiliff to cope on wages rapidly b"iog rendered
worthless have produced a chain reaction of indu.st-
rial action albeit on a comparatively small scale"

FNPR (the Russian federation) has sought to
present itself as a "responsible" element in a ihaotic
situation. In response to a projected fall in production
by the end of 1992 of 25-3{J- per cent, which would
lead to 25 million being made mgmployed, FNPR
has proposed an investment programme to maintain
production, with priority being given to the energy
sector, agriculture, food, medical and consumer
goods. Value-added tax would be staggered
depending on social need and prices on oil, gas and
coal would be controlled by the state (13).
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In a speech to the Sixth Congress of People's
Deputies of the Russian Federation in April, FNPR
President Igor Kloctrkov asserted that the main
problem of reform was the continued edstence of
monopolies, ard that privafisation should be acceler-
ated while "taking into account the interests of the
labour collectives!'. He firrther argued that, in the
main, Yeltsinls programme coincided with that of the
trade unions, that the unions were "opposed to
exacerbatir€ the political and class struggien and the
trrions could become a "powerful force f,or consolida-
tion" (14). FNPR leaders have insisted that they do
not disagree with the stategic thrust of Yeltsin's
programme, only urith specific details (15).

From social contract....
During the 1970s, a sizeable literature developed
concerning the notion of art implicit "social contract"
in Soviet-type societies. The essence of this contract
was that, in return for its monopolisation of political
power, the regime guaranteed certain benefits to
workers. Among these were full employment, low
stable prices o*" basic needs includin[ d..o**oda-
tion and food, free social services such as health and
education and a gradually improving standard of
living.

A consequence of this "contract" was that manual
workens, particrlurly those concentrated in big plants,
were generally better off than white-collar workens or
intellectuals. However, this contraet was tmevenly
applied even within the working class. Thus, miners
received generally high wages but other facilities and
basic amenities were conspicuous W their absence
from mining areas. The existence of a social contract
has aroused much debate but it seerns certain that
expectations were raised among Soviet workers as to
what thuy could and should expect the regimne to
deliver

Gorbachev attempted to ehange the terms of this
contract but his reform prograrnme inevitably under-
mined the benefits workers had previotrsly gained.
Consequently, major elements of the programrne
could not be implernented because of the opposition
they aroused (tr51. The political offensive of the
liberals throughout 1991 and particularly after the
failed Augtrst coup and the shift from reforming the
old systern to replacing it with a capitalist market
economy implied that the "social contracf' would
itself be replaced by the bargaining betu/een groups
associatsd with Western sociefies.

.".,to the market
The move to a market eaonomy has, however,
challenged all of the basic benefits of the social
contract mrach more vigorously than did perestroika,
while only promisi.g the full shops and advantages
of Western capitalism at some time in the future.

There has thus developed a sort of social'schizophre-
.t.nia in which people are willing to give Yelrein and

Kravchuk some time to overcome the economic crisis
and intuoduce a market economy while wishing to
preserve the benefits of the former regime.

The disappearance of the social contract leaves a
conceptual vacuum €ts to the nature of relations
between regime and working class. In the early 1980s,
the popularity of the concept of "corporatism" was
such that some Wmtern analysb decided that, at least
in its state corporatist as opposed to liberal or
neo{orporatist variety, it }vas applicable to some
degree to the Soviet Union (1n.

Corporatism
"Corporatism" gives a sense of negotiation between
different interests rather than simple imposition but
it could be aqgued that the two concepts of
"corporatisrn" and "sociaL contracf' operated at
different levels. The social contract established
general norrns applicable to the entire working class,
but interest articulation via the trade unions at the
level of the state fine-tuned the contract and brought
potential problerns to the attention of the regime.

TIre difference between the role of the state as the
guarantor of the social contact and the role of the
trade unions can be seen in the practical distinction
rnacle by workers on the rare occasions when they
engaged in large-scale action. In Novocherkassk in
1962, and in the 1989 miners' strike, workers, faced
with fundamental revision of contract norms, by-
passed their union organisations and addressed their
demands directly to the regime.

We are nolar faced with a decidedly different
sittration in which an appropriate framework for
analysis of state-society relations is difficult to
deterrnine. Nevertheless, there ane certain features
which need to be looked at carefully. Firstly, the
trade unions no longer have the compulsory charac-
ter of the goviet period. While the degree to which
the unions have changed their structure, become
more dernocratic etc, is still open to deba&, they are
no longer tied to the party-state apparatus and their
ability to articulate the views of their membership
has been enhanced.

Trade urtion organisations can now be formed
comparatively easily althotrgh the extent to which
new ones can have access to premises and equipment
previously given by the state to the old official
wdons is again quesfionable and a source of much
conflict urithin the trade union movernent. Despite
this, the official unions have not lost their monopoly
character at the level of most branch industries and,
at a national level, the republican trade union
federations which enlerged frorn the break-up of
VTsSPS are still dominant,

Trilateral commission
Differencm between republics are beginning to
emerge in how the state deals with the trade unions.
hr Russia, a trilateral commission was established at
the end of last year through which negotiations over
wages and conditions are increasingly being
conducted. Apart from the government and unions
the other vital component of the three-way negotia-
tion has been the recently formed Rtrssian Union of
Indtr,strialists and Entrepreneurs representing enter-
prise managers which is headed by Arkady Volsky.

The work of this commission has
resulted in the signing in March of a General
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Agreement by all parties including official and
unofficial trade unions. lhe Agreement commits the
government to introducirg "a socially oriented
market economy" while ensuring the plovision of
social guarantees, including a minimum wage against
which other social benefi.ts, such as pensions and
grants, will be measured (18).

The political model for this commission has been
explicitly derivd, however, from Western models of
"social parfirership" - among its architecb are leading
members of the Russian Social Democr4tic P*ty.
Tripartisrn is not, however, the same thing as
corporatism. Corporatism involves the establishment
of rnore entrenched mechanisms, the ability of all
parties to police the implementation of decisions
reached, and some mufual recognition of the
demands of each side.

It is debatable whether the Rtrssian government
sees the trilateral commission in this way or as
simply a vehicle for pulling the trade unions in
behind the governmenfs economic prograrrune. In
the recent trilateral discussions, FNPR were
extremely put out by the Government's insistence
that sotsprof take three of the L4 trade union places
- a move condemned by FNPR as an attempt to pack
the discussions with people who would vote
uncritically for the Governmenfs reform package.

Neo-corporatism questionable
It would therefore be premature to speak of the
emergence of neo- corporatist arrangements in
Russia. Neo-corporatism was in essence a mechanism
employed by socialdemocratic governmenb with a
trrrified trade union movement and employers'
organisation in conditions of economic prosperity
not a situation highly reminiscent of conbmporary
Rtrssia.

The future establishrnent of such anangements
depends on a number of factors, not least o-f which
is the legitimaey and stability of the representatives
of diffrrent interests. TIre Yeltsin government 

"nioysthe confidence of less than a third of the population
according to a recent sunrey (19) and the emergence
of a lobby representing enterprise management
appears to have put a brake on the introduction of
a market economy. FNPR still enjoys a dominant role
but any future failure to support workers' demands,
as happened with the minere, could lead to further
fragmentation.

However, while the means of production remain
predominantly in the hands of the state, but groups
representing large economic interests have develop"d
an autonomy from the state, it is reasonablg to
assume that tripartite arrangements could become a
useful mechanism for controlling dissent during a
difficult transition.
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Prp*s in Russion and East European Studia No.303,
Pittsburgh PA, 1983.
(18) Elizabeth Teague, "Russian Government seeks
Social Partnenship", RFE/nl Research Report Vol.L
No.25, 19 Iune 199L
(19) Nezavisimaya gazeta, 30 April 199?-

The U.S.S.R. is no more. But the wodcers ore still
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Union? Whot ors the workers doing? ls there o
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Trade
Union
Declaration
The following Declaration W the Federation of
Indqendent Russian Trade Unions aras first
published in Rabochaya Tribunn an 3 April
1,992. It rs translated by Rfck Simon,

Declaration of a socio-economic policy to
overcome the collapse of production and
the impoverishment of the people. Prop-
osed by the Federation of Independent
Russian Trade Unions (FNPR)

1. The aim of the albrnative proposals:
The basic aim of the proposed measures is, firstly, to
overcome the catastrophic fall in productiory stimu-
late the revival of the economy through a structural
reorganisation (perestroika) and, secondly, to guaran-
Ee the necesstry social protection of the people
dtuing the transition to the market.

The fall in production represents a very seriotrs
danger. The government memorandum on the
Russian Federation's econornic policy also speaks of
'the maximurn possible action to counter the fall in
producfion'. However, an analysis of this programme
shows that, in reality, the prescriM measures will
not bri.g about a rever€al of the negative tendencie€.

As regards social protection, this has a purely
declaratrtry nature. On a number of positions the
social section [of the governrnenfs rnemorandum]
contravenes both international norms and Rtrssian
laws adopted earlier. In essence, ttte proposals of the
trade unions are different in pinciple from the
governmenfs prograrnme both in their aims and in
the means of achieving them.

FalI in production
Z Do not 

"llow 
the catastrophic fall in production.

Disturbing reports are coming from large and small
enterprises in various branches of ttre economy. For
the first time in more than two hundred yeans,

production stopped at the Klyazrtinsk iron foundry
in Kovrov. Many textile machines in factories in
Ivanovo have been idled. The production of vans in
Cheboloury has halted. Hundreds of enterprises are
working at half capacity and others are on the brink
of stopping altogether.

The govemment notes as a positive fact that the
fall in production was coming to a halt in the first
quarter. Last year it was 15 per cent, at the beginning
of this it was 13.5 per cent. It's not i*t that the scale
of this fall is in itself very significant, but that this

most optimistic conclusion about the declining rate of
fall produces major doubts. Even government experts
forecast a fall in production by the end of the year
of 2&fi per cent, and some members of the
government are assuming a 50 per cent drop.

It doesn't need explaining that the fewer goods we
produce, the worse is our standard of living. But this
is only one side of the problem. The other side is the
fact that falling production and the closure of
workshops and factories leads to mass unernplry-
ri:!.ent. Accordirg to offrcial forecasts the army of
unemployed could grow to between 6 ard 10 million
by the end of the year. If the tendencies towards a
s[ump in production ane exacerbated then, according
to expert assessments, the number of unernployed
could rise to 25 million. Decisive measwes must be
taken to overcome the catastrophic slump in produc-
tion. And primarily economic rather thart administra-
tive levers must be employed: credit, fiscal, price and
foreign economic policies and other measures.

The biggest mistake in the credit poliry curently
b"irg irnplemented is to ignore the interests of the
development of production and essential structural
changes in the economy. The banlc have transferred
exclusively to short-term credit at unbelievable
interest rates.

For this reason, therefore, the trade unions propose
that enterprises in the fuel and energy complex,
agriculture, food indugtry, and those producing
consumer goods, medicines and building materials be
ensured priority in receiving credit (includiog on
preferential terms). Losses suffered by banks in
connection lvith this should be covered ttrough
budgetary means. The irevestrnent of resources in
production must be prornoted and encouraged
through strucfural changes.

Urgent measures must be taken to increase
solvenry and to accelerate th* pryment of enterprises
within the economy. For this they mtrst be provided
with additional working resources. The government
considers a strict fiscal poliry to be essential" This
means prirnarily an excessive federal and municipal
tax burden which is stifling productive activity and
enterprise. This is all being implemented irrespective
of whether an enterprise is producing mas$ corlsruner
goods or production for which there is no demand,
or whether produltion is expanding or contracting.

Different approach
The trade unions propose a completetry different
approach: to stimulate by all possible means those
who ane genuinetry increasi*g the output of goods
and not thror.lgh price increases, those who are
putting resourc€s into investrnent, expansion and
renovation of producfion needed by people, those
who are r€- establishlng econornic links, those
concerned with small businesses in the sphere of
production. This could be achieved to a large extent
by the introduction of tax concessions.

Here are some of the measures proposed by the trade
unions:
L. Lower the basic tax rate on profits, Emd also value
added tax for priority lines (the fuel and energy
complex, agriculture, food industry, and those
producing consurner goods, medicines and building
materials;
2. Establish that the overall surn of taxes and
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deductions (including those levied by local author-
ities) should not exceed 35 per cent of net profit;
3. Remove all limitations on advantages connected
with invesbnent in the priority lines of development;
widen the circle of enterprises receiving such
advantages;
4. Free enterprises completely in priority lines of
developmerrt from paying tax on profit gained
through increasing tlre physical output of production
in comparison with the baseline period.

However, credits and tax concessions can not help
slow down the fall in production if enterprise
expenditure is excessive. Today many enterprises are
on the verge of bankruptcy as a result of repeated
price increases. T'his proaess might become an
avalanche after ttte government's proposed freeing of
prices on energy.

So that this does not take place, the trade unions
consider extremely essential the regulation for the
immediate future of prices on oil, coal, gas, etc,
Together with this the irresponsible export of energy
abroad at the expense of our own ecpnomy must not
be pennitted.

Agriculture
3. The countryside needs emergency aid
The trade unions support government poliry in this
very important sphere. However, it must be stated
that the countryside has essentially been left to the
merry of fate. Even those progressive decisions taken
by parliament have not been implemented or are
being carried with great delay. And the frade unions
see in this a grave danger for the implementation of
agrarian reform. It is typical that no place can be
found for the problems of the countryside in the
governmenfs memorandum.

On the countryside depends whether there will be
hunger this autumn and winter or not. The situation
in agriculture today is catastrophic. The spring
sowing is threatened with disruption. There is not
enough petrol or dieel fuel. A large number of
tractors and other pieces of agricultural machinery
are out of order. Repair is beyond the pockets of
many farmers because of the high cost of spare parts.
The peasants may respond to this by decreasing the
sown area.

In the critical situation that has developed in the
opinion of the trade unions: a package of emergenry
measur€s is required - both economic and administra-
tive. Thee are preferential tax and credit arrange-
ments for enterprises in the agro-industrial complex
and farming, and also direct budget subsidies with
the obligation to sell agricultural produce to the state
reserve fund. Among the administrative measures
permissible in today's exceptional conditions are
centralised distribution of diesel fuel and petrol,
assistance in maintaining the seed fund, equipment
and spare parts, and the utilisation of military
personnel,

Impoverishment
4. Privileges are unavoidable but they must not be
excessive.

The impoverishment of the basic mass of the
population has reached a dangerous level. Tens of
milliorrs of people are living not simply on the verge
of poverty but in utter destitution. Demand for goods
and services is constantly falling. According to the
results of suryeys conducted in March by the
Institute of Socio-Economic Research of the Russian
Academy of Science, 3.8 per cent of those questioned

acknowledged that they would have to go hungry at
some time.

The goverrunent asserts that in February a
turning-point was reached in these negative tenden-
cies and real incomes began to grow. The picfure in
this case is somewhat different from that Presented
by the government. According to data collected by
the Russian State Committee for Statistics, the
average monthly wage for workers and emPloyees in
February (1,994 rubles) rose in comParison with
]anuary $,,47A rubles) by % per cent, but prices
increased accordirg to data from the same Commit-
tee by 38 per cent. Which increase in real incomes are
we talking about? According to forecasts, in the next
few months we can expect not an increase but a fresh
drop in real income, especially after the freeing of
prices on enerry.tt should also be pointed out that,
in the year prior to this, workers underwent a serious
trial: according to independent experts, prices rose by
t1 times while wages only increased 4.5 times.

One more piece of evidence of the contempt for the
interests of the people are the proposals for the
further limitation of wage increasm in state enter-
prises, which today employ around 80 per cent of
workers.

The trade unions consider that poliry in the realm
of income must take a totally diffurent direction: an
orientation towards preventing the further devalua-
tion of the main motor of societ5r's development:
labour power.

Measures must be taken to close the gap between
the minimum level of income and a living wage, the
calculation of which must include not only a beggarly
food ration, essential purely for survival, but also
modest expenditure without which it is virtually
impossible to manage. Such a living wage must
constitute the basis of calculations of the lower limit
of social guarantees. LJse in such calculations of the
physiological minimurn is impermissible. Already
since the second quarter of this year a minimurn
wage of not less than 1,000 rubles per month must
be introduced in all regions of Russia.

Indexation
The statistical agencies must ensure an objective
calculation of the prices and incomes index and the
publication of these data not less than once a month
in official sourc€s of in-formation. In the event that the
price increase is greater than 25 per cent/ the level of
the rninimum \Mage must be reviewed...

In the conditions of the impoverishment of the
basic mass of the population value added tax must
be removed from basic foodstuffs (bread, flour, milk,
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dairy produce, vegetable oil) and medicine. Value
added tax mtrst be reduced on meat, poulky, pasta,
animal fat, sugar, and essential consumer goods,
newspapers, and public transport.

A quite intolerable situation has arisen wittr the
payrrent of wages. The cause is the shortage of ready
money. This might appear a purely technical reason
and the govemment has insisted that the problem
will soon be resolved. However, 5fi) and 1,000 ruble
notes have been issued and the situation is getting
worse. Ttre government prides itself on the fact ttrat
money is increasingly in short supply but financial
problems cannot be solved by illegally withholding
money from workers.

The trade unions demand that an investigation be
held into every instance of such a breach of labour
legislation and the guilty parties brought to book

Social protection
The trade unions have serious disagreements with
lhe government's programme and approach to the
system of social protection The official memorandum
speaks of direcbd assistance for the most vulnerable
groups of the population. It would be quite possible
to agree with this. But the trouble is that this
principle is only proclaimed ard neither a mechanism
for ib implementation nor concrete amounts of
assistance are mentioned. To make up for it the
governrnent document elaborates measures in detail
which squeere people-s interests. These affect the
unemployed in particular. The govemment inEnds to
curtail their benefit in contravention of Russian laws
and inbrnational norurs.

The trade unions consider it obligatory that not
only the measurE{t envisaged by law for providirqg
assistance to the unemployed ale implemented
completely, but that a system of indexation of
benefits should be instituted, i.e. they should
automatically inctease in line with rising Pdc€s.

A Russian Federation law on pensions should also.
be introduced in full measure. In this way iustice can
be resbred in pension provision: the level of pension
will depend on a personls conkibution during their
working years. As with wages, delays in the payment
of pensions are quite imperurissible. llrese days these
are not just isolated instances.

The govemmenfs intention to privatise ttre state
persion sysbm seems ill ft6ughtout The trade
urrions are in favour of the development of private
pension funds but r an addition to the state system.- Tlre memorandum passes over in silence the
quetion of how medicine, education, culture and
science will survive. Rising costs and the insufficient
allocation of budget resources are serious blows at
the institutions in these sectors. The trade unions
coruider it essential that a medranism be inhoduced
to compensate fur the growth of expendifure in the
social sphere, including paylnC for the workers
employed in it.

Privatisation
5. Who will be master of the factory?
The sucoess of the reforms depends to a decisive
degree on how quickly the process of privatisation
(razgosudarsWleniye) takes place. The trade unions
have no disagreement with the government over this
shategic goal. The principal difference is in the tactic
of carrying orrt privatisation.

Tlre govLmment is atbmpting to limit the rights of
the labour collectives within strict boundaries in this
major proeess. The opening of personal privatisation

accounb for all citirens of Russia is also being
dragged out

If ttre tempo of privatisation is maintained at the
present level then the projecbd plans will not be
realised for decades. How can things be speeded up?
First of dl it is necessary to determine precisely how
much property will be transferred to the labour
collectives (free of charge and on preferential tenns),
how much will be entered in citizens' privatisation
accounts and, finally, how much will be directed for
open sale.

The trade unions consider that in the cur:rent
situation the conditions must be created for collec-
tives who have shown initiative on privatisation to
purchase property direcfly. Apart from this, the
procedure for conducting competitions and auctions
must be changed by extending advantages and
privileges to ttrc labotr collectives. The right to
choose the form of ownership to the creation of
closed joint+tock companies, to acquire a conholling
interest must be granred. It would be expdient to
allow the purdrase of ordinary shares payable in
instalments over five years. In this case no less than
10 per cent of ordinary shares should be transferred
to the labour collectives free of chaqge...

It is important that not only labour cpllectives are
involved in the privatisation process but dre whole
population. br order to do this rnore favourable
economic and organisational conditione must be
created for the investment of the population's
resourcrs in fixed assets, including the purchase of
enterprise share. Citizens must be given a real
opportunity to obtain loans to buy property. House
bdlding and also the construction of summer houses
and other structures must be freed from property tax
for a period of five years.

A difficult choice
IIre measures put forward in tris Declaration
directed at stimulating productiory at averting its
sharp dedine and at strengthening the social
probction of the population will inevitably lead to
the curtailment of budget income, will require large
additional expenditure and will consequendy cause
an increase in the budget deficit.

the financial recovery of the ruble will slow down.
This is a hard road both for society and the economy.
It must be said directly and candidly that the danger
will arise of hyperinflation. A delicate skill is
r€quid when implementing the reforme to walk the
narrow beam acroos the ravine.

But today we no longer have any nice ways out
of the erisis left A droice must be made between the
bad and the very bad. And the governmenfs
programnre is one such very bad variant The
precipitous slump in production and the slippage of
most people leyond the line of survival will not lead
to the achievement of the aims promored by the
government, but to the collapse of the economy, a
social catastrophe.

The alternative variant worked out by the trade
unions proposes a softer, more elastic, adaptation of
the economy to the new conditions. Stimulatirg
production will perrrit not only ttre slump to be
halted, but also a revival in economic activity whidr
will subsequenfly bring in new income to the budget,
giving it and correequently the ruble shengtlr" In the
last analysis, although with enormous difficulties, the
proposed path will lead us out of the dead'end and
not b detruction.

March 1992
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the Russian
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trade

Andrei Isayec is editor-in-chief of Soli-
datnost, th,e weekly papsr of the Moscou)
Federation of Trade Unions. He wns alsa
one of the founding mefftb€rs oi the Party
of Labour. The following article first
nppenred in Solidar-nost 5192 and 7192,
The translation is by IffEE,

The present situation
Reports of the death of the Russian trade trnions have
been exaggerated. Trade union activists need to take
a second look" The apocalypse has been postponed.
Or, if the threat is still there, it is there for everyone
and not just for trade unionists. We need to take a
sober look at our sifuation and see what real
possibilities still exist.

The state and party have coll.apsed and tlre army
is demoralised but the trade unions still have a
unified organisational structure. It is a strtrcture
which still exists throughotet every sectton of the still
statedominated nafional, economy and is sr.tpported
by , potenfi"lly strong mernbership base. It possesses
an apparafirs \^/ith hsrizontal as well as vertical trinks,
is connected mrith trade unions in other countnies and
has at its disposal a significant basis of material and
financtal support. It is an organisaGonal skucture
wldch, for better or for wo6e, carries out a nu.mber
of important social functions (social securiff, material
support, etc). There is every reason to believe that the
destruction sf the trade union organisation would
have a profound effect on the whole of society and
would burden the goverrunent with a whole series of
unwelcCIrne and expensive obligafiorls.

We have an organisation which, in a peculiar way,
cornbines bureausrary (in the sense of mod.e of
behaviour of the apparatus) rArith cornplete financial
autonorny of the rank-and-file organisations (a

product of ttre "democratisafion" of recent years). This
rnakes it difficutrt to mobi.lise the resources necessary
to create a new apparatus that corresponds firore
closely to the needs of presentday society. VVe also
have a very bad image as an exteruion of the CPSU,
as an allocater of holiduy resorts and other perks to
leading persoru.rel and friends sf nnanagement. We
have no presence whatever in the mass media and
have failed not only to develop our own. press but
also to learn how to deal with foreign media.

But what we have developed, quite slowly over a
long period, is the awareness that we are in fact a

social-political force which has the ability to influence

by Andrei lsayev

the 'hard line" of the gCIvelnment in the interest of
broad layers of the populafion" This awareness is the
first step in developing a trade union ideology.

Trade-union ideology
No serious social organisation can develop and
survive without ib own ideology" This ideology is a
system of values that acts as motivation for the
activity of activists and officials and provides the
ideals that underlie our prograuune and propaganda,
ideals that make the organisation attractive to its
potential members and to at least part of sociefy.

This uras traditionally the case with the trade
unions. At the beginning of this century most trade
unions were ideologically tied to sorne form of state
socialisrn in either its communist or sscialdemocratic
form. But both of these forms has one thing in
common: they regarded the state as the main
regulator of labour relations and identified social
progress urith state intervention and regulafion. trn

the old USSR the subordinate role of the trade unions
corresponded to a particular version of communist
ideology which saw the unions as transmission belts
for the parry and as part of the party and economic
nomenklatura.

But this communist ideolugy is now finished" What
will replam it?

Unions and the market
The ideologists of the independent union SOTSPROF
propose the following: it is better for the worker
when the free market and fre enterprise dominate.
Therefore it is nst the task of the unions to disrupt
this systenn of free enterprise. The unions should
concentrate on the fight for better urages.

Let us leave to one side the thesis that workers are
better off in a free market system ( a thesis not
confirrned by the majority of capitalist countries in
Africa, Asia and Lafin America) and let us look at the
methodological aspect"

Front a consistent liberal point of view, the trade
union, although it rnay not be hostile to the market,
certainly does not promote it. Through its activity the
trade union lirnits the free market in labour in that
it raises the price of labour by rnethsds that do not
conform to market principlm. It confronts the market
like a force of nafure. In this it resernbtres any other
such combination, be it a consumer association or an
employers' federation. Wherever such combinations
exist there is a correction of objective market laws in
the interest of the members of this combination. The
ideal of a consistent defender of the free market
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system is a contracfual system in which, between the
worker and employer, there is no mediator holding
a collective contract.

An absolute victory for the free market would
mean the end of trade uniorTs. But such a victory
would also mean the destruction of the entire
complex system of social relations. To prevent such
a disintegration society as a whole, with its variotrs
groupings and combinations, and with the assistance
of the state, has to constantly intervene in the
"objective counse of events" and place lirnits on the
market. That is why, in any modern society,
tendencies and structures flrat conforrn to markit
laws exist side by side with those that do not
conform. Trade unioru are part of the latter. So there
is no need to apologise for the unions. In Rtrssia
today, where the frade unions have to protect the
population from the consequences of the "introduc-
tion of the market", it is important not to forget this.

Likewise, the complete elimination of the market
would also mean the end of trade unions. Normal
fuade unions have to see themselves, therefore, as a
(necessary) anti-market element in a (necessary)
market socieff. Although the trade unions recognise,
at the present moment, the inevitability and the
economic sense of the market economy and private
enterprise, this does not mean that th"y have to
accept the entreprenetrrial value system and market
ideology as the basis of their owrr activity. On such
alien territory, their defeat would be inevitable.

Unions as defence organisations
Under preent conditions the ideology of "defence"
has the appearance of being more realistic. Whatever
happens, "nre defend the interests of the workens".
This kind of slogan is found in practically all trade
union documents now. Theoretically it is very
seductive but it has made no real inroads into the
consciousness of the masses. The number of organisa-
tions that claim this role for themselves has increased
dramatically but this solution is a purely defensive
one and offers no perspective.

In this scheme of things, the trade union is cast in
the role of eternal reactor: what wilt happen next and
how should we respond? But such a posfure could
only undermine the very existence of rank-and-file
branches and broad layers of activists. This kind of
approach leave us with two options. The first option
would be to see the unions as necessary only in the

case of acfual conflicts. But then rank-and-file
branches would be superflrrorrs. All that would be
needed in every town would be a kind of union "fire
service" of lawyens, labour-rights<xperts and inspec-
tors that could respond to the workers' call, provide
assistance, draw up contracts, etc.

The second option would be to see the unions as
in permanent conflict n/ith the employels. But this
kind of permanent trench warfare is hard to sustain
and, willing or not, the temptation would be to go
onto the offensive and get rid of the enemy once and
for all. Along this route, the adoption of a communist
position would be unavoidable.

A rejection of this defensive ideology does not
mean the rejection of the idea of social defence. This
defensive role is important in trade union ideology
but it is not the most important.

Unions and economic democracy
At the beginrring of perestroika ideas of economic
democrary were extremely poptrlar, the slogans being
"selfdeterminatiorr" and "make all the people o!vr-
erso'. (...) But the regime that established itself after
the fall of the CPSU is completely authoritarian and
distinguishes itself from the old communist regime
only in the greater degree of rynicism among the new
elite. (...)

The basis of a democratic society is the sovereignty
of the individual person. This, however, can only be
established through a fundamental transformation of
the conditions that exist in the enterprises. This
transformation is linked to changes in ownership but
these changes in themselves do not play the most
important role.

Our country is a country of workers, concentrated
in big indtrstrial combines. The change from public
to private or collective ownership will have little
effect on the day-tod"y life of the workers. What is
required is a revolution in the relations of the labour
procEss itself, a transition to economic democraey
which secures the sovereignty of the individual
worker within the enterprise. hr our society, it is only
the trade unions which-arc capable of reJolving this
problem. Unfil this problem is resolved the country
will not be able to overcome its technological
backwardness.

Motivation the key problem
The disintegration of the economy, which is taking
place before our eyes, cannot be explained simply as
a result of the structural reforms being carried otrt in
accordance with insfructions from thtlMF. The main
catrse is to be found in the cornplete destruction of
the motivation to work.

Under the previous state-communist system the
motivation to work was extremely deficient, but it
did exist. During the Stalin era ih"ru was a dual
motivation: fear and communist religiosity. Although
the costs were Hgh, it led to the construction of a
modern industrial society in this country. But this
induskial socie$, once it was established, could not
be managed or developed on the basis of these
stimuli. Nevertheless, worker motivation did not
disappear.

The income of the individual worker did not
depend very much on his or her level of productivity.
For the individual worker what mattered most was
the stability of his or her social position. It was this
social position which was the Soviet worker's greatest
capital. To have a secure position in society and
slowly or quickly, depending on circumstances, to
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move up tlre ladder - that was the supreme law of
the old U&9R. What secured the stability of one's
social position was ttre fulfilment, in a more or less
acceptable manner/ of one's work or career obliga-
tions.

The Soviet worker didn't work well beeause this
would bring in higher income but because it put him
in a good relation to his superiors; in other words,
he had his position, his bonuses and the possibility
of upward mobility.

With the collapse of "socialism", this old corrunun-
ist work motivation also collapsed. What replaced it
was a complete vacuum. Why should one work when
wagb increases are below the increases in prices?
Why work harder when income depends not on
productivity but on a host of other imponderables
(the profitability of the enterprise, the skill of the
manager/ demand for the product, govemment fear
of strikes in this sector, etc)? Why make an effort to
please the managens when tomonow both managers
and ente4>rises will probably disappear? Why work
hard whert speculators and black-market dealers can
earn much more?

hoduction has been left to its own fate and
continues to function only as a result of pure inertia;
the old communist work motivation hasn't entirely
disappeared.

It is only speculators, brokers and, to some extent,
private entrepreneurs that work from a capitalist
motivation - ttre possibility of making profit. But
speculators and brokers dort't produce anything.

What can be done to motivate workers to work
and increase productivity? there are only two
possibilities: either economic democrary or hunger
and machine guns.

What is to be done?
In its pure form, economic democrary mearui, on the
one hand, democratic self-management of production
at enterprise level and, on the otlrer hand, democratic
planning which allows the workers, through elected
organs, to take part in strategic decisions. Under the
conditions that exist in this county at the moment,
there are certain preconditions that have to be
fulfilled before there can be a transition to economic
democrary.
1. The workers must be drawn into the decision-
making process about wages and conditions of work.
This requires a systern of collective contraets in the
work places and wage negotiations in the different
branches. This can only be implemented by the tade
unions and their regional Herations. Individual
work contraets are unacceptable because they expose
the unorganised masses of workers individually to
the arbitrary power of the organised employers.
2. The prestige of qualified specialists who are not
self<mployed must be increased. With the transition
to a market economy, the feudal structures in the
errterprises should be got rid of. Specialisb should
not be made to do work whidr does not correspond
to their qualifications. Ttre so-called "shock worker
movemenf' must be abolished because it deshoys the
solidarity of the workers.
3. There must be a redistribution of national income
in favour of the producers. The economy cannot
function normally when qualified producers have a
lower income than those who sell and resell their
producb.

Ir our country the proportion of wages in national
income is many times lower than in the developed
countries. This diffurence, previou.sly eaten up by the
massive bureaucratic apparatus, is now being taken

by rp"culators. It would be naive to believe that the
free market would change these proportions in some
miraculous fashion. This miracle didn't happen in
Latin America and it is not happening now in eastern
Europe. It is only a strong trade union movement,
active at national and regional levels, that could alter
these proportions.
4. The disbdbution of the remaining part of national
income must gradually be regulated. In the semi-
colonies, the providers of raw materials for the
developed countries, there is neither economic nor
political democracy. The danger that we will become
a serni-colony is very real. The new Russian
bourgeoisie, with their interest in the market and in
business, as well as officialdom which is corrupt and
open to bribery, are prepared to go in this direction.

To counter this trend, exports and imports must be
bought under social control. The trade unions must
take the initiative in introducing this kind of controtr.

Success in overcoming inflation and technological
backwardness and in limiting unemployment de-
pends totally on investment poliry, i.e. on whether
money is invested in producfion, science and the
technical renewal of Russian industry or whether it
is wasted in speculation and export of raw materials.

5. Unemployment must be limited as much as

possible. (...) To prevent the impoverishment of the
unernployed and their separation from the organised
labour movement, the trade unions should take over
the main responsibility for retraining. This should
take place, as much as possible, within the enterprise
(without lay-offs) and the means to pay for this
should be raised in taxes from those enterprises and
employers that initiate mass lay-offs.

These are just the first steps and it is only when
these steps have been taken that plans for a real
economic democracy can be developed.

Privatisation
I have quite consciously avoided here the question of
privatisation and forms of ownership. This is a

subiect which requires separate treatment. Within the
framework of the present article, what I would like
to propose is that the trade unions should avoid
taking a definite position on privatisation. An
appropriate solution must be found in each branch,
in each region, in each enterprise. What must be held
on to unconditionally is the following principle: the
wishes of the workers must be decisive in determin-
irg the form of ownership. (...)

Conclusion
This article should be the basis for further discussion.
I hope that the trade union groups, the qualified
specialists in the labour movement and all others
concerned win take forward this debate about trade
union ideology.

In this article I have intentionally addressed
myself to the old "offi.cial" trade unions because I
believe that the main line of development for the
labour movement in this country will be through the
renewal and revival of these trade unions. I am
convinced that the alternative unions have little
chance of success and that they will never replace the
"old" trade unions.

Other views are possible and this article will
hopefully be the beginning of a discussion.
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Hditorial
"Liberalization" is sewn. What shall we reap?
This is a month of expectation. Awaking on 2 January
the inhabitants of Russia understood that shopping
ruould become like goir,g on an expedition, exact$ as
the vice-president Burtrulis had stated. The pries of
the majority of foodstuffs and indrstrial goods rose
5-.10 fold as eornpared to December 1991 and L0-.L5
fold as compared to the spring of 1991. The shock
was so strong that people were throq,nn" into cornptrete
apathy"

The eountry held ih breath feelimg that it was a lutrl
before a storrn" The r:najorify of enterprises had to
prolong vacafions, maki*g use of a recently reimtrs-
duced Christntas }"eave. After the vacations the first
visits by the workers to their caslteens led to urork
stoppages. Adntiniskators had to urgently seek
cCImpen$ations.

It seerned that a blow rryas unavoidable when
"liberalizatiorn" of prises shook other republics. The
situation wa$ worsened by the fact that the Congress
of the lxrdependent Miners Union had deeided that
miners of all the repubtrics woutrd begin a strike if
fheir goverrunents would not h*gl* negotiations with
fhern before january 25th. As of today such
negotiafioms have been held only with the Russian
gsvermnent. Despite this the miners of the coal-
producing regions are not on strike because it will
lead to the paralysis of the economy. In Ukraine the
miners also fear the closing of most of the mines by
the government in the ease of a strike.

The sitr.eation is becoming that of a dead-lock since,
according to medical men, dre Ukrainian miners have
to get from 11 000 to 2A 000 roubles per month to
restore their strength and to support their families.
(As of today th*y get between 4000 and 5000
roubles.) Plant administrators have to close them
down or force the whole personnel to go on leave
because of the final disintryration of economic ties
and mutual failure to fulfil agreements. The chaos in
the country has increased since the personnel of the
number of enterprises can not endure the sifuation

and go 0n spontaneous strikes.
In such circumstances the organized independent

workers' movement is left aside as well as the official
trade unionsr part of which plays a directly
provocative rotre. Thus, the Federation of Independent
Trade {Jnions of R,ussia (former official unions) on
the one hand calls unprepared and consequently
Coorned acb of protest, and on the other hand
follows an anti-labour decree by President Yeltsin on
social partnership and creates a three-sided cornmis-
sion (trade tmions, effiployers, the state) thus
admitting that workers have no right to shike.

Alternative trade unions also have joined the
commnissions, fmr instance, the Sotsprof and the
hrdependexet kfliners Trade Union of Russia. tsut this
frade union uses the real opporfunity to continue the
nryotiations r*rith the governrne.nt while Sotsprof
states that it supports and asrees with government
policy.

In this connplicated si.tuat[on the influence of
radical prs-comrnunist orgarrizations in the workers
rrt"CIvenrent is beginning to grow. The slogan "Returrr
to Socialism" is heard rnore often. And it finds a
respsnse. People are becsmi*g convinced that the
new "derrtocratic" bureaucrak are not better than the
otrd parry nornenkLatura.

The foCIdstuffs accunnulated before fhe price-rises
will be eNharsted very sooxl. The working people will
get a salary, which witl be ju.st enough for two visits
to fr shop and then a powerfutr social blow-up will
be inevitable" It is difficult to say today who will rise
on this wave of indignafion and seize powetr"
K. Surnnitelny

RUS$IA

MOSCOW. On the order of the Moscow Trade
Union Federation, the Moscow ciry statistics cornmit-
tee analysed the minimum living wage in Moscow,
taking into account prices as of 8 January. The
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average for such a basket of goods and services is
1944 roubles monthly, and with the prices of tobacco
and alcohol added, it costs nT2roubles. Ihe Moscow
Trade Unions are gorng to use these figures in
negotiations on collective agreements and wages.

Tram's blind alley
PERM. Frustrated tramdrivers held a strike on
several routes at the end of last year. They demanded
independence for the tram-park arul allocations for
repair of the brokendown vehicles. '

Judge llot..
NOVOSIBIRSIC On the 25 Deember 1991, the
administration of the city cotton plant appealed to the
Rqgional Court not to bring a case against six
workers, organisens of the so<alled "tobacco" strike
in September L99A, (caused by absence of tobacco in
the shops). Igor Korchuganov, a workers movement
activist and a Sobprof member, compelled the
administration to do so. He was penalized after the
strike but succeeded in annulling the decision. Now
he is seeking for the whole case to be re-€xamined
so his mates can be fully exonerated. Th"y were
penalised by an unlawful decision of the administra-
tion proclai*i.g the strike "unlawful". The first
session of the Court took place on 24 December . The
administration pleaded the next day to consider the
strike urlawful. The case wil be considered by the
Regional Court

The stick and the carrot
SAMARA. The strike of the ball shop of the
ball-bearing plant (see digest M12 1991) ended on 25
December 1991. Ilre administration partially satisfied
the demands of the strikers, their wages urere
increased by 50 per cent But the strike committee has
not been dissolved, its function being to ensure the
fulfilment of the adminishation's promises.

The situation is different at the thermo-power shop
whose workers joined the strike without arrangr"g
the formalities. So the Court ruled their strike
trnlawful. As the shop did not work the whole plant
was panlysed, the damage costing 40 000 roubles. At
the end of December the activists of the strike
committee were dismissed; Anatoly Esaulenko, a
member of the Central Committee of the Workers
Party of the Dictatorship of ftoletariat among them.

"Conductor, pull the brakes!
MOSCOW. A strike at the locomotive depot
"Moscow 2" took place from 10 o'clock p.m. on the
26 Decernber until 5 o'clock a.nl. on 2V December"
Electric trains on the Yaroslav section of the raitrway
were stopped Among the demands of the workers:
a wages rise, free meals during working lrours,
allocation of flats to those who need them, prolonged
vacations of 45 days, a 36-hour working week,
improved condifions for work without breakdowns
of the electric trains. During the negotiations with a
vice-Minister and a depuf director of the railway,
the latter were told that an indefinite strike would be
called if these demands were not met.

A meeting of locomotive teams took place on 29
December, attended by Sergey Stankevich, the State
Councillor of llesident Yeltsin. The administration
promised to increase wages and ensure that break-
downs of the locomotives do not occur and also to
reinstate two conductors who were compelled arbit-

TPAHCNOPT

"Plovision of trcnsport", Posbr by
Gustav KluEis, 1929

rarily by the administration to work €rs metal
workers. During the negotiations on 3 lanuary it was
decided to form a conciliatory commission.

Small wages in a big economy
VORKUTA. The auxiliary workers of the 'Yur-
Shor" mine stopped work on I |anuary not satisfied
with wages of 1400-1800 roubles a month. They
demanded recalculation of their wages for December
and from then on payment at 75Vs of the miners'
salary (4000 roubles). The miners, with the adminis-
tration, trid to work out a new system of wages
which would take into account the personal effort of
each worker and which would stimulate labour. But
the miners hold the opinion that this problem cannot
be solved now becatrse there is no unified financial
poliry in the countr5r.

The miners are concerned with the finst vice-
ftemier, Y. Gaidar's' decision to ttrrn rnining
enterprises into holding cornpanies with 100Va control
belonging to the state. A delegation of 'Yur-Shor" is
going to visit Moscow to present its own. programme
for mine development, based on worker's participa-
ti,on in ownership, to the Supreme Soviet (Parliament)
and the Innovation Council-of Russia. The rest of the
miners of the region are looking upon the develop-
rnents at 'Yur-Shor" attentively and the sifuation in
the coal-mining enterprises will depend on the
results.

The secret trial
MAGNITOGORSIC On L0 JanuaU, a head of the
screw shop of a hardware plant read aloud to the
workers his decision to deprive the. organisers of the
November strike of a part of their wages (a so-called
L3th salary) because a cotrt decided that the strike
had been illegal. The workers were surprised since
not one of them was called to the hearings and did
not know that their case was being investigated.

l,l7t&.fi tplrrS ttlt *t?l[;$ , ,efll|lwt ltari ,t4 gat&> r.
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The science of strike
PERM. The conference of the city's doctors decided
on 14 ]anuary to support the all-Russian medical
personnel strike called for 29 ]anuary. Before the
strike the trade union passed through all the
proceedirgr provided for by the law, but neither the
Conciliatory Commission nor the Court of Arbitration
could solve anything. A regional conference of the
trade union, administration and chief doctors of
hospitals was held. Tlre medics' main conclusion was
that it was impossible to go on as before because
more and more often thuy have to state: "The patient
died becanse of the lack of the medicines". Mortality
is growing while the birthrate is declining.

Their chief demands are: to speed up the adoption
of the law on the status of medical workers; to revise
pension ages and the amount of pensions; to adopt
the law on labour protection; to finartce medical care
accordiog to new norrns and actual spending; to raise
wages ta 1,5Vo above the wages of industrial workers.

Bon Appetit!
CHELIABINSK" Up to 400 people will be given
free dinners at a city cafie beginning in the 2nd half
of January. This has become possible eis a result of
an agreement reached by the city workers union and
a businessman. Nowadays many of those who are
ready to give money for charitable ptuposes are not
doing so, being afraid that the money would not be
received by those who need it In this case the
workers union guarantees that the dinners will be
served to those in need and an anonymous business-
man provides the financing.

To part with strike-breakers
VORI(UTA r INTA. A regional conference of the
Independent Miners Trade Union was held on 17

lanuary. It was decided to unite the Vorkuta (about
62W members) and Inta (1600 members) organisa-
tions into a regional one. The conference decided to
begin a strike if no positive steps aI€ made for the
conclusion of the general tariff agreement before 25
january. 

.

Anticipating the shike the regional trade trnion
made an amendment to ib statutes. If a rnember does
not take part in a strike called by the decision of the
trade union he is automatically denied membership.

A trade union for army officers
SALTYKOVI(A. Moscow region. The constituent
conference of the Independent Trade Union of Army
Officers wEls held at the premises of the Trade Union
Persorurel Institute. More that 60 delegates from
Russia, the Baltic States, Belarus, Central Asia,
Ukraine and the Northern Caucasus took part in it.
The Conference solved all the problerns very quickly,
arrny-like. A Declaration of the righe of army offi"cere
and trade union statutm were adopted.

trt was stated in the report made by Andrey
Goptar, a co-chairman of the organising committee,
and in the documents adopted by the conference, that
the fuade unions' foremost tasks are to secure the
safety of the army service, and to safeguard the rights
and health of the officers. The new trade union
declared its independence of the commanding struc-
tures and existing trade unions. A programme of
activities was adopted and a central board was
elected.

Workers of Russia, unite!
EI(ATERINBURG. A session of the Council of
Representatives of the social-political organization
"The Worker" (OPOR) took place on 17-19 january.
Representatives of 1.0 organisations from 5 cities were
present. Changes in the stafutes were made declaring
an all-Russian status for the organisation with the
purpose of becoming a base for the cooperation of all
the workers organization^s of Russian on common
principles stated in ern unifying declaration Among
these principles: transfer of ownership rights to the
meills of production and the products of their labour
to the labour collectives; self-goverrunent for labour
collectives, which are gradually to become the state
poruer etc. A decision was adopted to create an
OPOR Information Centre. A new Execufive Commit-
tee was elected, Valery Bakaev, Vladimir Lebediev,
Vladimir Reznik among its members. Victor Burfirik
was elected as OPOR chairman.

Knowledge is power
SALTYKOVKA. Moscow region. A seminar for the
actlvists of independent trade trnion and workers
organizations ruas held for the first time in Moscow
orl 17-21 january. It was organised by the Workers
Movement Information Centre "KAS KOR" jointly
with the Swedish Workers' Cenfre (SAC), a Swedish
Syndicalist Trade Union ntunbering more than 13 000
mernbers. Twenty workers organisations and inde-
pendent trade unions from Russia, Ukraine, Belarus,
Lithuania and Estonia sent their delegates for the
seminar. Th"y discussed problems of the history of
privati r-attott, social security and collective agree-
ments. SAC representatives reported on the theory
and practice of syndicalism. The participants ex-
changed experiences on trade union activities. Q':e*

cialiils from the Academy of Labour and Social
Research delivered lecfures.

What does the Party of Labour want?
MOSCOW. A conference of the supporters of the
Party of Labour took place on 18-19 January. Left
groupings and trade trnions taking part in the
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creation of the new party in the sittration of a
worsening economic crisis evidently want to unite
and to try to maintain their influence in the
parliament 

-and 
city cotrncils. To this end, they are

sure, it is necess try to. form a Labour Party which
must fill the empty place on the left of the political
spectrum. It is suggested that initiative city groups
should provide informatiory available at the centre, to
the labour collectives, as well as give them access to
TV, radio, and national newspapers.

Will ambulances answer the call?
SAMARA. Several dozens of first-aid ambulances
picketed the building of the regional cotmcil, their
sirens wailing. Their personnel were demanding an
increase in wages and leaves. Instead of the 150
ambulance teams necessary for the city, only 95 are
working norl/. According to general practice the
ambulances took calls on the city square and
returned there. If their demands are not satisfied the
real strike will begin.

The highest level
MOSCOW. On 20 Janu ary Rtrssian Vice-Premier, Y.
Gaidar, met a Kuzbass coal mining regional delega-
tion consisting of Mikhail Kisluk, chief of the region
administration, Yyacheslav Sharipovrchairman of the
Independent Miners Union, A. Aslanodi, acting
chairman of the Council of Workers Committees and
Sergey Velikanov, co-chairman of the Prokopievsk
Workers Committee. They put forward 15 proposals
to Y Gaidar, the problem of a tariff agreement being
the most important.

The Kuzbass delegation met Boris Yeltsin on 22
january. V. Sharipov spoke for the programme of
equal rights for the Independent Miners Union. S.

Velikanov asked for the reinstitution of enterprise
independence and for changes in the structure of the
coal-mining industry. He pointed out that these
rights had been gained as a result of the 1989 strikes
but had now been lost. Speaking of the situation in
the region, Aslanodi pointed to the crisis of state
power. M. Kisluk reported on the project of turning
the region into a free economic zone. Boris Yelein
confirmed the equality of all the trade unions before
the law and ordered immediate preparation of a tariff
agreement between the union and the Rtssian
goverrunent.

Strike readiness cancelled
MOSCOW. Negotiation between the Russian govern-
ment and two Russian miners unions were held on
2l-23 January, namely the Independent Miners Union
and the Union of Coal-Mining Industry Workers.
Wage were the main item. The trade unions
demanded a Ffold increase while the government
suggested a 2-fold rise.

After a prolonged discussion a &fold rise was
agreed upon beginning in January. The wages are to
be constant over 3 months. In response the trade
unions promised not to press the goverrunent duri^g
this time. A. Sergeev, the Independent Trade Union
chairman, reported the results of these negotiation
and called upon the miners unions to refrain from the
already planned strikes.

The plenary session of the Federation
ST. PETERSBURG. The city Federation of Trade
Unions organised picketing in the city from 21,

|anuary. Formerly an official sfuucture, the federation
has become very active lately and is constantly
pressing the city authorities. It stands against prices
rises and demands the provision of food to 'city and
regional dwellers. A plenary session of the Federation
of hrdependent Trade Unions of the city took place,
and the problems of unemployment and social
security were disctrssed. The session decided to create
a fund for help and social security and allocated 170
000 roubles to this fund.

Representatives of working collectives suggested
on 24 |anuary, dt the session, to hold an all-city
general strike because of the worsening economic
conditions and the disparity between the new prices
and the old wages. The decision about the strike had
been postponed until talks take place with the city
authorities.

Taxi-drivers' pickets
OMSK A precautionary strike of the drivers of the
two Omsk taxi fleets was held on 2L January. They
picketed the City Hall. Taxidrivers demanded a
decrease of the fare by 5A7o, the resignation of the
taxi-fleets adminishation and the privatisation of
cars. Despite the ttueats made by the chief of the
regional administration, a conciliatory commission
was established to consider the drivers' demands.

Mutual obligations
MOSCOW. An agreement between the goverrrment
of Moscow and the Moscow Federation of Trade
Unions was concluded on 24 january. According to
the document signed by Y. Lyzhkov on behalf of the
government and M. Shmakov on behalf of 39 Trade
Union organizations of Moscow, the goverrunent has
to take measures to secure employment and living
standards and guarantee social security in the fields
of culture, sport and ecology.

The Government will be obliged to calculate and
publish a minimal personal consumption budget and
to provide indexation of salaries. [f these conditions
are guaranteed the Federation will abstain from
strikes for the duration of the agreement.

Don't get ill
INTA. Medical personnel of the city started a strike
on ?5 January. O.ly hospitals and first-aid centres
continued to work. The cause of the conflict was a
catastrophic situation in the system of medical care.
The needs of the city in medical equipment are
satisfied only to a level of 18 per cent, in medicines
to a level of 45 per cent. The strikers demand the
provision of hospitals and clinics with the necessary
goods and an increase in the salaries of medical
personnel.
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Strike committee becomes trade
union
MOSCOW. A constituent congress of the Russian
Independent Trade Union of Locomotive Drivers
(locomotive teams) and Railway Workers was held
on 27 |anuary. The new Trade Union embraces
locomotive drivers and their mates from the city
subway, railway diesel and electro-locomotives and
students of railway schools and institutes. Thirtydve
delegates from 13 railway iupot" took_part-in the
congress which considered its statutes. Membership
will be lost if a person gets an administrative job. The
governing body is the Russian Committee of 30
members elected directly by the primary organisa-
tions. Valery Kurochkin was elected chairrnan. At the
time of the congress he headed the railwaymen's
strike committee.

Doctors on strike, patients support
SAMARA. All medical establishments of the city
organised pre-strike actions - rallies and pickets of
the local adminishation from the 27th to the 31.st of
|anuary. They planned a general strike of the medics
of the region for 5 February. The budget for medical
care in the rryion is only 28 per cent of that of
previous years. On 28 January all the patients of the
largest city hospital, N3, signed an appeal supporting
medical personnel. Other hospitals also got patients'
signattrres.

Distrust of administration
TENINSK-KUZNE"ISI(Y. The first city confrrence
of the hrdependent Miners Union, held on 29
january, expre*sed distrust of the city's administra-
tion. The miners demanded the adnrinistration's
resignation because it could not provide the citizens
with food. The union agreed with the suggestion of
the workers' cornmittee to hold a conference of
miners and to invite the administration of the city
and of the mines to report on what has been done.

Party of Labour conference
MOSCOW. The Moscow constituent conference of
the city's Party of Labotrr organisation was held at
the Moscow Medics Cultwe House on 31 ]anuary. In
connection with the worsening social and political
situation in Moscow, the new organisation issued a
special Political Statement calling upon the govern-
ment to immediately adopt minimal measures to
stabilise the economy and asking different political
forces to immediately sit at a negotiations table.

Catching the tish
PETROPAVLOVSK I(AMCHATSIff. A strike
committee of fishermen has been created in Kamchat-
ka Peninsula. Fishermen were forced to take radical
steps by the Performance Contracting Group, a US
firm. According to the contract the American
company had a right to fish in Rtrssian waters for 10
years and to catch 330 thousand tons of fish arutually.
This contract will definitely lead to the unemploy-
ment of thotrsands of Rtrssian fishermen, which in
furn will rmtdt in closures of fisheries and dismissals
of port workers. As a final result, 75 per cent of the
region's population will lose their jobs. Right now
there are 2 000 unemployed in the peninsula.

The strike committee addressed American fisher-
men, asking for support, and demanded that

hesident Yelein should prohibit foreign fishing
ships in Russia.

UKRAINE

Solidarity
DONETSI( On December 30th Donetsk workers'
committee sent a cable to Kaalihstans's hesident N.
Nazarbaev in connection with the continuing strike at
the "Tenteksk y"" mine (see weekly digest No 12). It
read: "tVe are indignant becatrse our brothers'
demands are ignored and we demand immediate
negotiations. Donetsk miners express full solidarity
with the striking Kazakhstan miners".

Advice to the President
DONETSK. A joint sitting of the Coordinating
Council of the Regional Union of Donbas strike
committees and the Council of Representatives of the
Ukrainian Independent Miner:s Trade Union took
place on 2 January. The participants sent a cable to
l, Kravchuk, the Ukrainian President. In connection
with the unprecedented price rises and the plans of
the government to carry out an experiment in the
coal-mining industry and to leave it without gov-
ernmental subsidies, the participants think it neces-
sary to adopt a law on mineral wealth providing for
rent to be paid by mining enterprises accordrng to the
mining conditions. The introduction of so-called
regional pricm will inevitably lead to a fight between
coal producers and is meant to cause a split both
among the directors and the coal-miners as well.

The coal-miners reiected the govenunent sugges-
tion to abolish taxes for coalqnining enterprises
because this measure would lead to the devastation
of the budgets of the cities and towns.

Just Walk!
KIEV. The city buses did not appear in the streets
of the Left Bank district on 15 |anuary. The drivere
demanded an increase in their wages, better social
conditions and the resignation of the government.
That same evening the government promised to fulfil
all the demands except the last one, and the strike
was stopped.

For the Government's resignation
KIEV. On 28 ]anuary, the d"y of the opening of the
Supreme Soviet (Parliament), the An-Ukrainian
Union of Workers Solidarity and Solidarity Trade
Unions of U}caine organised a picket at the
parliament building. Their chief demand was the
government's resignation, for it ttrrned out not to be
ready for the transfer to a market economy and did
nothing to lessen the hardships of that period. On the
demand of the participants of the rally, Alexander
Ivashenko, the Union's chairmart, was given five
minutes to address the Parliament. He stated the
position of the Independent Unions. The Parliament
did not support the rmignation of the government
but agreed with the proposition made by President
I. Kravchuk to partially reorganize the Cotrncil of
Ministers.

A strike in Kiev
KIEV. Many enterprises have stopped production
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because of the new economic situation and have
forced their workers to go on unpaid leave. But
accordi*g to the Law on forced leave, the administra-
tion has to pay the workers two thirds of their wages.
The independent trade unions insist that the law be
implemented. Thus the association of the Solidarity
Trade Unions of Ukraine threatened the adrninistra-
tion of the "Promsryaz:' plant that the the 5000

workere now forced to go on leave would return to
the plant and would pretend to be worki^g. The due
money was paid to them.

BELARUS

MINSIC The adminishation of the Minsk Produc-
tion Association Imeni I-enina (Belvar) continues to
pensecute Sergey Andrushin, a city strike committee
member and a member of the Independent Inter-
professional Asssciation of Working People. Sergey
Andrushin, a radio-controller, spoke against the
conclusion of an extremely unjust collective agree-
ment proposed by the adminishation. After that he
was told he would be sacked "as part of a reduction
in personnel".

Cables of support for him can be sent to the
following address: V. D. Mumay, C,eneral Director,
MPO Imeni Lenina, Francisk Skorina Prospekt, 58,
220050 Minsk, Belartrs.

A cable
SOLIGORSIC The Independent Miners Trade
Union of Belarus sent a cable to ftime Minster
Kebich on 2L January. It reminded the Prime Minister
that time for negotiations with the miners is nrnrting
out.

'You compel us to start anew the strike stopped
temporarily in April", they wrote in the cable. Cables
were also sent to the directors of mining and
processing enterprises. They were warned that if the
government refused to begin negotiations with
miners on the basis of documents they sent to the
Council of Minsters, the Union would call the miners
to strike. The Union underlined that such a strike
would be supported by other coal-miniog regions,
unions and strike committees of Belart.s.

Union, said that this would allow it to defend
workers' rights not only at the professional, but also
at the political level. The new stafirs will allow the
Union of Workers to take part in the parliamentary
elections and to nominate its own candidates as MPs.
Thus the Union will have th" possibility of influenc-
ing the process of privatisation through the legisla-
ture. According to the law, only citizens of the
country have the right to form political parties. The
change in the status of the Union will make political
activities possible for to those without citizenship.

LITHUANIA

A time for consideration
VILNIUS. A delegation of the Lithuanian Union of
Workers headed by Aldona Balsene, ib chairman,
met on 7 fanuary with Prime Minister Vagneris and
demanded the reignation of the ministers of health
and social security and the merger of this ministries.
According to the Uniory the work of these ministries
is unsatisfactory. The Union gave the Government a
month to corsider this demand. If it is ignored, the
Union will undertake more resolute actions, includ-
ing calling for strikes.

Rueful statistics
According to data from the Lithuanian Union of
Workers, 175 people died and 130 were wounded in
republican enterprises during 199'1.. The highest
mortality rate was registered at agricultural enter-
prises (81 dead, and 27 wounded), transport, trade
and cooperative enterprlses (lE dead, and 11

wotmded).
A Nashlenus, chief technical inspector of the

Lithuanian Free Trade Unions, pointed out that, in
his opinion, the growth in the rate of mortality and
industrial injtrries compared to the previous year
testifies to the lack of atEntion paid to this problem
by the trade unions.

Sacking is possible
PANEVEZH.IS. 3200 workers of the local compress-
or plant found out on 20 january that th"y were
being forcd to go on unpaid leave. The plartt is not
working because pig-iron was not delivered from
Russia and Ukraine. Compressors are made there for
the biggest automobile plants in the republics of the
former Soviet Union. Now temporary sackings may
await the automobile workers of Kamsky, Mirrsk,
Kremenchug and Nizhny Novgorod. 3000 compress-
ors will not be sent to these plants. The situation
arose because detailed agreements among the

Who was sent to us?
SOLIGORSI( Tlre Council of Workers
tives and the executive bureau of the

Representa-
Independent

Miners Trade Union of Belartrs held the first round
of talks with the government commission on tariff
agreements on 27 january. But the commission's lack
of interest and incompetence forced the miners to halt
the negotiations. They sent a cable to the govemment
asking it to confirm the authority of the commission
and to resume talks on 3 February.

LATVIA

A new status
RIGA; The Board of the Latvian Union of Workers
decide to turn the trrion into a social and political
organisation. Yevgeny Shelenin, the chairman of the
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Republics were not worked out, so the licences for
the export of pig-iron were not given to Rtrssian
planb.

Threat of unemployment
PANEVEZHIS. More than 50 000 workers in the
electrotechnical indtrsfiry may lose iobr because of the
stoppage of the Panevezhis Litkabel plant, accordi.g
to Y. Yruiavichtrs, the director of the Industry
Department of the Lithuanian Institute of Economics.
Tlre Panevez"his plant was stopped because brass
products were not obtained from the plants in the
former Soviet republics, although the agreements had
been concluded" A new system of licensing in Rtrssia
also hinders irnports. Huge piles of cargo are piling
up on the frontier between Lithuania and Belarus. A
fotmdry and mechanical plant were stopped for the
same reason. The Vilnitrs plant "Blasta" and a plant
of mineral fertilirere have only 20 per cent of former
output for the same reason. Ooly 50 per cent output

[*'*S::t g *",:iHfi;1,[#aYs' 
which

No jobs
SHAULAI. The city labour exchange had no time to
b"g its activity but probably will be closed because
there are no vacancies. meanwhile the number of
trnemployd in the city is growing. The meat-
processing factory forced 150 workers to go on
unpaid leave. 40 people at a flotrr-mill, 11,6 postal
workers and 250 peoples at the "Nuklon" plant will
be dismissed. Disrnissals are expected at other
enterprises too. All these people have to look for
srunmer agricultural seasonal jobs.

KAZAKH$TAN

SHAKHTINSK-I(ARAGANDA. A strike has
been golng on at flre "Tentekskaya" mine for more
that a month. The chief demands arnong the twenty
put forward by the strikers are the following: wages
sufficient to b,ry enough food to restore physical
strength, provision of food and iterns of urgent
necessity, 75 per cent of coal output to be the miners'
collective property.

Tlre striking miners went from Shakhtinsk to
Karaganda, the capital of the rnining region, and
picketed the building of the coal-mining administra-
tion. ft*y had negotiations with the administration
representatives who told the miners that their
demand to receive a part of the extracted coal was
not to be met and other questions concer*ing food
and goods supplies have nothing to do with the
adrninistration. After that the strikitg miners met the
workens at other mines. As a reult, miners from
"Kazakhstanskaya" miner "Shakhtinskaya"r "Saratls-
kaya" etc. went on strike. The membership of the
Independent Mners Union is growing from d"y to
day, and the strikers are getting many cables
expressing support.

Sum total
I(ARAGANDA. A meeting of representatives of ten
striking mines was held on 10 lanuary. The Central
Strike Committee was formed with the aim of involve

in the strike all the mines of the association
"Karagandaugol" and to coordinate the strikers
actiorls.

On 16 January the strike ended since the govern-
ment met the chief demand of the strikers - it gave
15 per cent of the extracted coal to the miners as their
collective property. But despite the end of the strike
the Crntral Strike Committee is continuing its
acdvities. It consists of 2A members who will see to
it that all the demands of the miners are met

The adminishation has not met the demands of the
miners to pay all the money earned by them in cash
and to conclude to tariff agreement with the
Kazakhstan government A conciliatory commission
is working now. If all the demands are not nnet the
miners will stick to all the procedures provided by
the law on labour conflicts and will resurne the strike.
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Pickets organised , a strike postponed
PERM. On March 7 activists of the social-political
alliance "Rabochyi" (The Worker) organised pickets at
the entrance of the Sverdlov plant to support the
pre-strike demands of the planfs collective for bigger
pay.Three polishing shops were to strike on March
9, but the strike was postponed since the administra-
tion promised pay rises.

The left march
MOSCOW. On March 7, at Sovyetskuyu square, a
meeting was held. It was organised by the Federation
of Revolutionary Anarchists, the Confederation of
Anarcho-syndicilists, the Socialist Workers' Union
and other leftist groups. They advanced slogans:
"Down with the government of speculators and
bureaucrats", "Enterprises to the working people".
More than 150 people took part in it.

Teachers threaten to strike
MOSCOW. The teachers' strike committee of the
capital's north west district prepared a package of
demands to the city authorities and the Education
Department. In connection with the steep price rises
due to liberalisation, the teachers demanded pay rises
and bonuses for checking pupils' homework, for
grade direction and for other additional work. If the
demands are not met the teachers will hold a
one-hour war^i.g strike on April 16 and begin a full
strike on Muy 4. The teachers of other Moscow
districts will evidently support the strike.

The strike that did not take place
MOSCOW-KEMEROVO. A threerided commis-
sion was in session on March 6 at the Supreme Soviet
of the Russian Federation. It had to solve problems
in connection with the the complicated situation in
the Kuztass coal mining region. G. Burbulis, the first
Vice-Premier, stated that he had cancelled his
previous decision to send a governmental commis-
sion to the Kuzbass region after consultation with the
Council of Workers Committees of the Kuzbass and
the regional administration. Mikhail Kisluk, the head
of the regional administration, asserted that the
majority of the workers' demands were unreal, the

food supply was at the level of the 1970s and he saw
no reason for strikes. The Federation of the Trade
Union Organisations of the Kuzbass (formerly an
official one) expressed their determination to begin a
strike on March 11.

The Russian Coal Industry Workers Union express-
ed their support for the strike but the coal miners are
not going to stop working, since the General Tariff
Agreement with this trade union had already been
concluded and many of the problems solved. The
regional Kuzbass Workers Committee stated on the
same dry that the Federation's demand to raise the
wages of all working people in the region six-fold
was put forward despite the agreement reached
between the Workers' Committees and the Russian
president. The Workers' Committee called the Trade
Union the last stronghold of communist forces and
blamed their leader for the support of the restoration-
ist forces that seek to overthrow the goverrunent and
limit the power of the president. The Cotrncil of the
Workers' Committees called on the workers of the
region to refrain from the strike.

BELOVO. Teachers of this railway centre and
collectives of two auto-transport firms expressed their
readiness to strike by March 10. These workers did
not receive their salaries in time because of the lack
of cash. The Belovo Trade Union of Coal Industry
Workers did not support the strike.

BERESOVSI$. Medical workers of the town are
going to begin a shike called by the town federation
of the hade unions. Two conferences of the town's
medical workers were held. It was decided which
medical strucfures would go on strike and which
would refrain from the strike to carry out urgent
medical services. The town strike council was
formed. Teachers supported the medics. In six town
schools the strike began. The teachers demand pay
rises and a lowering of prices in the town and the
region. The local geological survey organisation is
ready to support the strike. The strikers are partially
supported by the local Construction Plant Trade
Union. The miners are not supporting the shike.

MEZHDURECHENSK. A strike committee of the
workers of the local trade union was formed and
their demands were elaborated. The coal miners are
not going to strike but are not huppy with the delay
of their pay.

OSINNIKI. The local tradesmen's strike committee
stated its readiness to support the strike on March L1".
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TENINSK-KUSNEISIOf. The city strike commit-
tee's attempt to hold a ttuee-hour warning strike on
March 11 failed. The strike committees of medics,
bachers, chemical workers, the "Kuzbass elemenf',
and some fuade shops spoke in favour of the strike
on March 11. Members of the Independent Miners
Trade Union were against the strike and said that if
it was organised th.y would agitate the populafion
against it If the teachers went on strilce, they added,
the coalminers themselves would sell bread, milk and
other necessary items as retail sellers. Less than 2A
per cent of the city shops are supportiry the idea of
the strike.

KEMEROVO. Directors of canteens and restaurants
spoke at their meeting in favour of a strike
demanding pay rises for their pereonnel. Upon
discussing this information, the Cotrncil of Workers
Collectives decided to appeal to the three+ided
commission and suggest flre following: to register
anenr all the acting trade unions, to proclaim trade
urrion property to be state property, and to ask all
the trade unions huviry claim on this property to
appeal to the administration within the time stated by
the law.

KEMEROVO. On March 10 the Co-ordinating
Council of the Inter-Trade Strike Committee post-
pond the strike that had been called for on lvlarch
X"1.. This decision was made after receiving a cable
from the first vim-premier, G. Burbulis, in which he
informed them that a government commission was
going to the region. The commission arrived on
March 11. It planned to meet with the regional
administration, the city and the regional deputies, the
Federation of Trade Unions, the Council of Workers'
Committees and the Independent Miners' [Jnion.

NOVOKUZNETSK-KEMEROVO. A govern-
ment commission arrived in the region on March L3.
During negotiations with representatives of the
Cotrncil of Workers' Cornmittees of Kuzbass and the
Federation of Trade Unions of the region, a protocol
of the tripartite commission of the Rtrssian Federatisn
on social and labour relations was adopted. The
commission agreed that trade union demands to the
Rr.rssian government reflect the real sifuation in the
Kuzbass region and admitted that these demands are
supported by the local administration as well as by
the workplace collectives. At the same time, the
commission stated that the call for an all-region
limitless strike was supported only by the Kuzbass
Federation of Trade Unions. But the leidership of the
Council, the administration chief, representatives of
other trade unions as well as collectives of the coal
and metallurgical industries, while supporti.g the
demands, stood against the strike. The most acute
problem which must be urgently solved, os all the
Kuzbass organisations agreed, is to eliminate the

differences in lvages between the coal mining
industry and other social and cultural spheres.

KEMEROVO, A session of the Council of the
Kuzbass Workers' Committees took place on March
L9. Problems connected with the liberalisation of coal
prices were discussed. The Cotmcil adopted a
resolution on their attitude to the official trade
unions. It says: "Official trade unions and their
Federation put forward populist demands which are
trnbearable for the countr5r's budget. Thus they
undermine the economic reforms and, in effuct,
deprive the people of any hop" for a better life. The
official trade unions are incapable of being reformed
because their strucfures were created on an adminis-
trative and ministerial basis. Thuy ane deceiving
people." The Council called for the creation of
independent trade unions and for people to leave the
offrcial orres.

Pickets at the Gommittee
MOSCOI4I. The Central Committee of Independent
Trade Unions sent a protest at the end of February
to the Human Rights Committee of the Russian
parliament and to the Minister of Science and Higher
Education against the trnlawful dismissal of em-
ployees of the "Orbita" engineering firrn in Novocher-
kassk, both members of the Independent Trade
Union. The Committee did not receive an answer so
on March 10 the Independent Trade Union picketed
the building of the Science Committee dernandi*g
punishment of the guilty and normal conditions for
the ftrnctio*irg of the Independent Trade Union at
the firm. After one hotr the vice-minister, Bortnik,
promised to study the situation and the picketing
ended.

Russian Union of Workplace
Collectives created
MOSCOI4T. The Constittrent Congress of the Rus-
sian Union of Workplace Collectives lvas held on
March L0-L1". The statutes of the new organisation
were adopted and governing bsdies elected. Vera
[^ash became the chairperson. Accordirg to its
leadership, the movement of workplace collectives
nolv unites several dozen million working people.
TIre Russian Union of Workplace Collectives entered
the Inter*tate Union of Workplace Collectives and
may well become its .base.

Government memorandLlm criticised
MOSCOW. A session of the Presidiuilr of the
Moscow Federation of Trade Uniorm was held on
March 12. Chairmen of the branch trade unions took
part in it. The main topic for discussion was the
Rrassian government memCIrandum on economic
policy published in the mass media. The memoran-
dum was severely criticised" The session adopted an
App""l to the Working People of Moscow. The
Federation is certain that by price liberalisation "the
govenunent wanh to dismantle the existing economic
system and create a new one based on the export of
raw materials and energ'y". The governrnent, the
Federation insisted, does not take into consideration
the fact that quite a number of enterprises in basic
branches of industry wilt be closed after a new
liberalisation of prices and a huge nun,ber of highly
skilled workers and engineers will be dismissed.
Besides, the goverrunent intention to free re wages in
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state enterprises, while prices 
,'

are constantly rising, will
lead to a catastrophic drop in
the living standards of work-
irg people. Tlre Presidium
called on the"lvloscow work-
place collectives to give their
opinion ,on the government
memorandtmr and to send a
letter to Boris Yelfin, the
Russian president, and R.
Hasbulatov, the speaker ot
the Parliament, asking them
to state, in the press their
views on the memorandunr.

e strike in tre
curriculum
St PETERSBURG. A ses-
sion of the city Teachens'
Strike Committee took place
on March L3. It discussed the
result of the strike of school
teachers on March 9 and
ftrrther actiore. According to
the Strike Committee about
100 school Eachers' collec-
tives took part in the strike
Ql collec{ives on an official
count) in 13 city districts.
Fourteen schools went on
strike in the Vyborgslqy dis-
trict Workers at a number of
kindergardens also took part
in the strike. Many collectives
were not quite ready for the
strike. Beatrse of this the
limitless strike was put off
for April 7. TryinS to head
off the initiative of the Strike
Committee, the official trade
union stated that it had been
negotiating teachers' pay
rises with the administration
and that if these negotiations
came to a deadlock they
would b"gnn a strike on
April 2.

"The Workef' will
support
PERM. A meeting of the
social and political associa-
tion "The Worker" took place
on March 18. It decided to
support the workers at the
autotransport enterprises in
the city who plan to begin an
alldty shike on March 25.
The drivers and workers de-
rnand pay rises, longer leaves
and modernisation of their
enterprises.

Trade union's
special battalion
KEMEROVO. An indepen-
dent trade union of the
Special Battalion of the Patrol

Service nras organised on March 7 ar,:td, on March 19, it joind the Council
of the Workers' Committm. Out of 80 servicernen, 59 ioined the trade
union

Take-off !n question
MOSCOW. Sessions of the Council of Air€rew Trade Unions took place
on March \9-20. It confirmed the decision to begin a shike on March 25.
Air-crenrs are tqfing to conclude a tanff agreement tor 1992, to give their
working collectives the priority right to privatise their enterprises, to fix
the conditiorui for work and rest and to change the system of social
security, taking into account the realities of the market economy. The
government had promised to solve all fhese problems last year but did
nothing other than issue declarations.
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lMro needs such reforms?
RYBINSIC llre Workers' Union of the city decidd
to enter the Movement for Democradc Reforms as a
collective member keeping its structtrre. I.eonid
Gubanow, the turion organiser who is not active now
due to illness, spoke against this step. He considered
the methods and means of the reforms to be
anti-social.

Administrative law by cable
MOSCOW. N. Malfilatkina, the chairman of the
Russian Federation Social Sectrrity Fund, and Alyali-
rd, dre vice<hairman of the Russian central bank,
sent a cable to all the Russian banks on March 19.
In connection with the opening of the new accotrnts
of the Social Security Fund, th"y want to close the
accotrnt of the trade trrrion and to direct the money
to the new accounl This means that all the money
for working peoples' social sectrrity lvill be controlted
by the Russian Federation of hrdependent Trade
Unions as a monopoly. In connection with ftis, the
Council of the Kuzbass Workere' Committee sent a
cable to G. Burbulis, the state sectetavr and Shokhin,
a vice-premier, expressing their bewilderment at the
government action. The s€une cable to the govern-
rnent w:rs sent by Vorkuta and hrta Independent
Miners' Trade Union. Mners of the Pechyora coal
basin demanded that A. S"qg"ev, the chairman of the
Independent Miners' Trade Union, should not sign
the leneral agreement with the government unfil-it
cancels its decision on the firnd.

Administration trick
ST PETERSBURG. Tlre conference of the construc-
tion pensonnel of the city subway was held on March
19 to conclude a new collective agreeme$ The
administration demanded its adoption as we1 as a
new set of regulations without discussion, allegedly
to facilitate the delivery of money from the bank to
pay back-wages. TIre majority adopted the document.
Fifty workers left the conference protesting at the
administration's arbitrariness.

Repeating lessons
NOVOSIBIRSIC The city teachers' strike commit-
tee called a teachers' confenence on March 20 which
adopted a decision to begin a strike on April 6
demanding pay rises. One of the primary purposes
of the strike committee is the creation of an
independent teachers trade union. Seventy per cent
of the city's schools sent representatives to the
conference.

Tripartite commission signs basic
agreement some unions refuse
MOSCOW. A tripartite commission signed the
general basic agreement on March 25. It provides
for mutual efforts by the government and trade
trnions in the field of social insurance, employment
and periodic revision of wages according to rises
in the cost of living. It was signed by the
Independent Miners' tlnion, the Air-Crew and
Air€ontrollers' Union, the Socialist Trade Union as

well as the three branch trade trnions entering the
Russian Federation of Imdependent Trade Unions.
Other trade tmions joining the Federation refused to
sign the agreement.

Striker from Vorkuta

UKRAINE
The strike goes on
KRYlryI RIH. The strike at the ore mines in the
region goes on. Ilre Ukrainian Independent Minere
Trade Union called on the strikens to ioin the
irutep,endent union. Three branches are already
organised at five mines in the region.

A new trade union
KIEV. The Second Congress of the All-Ukrainian
Union of Working People's Solidarity was held on
March 1&X.5. One hundred forty-nine delqgates from
2l rcgporui of the republic took part The main item
on the agenda was a programme of action for the
conditions during a transition to a market economy
and privatisation. It was decided to transform the
social and political tmion into a trade trnion. TIre
congress adoptd a resolution which stated the basic
principles of trade union activities: voltmtary rnem-
bership on the basis of personal choice instead of an
obligatory and administrative one; only hired labour
is allowed in the trade union and not employers or
their represerrtatives; the priority of right and power
of trade union locals 'as opposed to higher trade
trnion bodies; a transfer to the system of personal
individual social insurartce.

Tlre congress adopted resolutions on social insur-
ance, the social and economic situation in the
republic and on a number of other questions. It
expressed a negative attitude to the formation of the
Commonwealth of Independent States and to the
formerly official trade union shuctures.

f avernment leave proposed
DONETSIC Government plans to shorten leave for
miners have become known. In connection with this
the Donetsk city strike committee distributed lear,cts
on March 18 saying that shortening leave at a time
when a nrunber of mines are closing cannot solve the
problems of the coal mining industry. Instead of
shortening our leaves, the miners suggested, Vitold
Fokinls government should take unlimited leave.
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Donetsk strike
DONETSIC A confrrence of 732 autotransport
errterprises of the region took place on March 15
which decided to begin a strike on March 17.
Members of the co-ordinating committee of the
autotransport enterprises of the rqgion reportsd on
ttreir attempts b get the Ukrainian parliament to
reply to their previous demands. Representativeo of
the president, the parliament and the council of
ministers refirsed to meet representatives of these
enterprises. In reply the transport workerd decided to
begin a strike until their demands were satisfied and
they saw government readinese to solve transport
problems.

There are quite a few problems. The average wage
in the region is only 1280 roubles and many workers
received no wages for fanuary. Fifty per cent of the
vehicles in the region are obsolete and should be
uritten off. Seventy per cent of oil and spare parts
deliveries are 'decentralised", which means that the
errterprise get only 30 per cent from the staE and
the rest they have to find for themselves. Due to a
lack of oil and spare parb, as well as to wear and
tear, over 3000 vehicles are standing idle every day.

DONETSK REGION. On Mardr 17 passenger and
cargo transport was stopped in Donetsk, Gorlovka,
Enakievo and other cities and bwns in the region. All
routes were cancelled exept limited delivery to
foodshops. Only hospitals and kindergardens were
fully serviced. Drivers for ftre coal-mining association
"KrasnoarmeyslC' and "Makeevka" did not join the
strike because most of their problems were solved.
For example, the average wage of the "Makeevka"
drivers is 5 000 roubles.

DOBROPOLYE. The concete tube plant stands still
due to the drivens strike as well as the city transport
Ilre losses of these enterprises are counH in millions
of roubles. Three ore-processing plants and four out
of seven mines are standing still. Two of the mines
have stopped completely; their names are "Ukraine"
and 'Russia".

ENAKIEVO. Striking drivers organised a meeting
here on Mardr 17. Coal miners of the local miners
association also took part. They supported the
demands of the drivers and expressed solidarity with
them in the cable addressed to the president,
parliament and prime minister of Ukraine.

DONEISIC The Independent Minens Trade Union
of Ukraine adopted a resolution supporting the
drivers on Mardr 17. The resolution said: "The Union
supports tlre desire of the workers to obtain humane
living conditions themselves but not to wait for the
generosity of the bankrupt govemment whic-h does
not want to solve ever-accurnulating problems by
negotiations."

GORLOVKA. An all-city meeting of the striking
drivers was held on March 17. It adopted a resolution
stating that if the government does not enter into
negotiations the strike will take an all-embracing
eharacter. The resolution stated the main demands of
the strikers: to raise the drivers wages 8-10 fold,
pensions at 55 for men and 50 for womery lowering
of taxes on transport enterprises from 86 per cent to
27 pr cent, and to enlarge the list of professional
disabilities for drivers. One of the main demands of
the drivers is to conclude an inter-republic agreement
within the framework of the CIS to ensure the normal

functio^i*g of Ukrainian transport enterprises be-
cause 80 per cent of the enterprises that deliver oil,
spare parts and other goods are from outside the
Ukrainian republic.

DONEISK. A session of the city Soviet of People's
Deputies opened on March 18. It considered its
relation to the regional drivers strike and adopted an
Address to the Supreme Soviet and to the President
of Ul,raine. The Address states that the strike is the
result of many months of stalling by the government,
that the problems of cargo and p€rsenger transport
along with the whole social and economic crisis are
the result of the inconsistent, contradictory and
ineffective work on the part of the Ukrainian
government. This poliry leads to impoverishment of
the people, crisis of production, paralysis of enter-
prises. Deputies suggested that the government
immediately form a reconciliation commission to
discuss the drivers' demands.

KIEV. Negotiations of the striking drivers represen-
tatives with the Ukrainian government took place on
March L9. As a result an agreement was signed which
incorporated the basic demands of the driver"s. The
protocol was signed by representatives of the strike
committee, the parliament and the government But
it is difficult to guarantee its fulfilment because there
was not a single member of the government high
enough to make a responsible decision.

On the whole, the results are not satisfactory for
the drivers. Some members of the strike committee
think that the strike should go on while others thank
the strike should stop until April 7 to see how the
agreement is implemented. All agreed that it was
essential to create as quickly as possible a union of
drivers that was independent of the ministry and the
administtation.

Unernployment at hand
KIEV. The first meeting of the republic committee
on trnemployment consisting of representatives of the
government, employers and unions, examined the
statistics on job losses. At present in Ukraine 19 000
are officially registered as unemployed. These are
mainly former ivorkers of the frsearch institutes.
Unernployment among workers has yet to be
examined. Specialists predict that by the end of the
year the number wilt be half a rrrillion.

Not a penny to the centre!
KtrEV. On24 March Mr Kovalevsky, chairman of the
Federation of Independent Unions of Ukraine,
resigned. One can speak of a split in the Federation
in as rnuch as many regional and branch unions
joining the Federation have come out against the
central leadership and are not paying union dues.

BELARUS

SOLIGORSI( et 1.00 on 12 March the mines of the
Belaryskali Association stopped work. The Indepen-
dent Union of Coalminers of Belarus did not wait for
the goverrunent commission which, according to the
demands of the miners, was to conclude a general
trade and tariff agreement. On 13 Marchl pits
stopped work. The refineries are working at low
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capacity for the duration of the strike.
A meeting of strikers took place in a local stadium

on 10 March. They decided !o send delegations to the
cities and towns of the region to clarify their position
and organise pickets at the rail yards which
transported their ore. TIre Belortrssian Independent
Miners Trade Union sent a cable to the Executive
Council of the Intenstate Independent Miners Trade
Union on L9 March asking for financial and moral
support. At the governmenfs suggestion, a delega-
tion of miners went to Minsk on 20 March to resrune
talks.

TIre administation of the association and the trade
union of the chemical workers stated that the strike
had become unpredictable. Ivan Yurgevick of the
Belonrssian Independent Miners Union called this
statement a betrayal of the interests of the members
th"y ought to defend. He indicated that the situation
is fully under the control of the union leaders and the
strike committees of the mines

Local miners union bodies from Vorkuta and Inta
in Russia sent the shiking miners 90 000 roubles. At
the moment a commission is working on the
temporary agreement between the miners and the
government on the basis of which the pay of the
miners would be rais"d by steps. The commission is
headed by the vice<hairrnan of the state committee
of indtrstry.

Predictions are grim
MINSIC llre Independent Trade Union supported
the programme of economic development for Belorus
that was presend this week. TIre programme
envisages full economic independence for the repub
lic, introduction of its own currency and speedy
privatisation. Accordi.g to the authors of the
programrn€, becatrse of non-fulfilment of deliveries
from other CIS republics and because of the general
economic recession, the biggest enterprises in the
republic will stop working by May and there will be
700 000 unemployed.

MINSK. An independent trade trnion with 20
members was formed at the transistor plant

LITHUANIA

"Enfa" is right
I(AUNAS. Tlre workplace collective of the "Enja"
plant staged a warning strike on March 10 deman-
ding a delay in privatisation of the enterprise or the
granting to the collective sf 30 per cent of the
privilqged shares.

Limit on strikes
VILNIUS Tlre parliament of the republic adopted a
law on resolving labour disputes. According to the
Workers Union the law fundamentally limits the
right to strike.

Hunger strike threatened
SHUALYAI. A demonstration of workers living in
city hostels was held on 17 March. Some workers
indicated that thuy were prepared to begin a hunger
strike over the abolition of rent subsidies. Rent for a

room of 11 square meters is 300 roubles a month. The

Workers Union demanded the reconstruction of the
hostels into living quarters over five years, the right
of workers to buy their flats as private property, and
the transfer of the hostels to the local municipalities.

Railway blocked
RADVILISHIKIS. The city railwaymen blocked
the railway for two hours on 25 March. They
demanded payment of wages going back three
weeks. Tlre city authorities demanded that they clear
the blocked line or else th"y would call in the
Lithuanian anny. The strikers were not threatened.
After a train carrying military equipment of the
Russian army out of the courttry was stopped, the
authorities hded to make a political scene. They were
unsuccessful" The trairu bug*, to move only after a
written pledge to pay the back salaries before the end
of the month.

Under pressure
VIINIUS. TIre Lithuanian parliament on 26 March
adopted an amendment to the law on privatisation
which makes it easier for workplace collectives to
bry out their enterprises. Deputies took this step
under pressure of strikes and pickets at the
parliament buildr"g by workers of the city communal
services.

ESTONIA

Tmde unlon voice was heard
TALLIN. A conference of the Association of the
brdustrial Trade Unions of Estonia was held on L7
March. The association unit€s trade unions of the
power, electuotechnical, light, machine building and
printing indtrstries. It adopted a resolution expressing
great concern in connection with the developmg
chaos in the economy which is putting 50 per cent
of the Estonian population below the poverty line.
The liberalisation of prices, without a compensation
in pay, is a reform being carried out at the expense
of the workers. The fuade unions demanded a limit
on the prices of food and a renewal of state subsidie
to certain branches of industry. In addition, the
citizenship laws were subject to sevene criticism. On
that same duy the govenunent declared the
reintroduction of subsidies on transport, flats and
communal services.
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Socialism in
one factory?

(From NeRY: Indryendsnt Vrlsrkers Bulletin, a Sr.

Petersburg weekly, No. 3, 21 February 1992,)

There are very few enterprises in our city that are
really headed by the work collectives. One of them
is the leased enterprise, "Pargolov Factory". The
experience of these rnachine builders will, I believe,
be useful to other workers.

Previor.rsly, the power in the factory had been
usurped by the director because the trade union
committee and the council of leasees consisted of
servile individuals that he had chosery so these
organs played no role at all. However, an initiative
group of workers, unhappy with the situation, began
to look for an alternative. Th"y became acquainted
with the trade union "Independence" and decided to
organise one of their owr.

In the sununer, the new trade union led a
successful strike. During the strike, without permis-
sion, a general cotrncil of the work collective was
held at which it was decided to fire the director.
Enterprise law allows for such a possibility. Howev-
er, the functioning Labour Codes do not provide for
this. According to advice from solicitors, an article
about firirg due to staff cuts was applicable" But the
director was not permitted to work for the two
additional months required by law, so the court gave
him his iob back.

However, the workens were now conscior.rs of their
strangth. The council of leasees declared that it would
accept the decision of the court but again fired the
director. The director then had no choice but to leave
voluntarily.

After this, the council of the collective, composed
of representatives of the workers, became the
leadership of the enterprise. For the election, all the
collectives were broken down into electoral divisions
equal in size (around 7A persons). Every division
elected a representative who could be recalled. The
conference of the work collective had the right to
dissolve the council. The administrator of the
enterprise is now hired by the council and subordin-
ate to it.

How are things going under this new system of
adrninistration? The situation can be described as
follows: more socialism and less entrepreneurialism.
The workers have considerable social security. They
are not ttueatened with layoffu. The council follows
atEntively the indexation of earnings. Decisions
conceroing the life of all the workers cue taken by
mufual consent" There are two trade unions in the
enterprise, the independent trade union and the old
reformed state union.

However, the enterprise is less flexible and it is
difficult to adapt to the fluctuations of the market.
Right now, there appears to be no other options. The
collective is thinking about privatisation. But how
could this take place? We will wait and see.

(Translation by Bulletin of Ulsoviet Workers Infor-
mation Committee)

Palace of Labour, Vesnin brothers,
1922-29

Fussia doesn't
need Romanovs

From MolniAfl, "fl wsrkrs mwement nsu)ryfrptr",
Nwernbr L991"

(An interview with Countess Eleanora Trubetskayd, d
member of an old aristocratic Russian family, appears
under the title "CCIuntess Rebtrkes Democrats and
Monarchists". Included in the article is the following
telegramme which she sent to Prince Vladimir
Romanog heir to the Russian ttuone, who was then
visiting St. Petersbug:)

Since the blessed death in 1676 of the Tzar Alexei
Mikhailovich, foreigners were ruling Russia, Emd that
is why it perished.

Everything happens once: Christ appeared once,
eternal Rome was once, the house of Romanovs was
once...

There's no going back to the past. The words of
the Bible 'be simple, ?s a child" are not yet realised.
Nobody is yet as simple as a child.

The Revolution of 1917 put an end to the rule of
foreigners in Russia. It gave people education; it put
Russia into space.
Russia does not need the Romanovs; it needs truth.
Your visit is too late. The train left a long time ago.

Countms Eleanora Trubetsk y"

Moscow, November 7, 1991..

I
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Trade unions in the ex-GDR
by Renate HUrtgen

Numerous studies of the events in the GDR in the
autumn of 1989 point out that the big upheaval or
"Wendd' did not take place in the factories or as a
result of actions by the working class. The citizens'
movernent tBtirgrbalegung) remained outside the
factory gates. The left's hop" that the anonymous
street demonstrations would lead to action in the
factories was not fulfilled.

In the following article I don't attempt to answer
the question why the citizens' movement and the
labour movement didn't come together at this
decisive mornent when the institutions of power were
collapsrng like a hotrse of cards. I will , however, look
at the role played by the IDGB, the East German
trade union federation, in 1.989. I will also look at the
attempt to establish independent trade unions and at
the trade union situation today.

Historical backgpound
In the Soviet Occupation Trine after the war the trade
tmions were organised much more rapidly than in
the western zones. The Free German Trade Union
Federation (FDGB) was established in February 1946.
The Bitterfeld Conference in the following year sanr
the complete subordination of the union federation to
the communist pffV, the SED. Like the party, the
trade union was extremely centralised, with the
Federal Courtcil controlling not only all union
activities but also the distribution of finances. The
ordinary members of the union ulere effectively
disenfranchised, a fact which was to play a crucial
role later in 1989 when the FDGB disintegrated.

Centralisation and subordination to the party were
the means which made it possible for the unions to
play their real role in GDR society, which was to
implement the economic plan" The unions gave up
the right to strike and, dtring the forty years of its
existence, did not lead any workers' struggle. Wages,
hours and conditions were laid down by the
government without any resistance frorn the unions.

In other words, the FDGB saw itself as a

harrnonious element in a national economy organised
by the party and state. The vast rnajority of its I
million members had no illusions about the real
function of the FDGB but in 1989, as in the previous
forty years, there was no organised resistance to this
frorn the side of the workers. In 1989 the workers
adopted a wait-and€ee attitude; they dernonstrated
no loyalty to the union; they distanced themselves,
but they took no initiative.

In the discussions that took place in the autumn
of 1989 there was a great deal of confusion about
what role the " unions should play, whether entrep-
reneurs could be union members, whether unions
should be repreented in parliament, and so on. The
mass of the workers at this time had no awareness
of themselves as a social class, no experience of class

struggle and no confidence in themselves as wage
labourers in a conflict with employers.

FDGB in the transition
'Working diligently alongside the SED and under its
leadership we ruill make our contribution to the
transiti.or:t..." (Statement by the FDGB leadership, 31
October 1989)

The story of the disintegration of the FDGB
betrueen the surnmer of 1989 ind its final dissolution
in May 1990 demonstrates the whole dilemma rooted
in the trnionls function. More than any other
organisation or party it rernained loyal to the SED to
the bitter end and alienated itself from the mass of
the population.

When the whole country was seriously disturbed
by the flight of thousands of its citizens to the West
in late 1989, the FDGB newspaper, following the
official line, announced that it "lrras shedding no
teans" for these people. When the police attacked the
big demonstrations on the GDR 40th armiversary, the
urrion defended the police and denounced the
demonstrators as enemies of the GDR. When
rank-and-file metal workers from a big enterprise in
Berlin addressed a critical open leffer to the union
leadership thuy were ignored. During this period the
citizens of the GDR were actively questioni.g the
policies of the government and th. various oIfi.i"l
parties. But this found no echo inside the FDGB.

How did the 8 million members of the trnion
respond to this obvious failure of their leadership?
Beginning in November 1989, there was a massive
exodus of mernbers from the union. Among those
that remained, rnany did not pay their contributions.
In the factories the workers were becomi.g increas-
ingly angry about the role of their union. One
workers' collecti.ve in the Berlin printing industry
wrote: "I{e are outraged and arnared over the
opportunism of the trade union leadership. You've
had adequate tirne to respond to the problems of our
time. The revolution didn't begin until November 7...
We hereby inform you that we are strspending our
rnembership of the FDGB."

After November 1989 there were also many
scandals revealed in the press. Corruption involving
r,'rions officials was uncovered and protests in the
factories forced rnany such officials to resign. The
FDGB leadership, under pressure of the membership,
were forced to reveal more and more about its
financial dealings. Millions of marks had been given
away to the party's youth organisation and the union
leader, Harry Tisch, had been handing out money left
right and centre to his relations and friends. A sp"cial
commission was established to investigate corruption
and abuse of office in the union and when this
commission made its report to a special congress of
the union in February '1.99A, there were tumultuous
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scenes on the congress floor.
It is an interesting frrct that the first wave of strikes

that broke out in the GDR was in response to these
revelations about conuption and about the high life
that the union offrcials had been living at the expense
of the tvorkers.

Before looking at the attempt to set up alternative
unions or an alternative workers' movement in the
auttrmn of 1989, it is importarrt to remember that, in
the years leading up to this, there had been no
opposition movement in the GDR which had any
interest in the sifuation of the workers. The various
peace and human rights groups had no links
whatever with the workers in the factories.

Movements for change
Looking back, however, at the events of 1989-90, one
can identify three different movements for change
within the irade unions. The first of these was a fairly
strong movement within the FDGB itself which made
frequent and quite shong demands for reform, these
demands being directed mainly at the cenkal
leadership bodies.

The movement had its strongest base among the
teachers and shrdents at the Trade Union College in
Bernau which, at an early stage, issued a public
document titled "A Turning Point in the Trade
LJnions". Tlre leadens of the movement came from
particular forces within the various trade trrions who
organised themmlves very rapidly and whose goals
were the dismantlirg of the centralist structures of
the FDGB, the creation of decentralised, autonomous
strucfures and financial independence from the union
federation. At the FDGB's special congress at the
b"grr*ing of February 19X), the IG-Metall and the
IG-Transport mounted a twoday battle for greater
independence for themselves. The outcome of this
battle was very indecisive and it wasn't until the
resignation of the FDGB leadership in May 1990 that
these unions achieved their goal.

Factory councils
A second current which also attempted to bring
about changes in the factories was the movement for
factory councils. This was indeed something quite
new in the GDR. Apart from a brief perid between
1945 and 1950, factory councils did not exist in GDR
enterprises. There was therefore a real lack of ideas
and information about what role factory cotrncils
could play and there was hardly a factory assembly
at which the pros and cons of this idea weren't
argued out.

The difficulty in arriving at a clear formulation of
this project had to do with the fact that the name
"factory council" can refer to a variety of quite
different conceptions. There were factory councils on
the West German model (codetermination); factory
councils which went beyond the limited codetermi-
nation rights of the West German model; and a
conception which based itself mainly on the council
model of the Crerman November revolution of
1918-19. The concept of factory council also began to
be used quite a lot in the various parties and in the
crtizrlns movement, but with a varie$ of meanings.

The PDS was in favour of an improved version of
the West German model, the United Left favoured
the "classical model" of the November revolution,
while the DGB (Deutsche Gewerkschaftsbtmd the
West German federation) favoured the "tried and
tested" West German model.

It is difficult, at the present moment, to know how
much support there was in GDR enterprises for a
radical council movement. Between November 1989
and February 1990 a number of factory cotrncils were
established but those tvere then inbgrated into the
West German system which was later established.

Independent unions
A third current within the trnion movement wanted
to establish independent trnions outside of the FDGB.
At the end of October 1989 an Initiative for
Independent Trade Unions nras established in Berlin.
The Appeal for the establishment of this "Initiative"
was read out by the playwright Heiner Mii,ller at the
big protest demonstration on 4 November 1989 in
Alexand erplatz in East Berlin. It was the first and last
time that a well-known intellectual addressed directly
the interests of the GDR working class. Later many
of the intellectuals werre disillusioned and turned
their backs on the masses when the latter bqgan to
demarul West Crerrnan living standards.

The Initiative opend an office in Berlin and there
were meetings with numerous representatives of
independent rank-ard-file groups who came to
disctrss their experience and exchange information.
Tlre discussions centned around whether it tvas
possible to reform the FDGB, how the trnions had to
be made independent of the pafiy, how to put
pressure on factory managens and what a rank-
and-file democratic trade union movement would
look like. By fanuary 199A about 250 such reprcenta-
tives had ioined the Initiative, each representing
groups of anything between 5 and 2OO workers.

If one looks at the many appeals, lists of demands
and fotrnding documents that came from the factories
during this period, then it becomes clear that, of the
many concerns expressd, it was those of the
white-collar workere that were dominant and it was
these white-collar workers who were the real activists
during the period of fransition. There were also quite
different sets of ideas about how worker:s' interrests
could best be defended. Or,ly a small proportion of
these documents supported the policy of the Initia-
tive for Independent Trade LJnions.

From FDGB to DGB
In March L990 this whole process came to an abrupt
end. Tlre rank-and-file groups dissolved themselves
or loined the West German unions. What had
happened and what was the overall situation in the
unions in the spring of l99O?

The FDGB was preoccupid n/ith the replacement
of officials and reorganising the regional and local
strucfures. In the factories it was no longer function-
ing. There was no longer any belief that the FDGB
could be reformed. For the workers in the factories
the sifuation was becomi.g more and more serious.
The old factory managenr were behaving in a
completely arbitrary fashion and were taking advan-
tage of the vacuum that existed to ftrrther their owrr
interests. The Modrow government had no interest in
a democratic mobilisation of the workers in the
factories and the citizens' movement uras not only
indifferent but increasingly hostile tp the mass of the
workers who were now calling for unification with
West Germarry.

The fatal blow against the rank-and-file groupsr
however, came from an entirely different direction.
At the end of February 1990 the first unofficial
representatives of the West German unions made
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their appearance in the. east, many of them already
with their membership forms. In March. 1990 the
West German DGB reiected *,y arrangement with
the FDGB and called on the individual turions in the
east to affiliate to the western federation. Willingly or
not, the activities af the East German rank-and-file
groups came to an end; there was no point in ttyt"g
to resist the power of the DGB.

DGB extends its poltrer
In general, the rol,e of the DGB during th" p*riod of
upheaval in the east was a shameful one; its only
interest was in extending its own power. In the early
days, when it lvas still unclear whether the FDGB
would carry out an internal reform, both DGB and
FDGB were unanimous in condemning the formation
of independent trnions and the DGB leaders were
making friendly overtures to the FDGB. But when it
beame dear that the FDGB was beginrring to lose ib
control of tre situatipn, ttrc DGB moved in and began
the battle for rnembers and resources.

In this situation the Initiative for Independent
Trade Unions, in the summer of 199Q changed both
its role and its name. Largely as a result of
discussions with a large number of left-wing trade
unionists and factory council membere from West
Germany, dre group renarned itself the Initiative for
Critical Trade Unionism. Developments in eastern
Gennany soon confirmed the need for this kind of
activity.

Initially the level of enthusiasm among East
German workers for the new West C'errrran unions
was very high the level of unionisation tvas very
soon aknost eO p*t cent, a level only dreamt of in ttre
wesl But this enthtrsiasrn didrft last. Part of the
reason for this was the passive attitude of the
workere; they saw the new urrions as something
similar to a well-organised service. But when it
became clear that the unions had nothing "to offer",
apathy set in

Negative role of DGB
But there were other reasors as well for the growing
mistnrst of the West German trade unions, one of the
nnain ones being the way the DGB is structured and
the way it operates. The whole effort of the DGB $/as
dirshd towards transferring its structures and
creating ib apparatts in the east frorn the top dolvtt.

As in the west, the unions concentrated on getting
"their man" on the factory council. So the DGB Put
a lot of resources into training pereonnel for the
factory councils but paid inadequate attention to
recruiting and training shop stewards. Since the
firnction of most of the factory councils in the east
iE to make the closure of enterprises "socially
bearable", the effect of this on the workers is
disastrous. Added to this ufere the comPetition for
members and the organisational wrangling among
the different unions over territory"

No stratery
What the West German unions completely faild to
do was to offer a strategy for dealing lvith the rather
novel situation that existed in the ex-GDR. The
development" of capitalism in the east and the
destruition of much of the old economy called for a

strategy, a trade union resPollse, which was different
from the day-today practice of the union in the west,
although still within the framework of trade urrion-

ism. But the DGB had no such strategy. After the
wage settlements of early 1ryL, involving trG Metall
and the public sector union OTV, a large number of
workens left the unions and there was a widespread
feeling of resignation

TIre DGB's concentration on builditg its apparatus
from the top down meant that there $ras no union
organisation at all in many enterprises. Leadership
decisions were not commtrnicatd to the rank-
and-file. Workens were outrag*d by the way negotia-
tions $rere taking place over their heads and without
consultation At the IG Metall office in Frankfirrt, for
instance, hundrds of protest letters were receivd
demanding that the union negotiations be opert and
public.

The resrdts of these negotiations, which fixd
lvages in the east at a certain percentage of wages in
the west, provoked even greater anger in tre east. The
concenhation of the issue of wages also demonstrated
the unions' rcmplete lack of any adquate skatryy.
With official unemployrnent figurm nearing 2A per
cent and GDP falling by 45 per cent in two years
{Burutebank Report Iuly 199D, any conception of
"fighting for a bigger slice of the cake" is btully
inadequate. Unless the tudons fight for more basic
structural changes which go beyond the union's
normal catalogue of dernands, there will be very few
workere left to enloy the higher wages.

Recent events
One recent series of everrts in the east has
demonstrated yery clearly the lack of a hade union
policy. The factory councils, sFdally in those
enterprises organisd by the Treuhand, have bug*
to operate independently. Since the unions have
faild to provide any role for the factory councils
other than to act as midwives of closure, the cotrncils
have established a national network. Although the
DGB leadership and fudividual uni.ons exprssly
disapprovd of this, the councils organised th€ir fimt
conference in Berlin in }une 1992 at which experi-
ences were exchangd and dernands were formu-
latd.

This facbry council initiative, as well as the
spontaneous shikes among bus drivere and ntrrsery
teacherc in East Berlin in support of fellow-workers
in the west, demonsilates the dilemma facing the
unions in the €ast" Ttre unions don't have the
orgarrisd base in the factories *nhich they would
need to push through flreir demands. Ttre uniore
have neglecM the building of a stuong layer of shop
stewards. In many enterprises the union doesn't even
exist. The union base is devel,opirg in a spontarmus,
uneven arrd trncontrolld manrter, with rank-and-file
groups distrusH by tt€ urrion leadership

The working clas in the ex€DR is in a difficutrt
sifuation After two generafions in which the rnrorkers
had no experience of struggle with a social opponent,
they are only beginning ttre procss of rdiscoveriry
themselvs as a class" Fiftyaearold bus drivers on
shike in the east are experiencing their fust workere'
strugle ever.

But what role the unions will play in the east in
resisting the aggressive pohry of capitalist restrucfur-
t"g is still, I believe, an open question-

(An earlier version of this article appeared in
Austrian magazine, Ost-Wat Gegenl*formatiwrm,
1, 1992. The translation is by LFEE-}

the
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Polarisation
increases in Poland

Docummts and intmtiants, introduceil anil translated Uy David, Holland

The coalition government of Hannah Suchowcka is,
at the time of writing, the latest Polish administration
to attempt to ride the tiger of rising social discontent
and in particular rising rnilitancy amongst industrial
workers, whilst pushing forward the proiect of large
scale privatisation and completion of the transifion to
capitalism.

Suchowcka herself comes from the right wing of
flre Democratic Union, the secular liberal party of the
post-solidarity intelligentsia. She personally supports
restrictive legislation on abortion and heads a
government in which social portfolios have been
given to the hard right Union of Christian democrats,
whilst economic portfolios are held by economic
liberals.

Political opposition is headed by the extremes of
the spectrum: on the right by the demagogic
Confederation of Independent Poland and on the left
by the post-communist Social democracy of the
Republic of Poland. The post-fulidarity left, still
reeling from its electoral humiliation in the par-
liamentary elections in October 1991, is attempting to
re€roup and take the initiative by splitting the SdRP.

It is doing this within a continuing climate of
hysterical accusations and cotrnter- accusations of
past involvement with the communist security
services, in which 'de- cornmunisation' ttueatens
that is p.,rges, sackings and perhaps imprisonment of
former communists and their agents. This has
reached absurd heights, in the course of which it has
been uncovered that President Walesa and Zdnslaw
Najder (former Director of the Polish section of Radio
Free Europe and a close Walesa aide) were both at
some point compromised with the old regime's
security apparatus.

Five bills proposing de-communisation measures
are at present with the Sejm. It seems very likely that
some of these proposals will reach the statute book
- not least because of the electoral pressure exerted
by the SdRP on the post-Solidarity forces. As Les zck
Miller, the leader of the SdRP parliarnentary groupr
has pointed out, if the last election had been fought
under the terms of the new higher thresholds for
election, then his group would be increased by nearly
half to 85 members. President Walesa, in a recent
interview with Nicholas Bethell, explained that
premafure parliamentary elections would be unwise
since the Communists might win them.

Left regroupment
Much space is devoted in this issue of Labour Focus
to material documenting these efforts at re-group-
ment on the left and the continuing influence of a
climate of anti- communist witch-hunt in hindering
this process. ?

Whatever the abuses of the past, the left must be
completely opposed to such witch hunts. On the one
hand they are exploited by unscrupulous right wing

demagogues. On the other, the threat of de-
communisation prevents political differentiation in
the post-communist carnpr whidr includes for exam-
ple, new millionaires, who are profiti*g from the new
regime and would support the banning of strikes and
the dissolution of the workers' councils to assist the
transition to capitalism, but are afraid of being
penalised for their communist pasts. On the other
hand, the post-commtrnist formations also include
many people who must be part of the future Party
of Labour, which is needed in Poland.

lhe latest project of relrroupment on the post-
Solidarity left, the Union of Labotrr, is undoubtedly
a significant step towards the creation of a credible
Polish social democragt. It appears to be the result
of a political coup executed by Ryszard Bugaj and
others in Labour Solidarity (see Bugaj's letter to
Labour Solidarity branches on page 3n.

Although the Union of Labotrr has created
considerable interest and support it does not seem
likely to offer the kind of principled leadership to the
Polish labotrr movement that is so badly needed.

Alreadyr on€ of ie parliamentary deputies, Alek-
sander Malachowski, has spoken on television about
the need for pressing ahead urith de-commtrrtisation
and attacking those involved in the recent strikes. We
print here an interview with Ryszard Bugaj, which
gives iur accurate flavour of the very moderate social
democrag r which he is attempting to market.

Strike wave
Amongst organised workers themselves there is
profound furmoil. Successive waves of generally
successful wages sfuikes have broken out, concen-
trated in heavy indtrstry (cars, copper and coal
mines). The Solidarity Congress in Jtrne gave
President Walesa a stormy reception (which -was

broadcast on live television, on the insistence of
delegates). This accurately reflected growing impati-
ence amongst the Solidarity rank and file.

However the Congress also adopted a firmly
'non-political' stance, which, under the Krzaklewski
leadership effectively amounts to tacit support for
the govemment. Many militanb are defecting to
more militant competitors, such as the workerist and
anti- Walesa break-away trnion, Solidarity '8A, or the
old communist OP?.Z iederation.

We print in this issue the demands of the 'National
Negotiating and Strike Committee,' which concen-
trates tlre most political expression of the strike wave
confronting the entire programme of transitlon to
capitalism. The support of the militant peasants'
organisation'Samoobrona' (Selfdefence) is interest-
ing, especially in the light of talk of the need for a
worker-peasant alliance from Lepper, one of its
leaders. 

-

Whilst this mood of opposition and demands for
state intervention to support Polish industry has a
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wide resonance amongst the rank and file, this mood
is not at all unambiguously leftist in character.

It is subject to manipulation from various sources:
Walesa's supporters in the former Solidarity 'citadels'
in heavy industry may exploit discontent to advance
the Presidenfs own ambitions to establish a populist
authoritarian regime. Walesa has declared that it is
not for him, as head of state, to take sides between
the government and discontented workers, whilst he
engages in various m€uloeuwes such as the Open
Letter to Solidarity members appealing for reconcilia-
tion.

The Network of Factory Commissions groups large
state enterprises and made demands for the abolition
of the papoll tax (popiwek), for example, at its own
congress in Iune. Its representatives at the Solidarity
National Executive in Gdansk in August called
unsuccesfully for a National Strike Committee to be
established to co-ordinate actions.

The Confederation for an Independent Poland is
sometimes involved in the strikes, and loudly blames
the sinister machinations of communists. Fundame-
ntalist Polish nationalism and anti+emitism occasion-
ally surfaces in Solidarity '80 and Samoobrona.

There can be no doubt, however, about the
pressure being exerted by the rank and file. At the
time of writing, both Solidarity and Solidarity 80
have stepped back from proposals to call a general
strike. Solidarity and Walesa are calling for the
negotiation of a "social pact". General protest actions
organised by the unions are going ahead. In the
Lubin mining and metal-working complex, workers
are preparing an "active strike" in which workers will
resurne production under the control of the strike
committee. In the Tychy FSM car plant, workers have
occupied the administration block, blocking entry to
a delegation from FIAT.

The Suchowcka Governrnent and its allies in the
media and the political establishment have loudly
denounced the strikers as representing a subversive
challenge to democracy. In the 10th August edition
of Gazeta Wyborcza for example, Hannah Suchowcka
is quoted denouncing the immorality of the strikes
and goes on to say: "The slogan of a political strike
cannot be accepted. In a democratic state, such a
strike becomes a strike against society."

Privatisation
All this is taking place against a background of
movement towards mass privatisation and rapidly
rising unemployment.

Chronic delays have wrecked the privatisation
programme. As elsewhere in Central Europe, aspira-
tions to create a viable capitalist class conflict with
the need for political legitimaey in disposing of
national assets. Further difficulties arise from the
need to carry the support of enterprise workers'
councils, which enioy juridical rights tantamount to
co-owrrership of their enterprises in the Polish
economy. Support by the factory management and
the work-force as a whole are also politically and
practically desirable.

Plans at present bei.g executed are for the 200 or
so firms alieady selected to be in the first wave of
large enterprises to be privatised by shifting them
into the control of about ten closed end investment
funds. All Polish citizens over 18 will receive one
share each. Trading will not be allowed for some
time.

The UN Economic Commission for Europe ex-
presses itself with masterly understatement on this

rime Minister Suchocka

process as follows:
"The Polish mass privatisation approach places
enormous faith in being able to attract western
trained managers against a fee and incentive scheme
that will sufficiently awaken their abilities to
restructure the firms entnr.sted to their fund on a
competitive basis... Lack of acquaintance with Polish-
type socio-economic conditions may well lead to
decisions that are ultimately not in the interest of
Polish society." (Economic Surury tf Europe 1991-92'
p.237)

Unemployment
Since the beginning of the 'transformation' program-
me, unemployment has increased steadily from ASVo
in Janu ary 1990 to 6Jl,7o at the end of 199A and 11.4Va

at the end of 199L It is anticipated to reach 18To by
the end af 1992- The fall in out-put however has been
significantly greater (25Vo in 1990 for example), so
much greater shakeouts are likely in the future. Mass
lay-offs accounted for only about 23Vo of the
unemployed at the end of 1991, although they are
becoming more common.

Unemployment is concentrated amongst young
people and women. Long-term unemployment
amongst young people is becoming institutionalised,
with all the associated ills seen in the Wesf such as
rising crime and abuse of drugs, such as injected
opiates home-brewed from poppies. Women are the
clear victims of a sedst preference for defending male
wages.

This situation is compounded by the sharp
restriction on womens' social rights, for example the
anti-abortion legislation, which received a successful
second reading in the S.i* on 25th July. It will come
back to parliament for debate in the Autumn and
stands a good prospect of being enacted.

Much depends on whether the resistance of the
Polish working class to the present and impending
attacks finds an adequate political articulation. This
issue of Labour F acus tries to cast light on the
continuing and inevitably highly imperfect develop-
ment of that process.r
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Union of Labour
Founding

Declaration
uill

Preparatory Declaration for Initiative Meeting of 7

Iune 1992 in Warsaw at the University of Warsaw.

I. We are oonvinced that a modern European cotrntqy
cannot operate normally without a strong and
effrctive pa{y, representing the interests of the
workers and we therefore declare our intention of
working towards the creation of one. The road
towards the creation of political representation of the
world of labour will involve overcoming organisa-
tional divisions which have prevailed hitherto. It is
necessary to create a new political force, based upon
the tradition of struggle for democraey in Poland,
which will struggle for the interesb of the workers,
and for a new form of social system which is
favourable to them.

We, the undersigned, express the intention of
doing this and tmdertake the initiative of creating the
Union of Labotrr"

We regard our initiative simultaneously as an
occasion for overcoming the prejudices which exist
between people with similar social and political
views, stemmi.g from diverse political traditions and
experiences. We, the undersignd, believe that such
a meeting is possible, a meeting the goal of which is
not a momentary political success, but the construc-
tion of a democratic and left wing alternative to the
prevailing right liberal political orientation.

We consider that the only real chance for
economically weaker social groups in Poland is an
effuctive organisation created by these groups and
acting in their interests. The right wi^g offensive
should be rnet, not with baseless promises, but with
a consolidation of the world of labour and a concrete
programme of systemic reforms.

2. We reiect the bureaucratic programme for the
construction of capitalism, which rests upon neoliber-
al dogmas. We have paid too high a price for the
building of real socialism, to subject ourselves to
experiments once again. Poland should develsp itself,
not according to imaginary models, but in accord
with social aspirations, resting on the existing
material resources and activity of large soe"ial groups.
We regard as a dangerous illusion a programme
which has led to the massive impoverishment of
society. In contemporary Europe, in a counfiry with
great traditions of social resistance, the realisafion of
these kind of plans is opening a period of sharp
conflicts, leadiog to inevitable restrictions on demo-
cracy.

We oppose to such visions a real programme
aimed at minimising conflicts, opposing poverty,
limiting social inequaliry and effuctive struggle
against unemployment We consider the inadmissibil-
ity of the creation of lasting extremes of poverty and
destitution as the fundamental condition for escape
from a vicious circle' of underdevelopment.

3. Only parliamentary democracy provides all social
groups with the possibility of formulating and

fighting for their interests, acting to improve their
own economic position. It also cT eates a mechanism
for reconciling opposing interests. That is why we are
against tendencies to restrict democrae! r which open
the road to a new expropriafion of society. A
important criterion of democrary is the strict
observance of civic righb and freedoilrsr including
freedom of conscience and religion. Therefore the
principle of the neutrality of the state in questions of
philosophic world view is of immense importance.

The maintenance and development of the sovere-
ignty of the Polish state is still a goal which has not
been futly realised. In the contemporary world the
basic condition of independence is an efficient
economy and strong linls between citizcns and their
state. Taking account of this, Poland should beware
of new economic and political dependency.

4. !{e support a social rnarket econom}r in which all
Tpes of property have equal validity. On the one
hand the state must assurne responsibility for fiscal
stability in a market system. On the other hand it
must also asstune responsiHlity for the situation on
the labotrr market, for social security, for preventing
excessive material differenoes, for the defrnce of the
nafural environment of humanit/, for the education
of the younger generation, for a wholesome society
and the development of national culture. In circumst-
ance of a profound collapse of production, a duty
also falls upon the state to carry out an active
anti-recession poliry and in the future also policies
designed to produce economic growth and the
restructuring of the economy.

A fundamental change in attitude towards state
enterprises, which are curently b"i.g discriminated
against, is indispensable. We are against the kind of
financial poliry, which leads to the destruction and
selling off for nothing of national property. We
support the demands of the agricultural interests,
calling for a realistic loog term programme for the
restructuring of Polish agriculttrre to be worked out.

5. We consider that the transformation of property
rights in the economy is a fundamental systemic
element in the reconstruction of the country. Privat-
isation should not however be a bureaucratic
operation. It must take into accotrnt the initiatives
and interests of the workers as well as other social
group6. We regard the balance sheet so far as
decidedly nqative. The benefit to the national
Treasury has been negligible and the social costs too
high.

Privatisation is csnstantly more dependent on the
seizure of public property by nrunerous individuals
plunderi.g Poland. There are insufficient means of
defendiog public asseb. Further privatisation re-
quires legislation and above all some steps to
overcome the recession. Ooly if these requirements
are met can state enterprise property reach its true
market value, which would fustify the act of sale. The
so-called programme of universal privatisation is
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going in absolutely the opposite direction. It will
inevitably lead to the disinheriting of the huge
majority of the population.

6. A profound reorientation of the reform program-
me is indispensable if economic and social catas-
trophe are to be avoided. The will for such a change
is lacking in the political parties currently dominating
the scene and in parliament too. This compels the
social grCIups.most sorely stricken with the effects of
economic policy to exert organised pressure on those
governing the country. The significance of the trade
unions and the political representation of the

workers' interests in the struggle for a new social
order becomes pararnount once more.
The task of presenting an alternative programure to
society is now the order of the day. The programma-
tic initiatives and policies which have been put
forward hitherto require a qualitatively new express-
ion. A programme of activi$ is needed to counteract
the grinding recession, the ruination of personal
property, the opening up of wide social differences
and the plundering of the country. This programme
must provide the opportunity for economic growth
and the raising of the level of civilization of the
societ5l.

Union of Labour Statement
The follouing Statantmt fu the llnion $ Inbour was published in the party Bulletin on L0 lune L992.

The Foundirg Conference, which created the Union
of Labour, commenced the process of integrating the
left from various backgrounds. It declared its support
for a social market economy. In the resolution
adopted on the 7th of this month (lune 1992) at the
founding of the new part! r it was asserted that:

"Three years ago the Poles voted against a system
created under the diktat sf our eastern neighbour. We
do not however support the creation of a system
recalling nineteenth century capitalisrr, in which the
dignity of the workers is degraded and their rnaterial
welfare catastrophically threatened."

The people who have created the Union of Labour
come from a variety of backgrounds: The Social
Democratic Movement; the Labour Solidarity associa-
tion; the Wielkopolski Social Democratic Union and
former activists of the 8th July Movement, which
began the process of internal disintegration of the
PUWP (Polish United Workers' Party).

A party is therefore being established, which is
breaking away from the former divisions between
post-Solidarity and post-PUWP groupings. It breaks
too with the tradition of ptrshing former PUWP
members with clean hands into a communist ghetto,
such as the SDRP (Social Democraey of the Republic
of Poland). We consider that the time has passed for
political divisions on the criteria of previous organ-
isational affiliations and that account should be taken
now rather of present social and political positiorls.

The people cteating the Union of Labour consider
that the continuous worsening of the economic
situation of the courtfuy, the arrogance and irresponsi-
bility of a large part of the political groupings and,
above all, the intensifying sense of powerlessnms of
individuals and social groups, are creating the threat
of a blind social explosion. Responsibility for this
state of affairs rests with the spokesmen of extreme
right-wing liberal ideas.

If the whole process of reform is not to collapse,
it is necess ary to win social acceptance for it. Poland
will not allow itself to be "Europeanised" in spite of
itself. A fundamental reconstruction of the social and
economic programme is therefore needed. To this
end, we must draw upon the experience of the
developed western societies, where social welfare has
been achieved thanks to the active role of the state
in the economy and the carrying out by the state of

a conscious and thought-out poliry in the most
important areas.

The Union of Labotu associates itself with the
experience of social dernocratic governments in
western Europe, which have proved in practice that
it is possible to reconcile economic efficienry with the
requirements of social equilibrium. Indeed it has even
been shown that this very course can be most
effectively pursued by an economy in the most
difficult periods of crisis, as has happened in Great
Britain, Austria, Spain and the Scandinavian coun-
tries.

The first Congrress of the Union of Labour will take
place on the 14th-15th November 1992. In the
intervening period we will establish organizational
structures in all regions of the country. In the
forthcoming weeks there urill be rqgional (Voivod)
fotrnding conferences in Krakow, Bialystok, Kielce,
Ladz, Poznan and Warsaw.

Until the election of a statutory leadership by the
Congress, the work of the Party will be directed by
the Provisional National Cotrncil.

The Provisional National Cotrrtcil, at its session on 7
Iune 1992, appointed a Praesidium made up of the
following members:

Ryszard Bugaj (Warsaw) Zbignrew Bujak (Warsaw)
Piotr Czarnecki (Krakow) Wojciech Kwiatkowski
(Wloclaw) Aleksander Malachowski (Warsaw) Janusz
Szymanski (Bialystok) Tamasz Nalecz (Warsaw)
Wieslaw Ziolkowska (Pozrran) Wojciech Borowik
((Warsaw) Ryszard Faszynski (Warsaw) Piotr
Marciniak (Warsaw) Tomas z Bartoszewicz (Warsaw)
Magdalena Nowakowska (Szczecin) Artur Smolko
(Bialystok) Andrzej Todorski (Suwalki) janusz
Tomidajewicz (Poznan) Jacek Zurakowski (Krakow)
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Social Democracy in Poland

!nterview with Ryszard Bugai

(Interview with Ryszard Bugai, leacier of the
Union of labour conducted by Eliza Olc4yk;
translated by David Holland)

Salidarity - Two years is enough." The Bielecki Goorn-
mmt ran into slogans like this. Hre and th.ere can be
hmrd - not alwayts in jet - "Bring fuck the Communists,"
although obviwsly there is no going back to tlu former
situation. Liberal and ight *ing gooernfiients haoe met
wilh shary social citicism. Do you not think tlat with
three kinds tf feelings abrmd, we will haoe social
detnocratic governmmts before long ? What doa the word
socialism firean today, in ywr opinion ?

I wiil begi^ with an anecdote. During an open
disctrssion, a young reP (Polish Socialist Party)
activist accused me of being ashamed of using thrd
socialism. I replied to him that I would stop being
ashamed of using it as soon as its meaning could be
explained. This is still not possible.

In my opinion, in Poland today, 907o of people
think that socialism is identical to communism. This
is what we are dealing with. I think that it will persist
for a long time. At present we should not b* tqri.g
to discuss socialism. The most we can do is to open
discussion on what social democraqF is - indeed such
associations are a bit closer to reality.

What proportion of Polish people know that
Mitterand is a social democrat, that tsrandt and
Schmidt were social democrats ? The word socialism
iust suggests a return to commtrnism.

Public opinion
Houtarcr people are accustomed to social protection and if
sonteone trire to talce awny fro* thern sonte kind of benefit
a feaful outcry is set off. R*entbr wlwt a hugi protat
u)as set off not long ago when there u)6ts an attmryt to
target family allowane*.

Social attitudes like that are borne out by public
opinion suryeys. TIre most recent research in 1992
shows that Polish public opinion is distinCttry to the
left. There was a time when people conceived of
capitalism in lyrical terms. Th"y thought th"y could
set themselves up ri""ly and everything would be
straightforward. C-ertainly, they now see that capital-
ism. is not like that. What is more, the version of
capitalism that we are building in Poland resembles
the Latin American model ever rnore closely.

Today this inclination to the left is so strong that
it is even possible for example that a programme of
market reforms, which social democrats could sup-
port, let alone an extreme liberal programme, will run
into resistance frorn certain social groups.

So on the one hand thq? is a strong tmdmcy to left uting
oiews in society and on the other a reiection of the
erprresion 'socialism,' although it best describes people's
expectations...

Nattrally and it hardly seems worth taking this on
at present. Instead of dealing with real problems we
would be plunging into history. Immersing otrrselves
in disctrssions on our attitude to Marx would only
lead to sterile arguments, which would interest
nobody.

I think that after an intermption of 40 years in
Polandr ?n interruption irnposed by an authoritarian
system, we are begiming everything again. This
means that we have to build a political structure - a
structtrre of parties - referring to real problems and
not to history.

To take this argument further, I think that in
Poland - leaving aside flre peasants we will have
two kinds of left wing parties.

The post-commtrnist party will continue to have a
degree of support. TIre fact is that there are quite a
few people who are indined to vote for them quite
simply out of irritation with Solidarity. The record of
Solidarity governments is what inclines them in this
direction.

There must also be a party which relates to
Western social democracy. We must remember that
the roots of social democrary are in the workers'
movement, which historically divided into two
cturents: communist and social democratic (often
described as revisionist by the comrnunists).The
social democrats in fact believed in the market and
accepted private ownership. Thuy thought it was not
possible to have an economy without money (in
contrast with Marx's view). Tlry also believed in
political democracy. We want the Union of Labour to
be this kind of party.

To return to the peasants parties for a moment,
they too will have to be left wing, even if they call
themselves something quite different If the farmers
want tariff protection, suhidies, social welfare, then
they are voi"ing left wing slogans, whether they like
it or not

Wmld you agree with the oieat that in Watern societies
it no longer matterc which Wrty fs in gouemment,
whether it is social democratic, liberal or christian
detnocratic the econornu tends to follou a preordained
course and peaple do noi feel that cirongrt are an option

for gooernments ?

In the short term, governments do not carry out
maior changes. However, we must remember that
after the war, West European countries had already
formed the basic elements of the system. Arguments
took place only about how to exploit a market
economy, whether to have a few more state
enterprises or a few less, whether to run a budget
with or without a deficit, whether to carry out one
kind of monetarist poliry or another, No one disputes
the basic principle. Neither wiU 'we.

However the absolutely k"y question is what kind
of economic model we are aiming for. Do we want
to create a greedy capitalism, Latin style, with huge
social inequalities, limited spending on education,
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health and economic investrnent, or do we want to
go in thb direction of the European model, which is
determined to a large degree by social democratic
policy. The choice of which road is fundamental,
because when governments are changed, from social
democratic to liberal for example, certain things
should remain untouched.

On occasion I have said publicly that |acek Kuron
is quite simply talking rubbish, when he says that he
will be a social democrat, as if we had completed the
transition to capitalism. What I mean is that a social
structure is formed in the course of systemic changes
and if we recall the Latin model mentioned above,
this implies stupendous social conflicts in the political
struchrre.

Not German standards
A welfare state costs a great deal.

Certainly that is true, without the slightest doubt.
Or,ly nobody is saying that the state has to cost us
what for example the West German state costs. We
don't want to give benefits to the unemployed as
high as the Federal Republic of Germany does. We
are not saying that the health service has to reach
German standards" We are not relying on being able
to spend amounts on education conoparable to those
in Germany. We must cut our coats according to our
cloth....

Apart from this we have to ask ourselves if in
Europe, or say in Turkey, in countries where people
are used to fighting for their interests, it is a desirable
outcome for big gaps between social layers to be
allowed to develop. Or will this not lead to political
instabihty, leading to restriction on the prospects of
economic growth ?

Since the introduction of such a model is not possible hue,
thqe r's nothing to be afraid of.

Some of the liberals are saying that if we do not
succeed in introducing reforms democratically, then
th"y are very sorrlr but we will have to do it another
way. Orly th"y have to answer another question,
why do they think that a Polish dictatorship would
be one of the liberal right ? It would probably be a
populist one/ as destructive for the economy as for
democracy.

I am very worried about the direction that is being
taken in work on the electoral law. lf Parliament
adopts this law in the form proposed by the
Commission, the consequenc€s could be enormolLs.
What wilt it mean if a \Vo threshold is forced through
by the Democratic Union and Some of the other
larger groups ? A threshold like that makes sense if
the large parties receive 90-95Vo of the votes cast. In
this situation, the votes cast for small parties, which
fail to pass the threshold, can be divided up.
However, we are threatened by a situation in which
the groups elected to parliament with less than half
the vote (for example 1,5Vo support from a 30Ya turn
out) will not have the support of the majority of the
population.

You are talking abwt your fears for your oltrn group.

Maybe not. Accordi.g to public opinion surveys, in
the month sirtce we created the Union of Labour, we
have gained 3.57o support, although as yet we have
done nothing. Even the name of the parliamentary
group has not been changed yet. It would be

remarkable if we couldn't exceed a 1Vo barrier.
I was referring rather to my belief that we will

have a democratic parliament when it is representa-
tive at least within reasonable limits.

The electoral law requires coalition, but it will be
an incoherent coalition. How could it be otherwise ?

Differentiation will take place almost immediately
after the election. Remember the last parliament" Five
groups came into the parliame:rt, but by the end
there were sixteen groups registered, as many as
now.

If politicians talk about the need for larger more
concentraEd groups in parliament, then thuy should
carry out their conclusions in practice and unify with
one another. But they would rather do it differently.
They are proposirg and I do not hesitate to use
extreme language - to perpetrate a political swindle
rather than go through the normal process of
building a political scene.

Sweden went too far
At the beginning you said tlat ooercoming the negatioe
associations tf the word socialism utould not take place
quickly. Can I induce you to considn what conditions
would need to be fulfilled for this to take place. Whm all
is said and done, eneryone breically lunkus after the model
of a socialist state, best erpressed in the Swedish model.

The Swedes went a little too far, expropriating the
citizen in some areas. However there is no doubt that
in Sweden one can live pleasantly - some say to the
extent that it is rather boring there. It is a fact that
we can live boringly, but this is not perhaps what we
dream of.

To refurn to Polish socialism, overcoming the
negative stereotype will first and foremost take time.
Many questions have already been clarified. People
a1€ convinced that lyrical capitalism does not exist
and this is a very important learning experience, not
only for both workers and peasants, but also for
politicians and entrepreneurs.

The second condition is a minimal engagement of
people in events on the political stage. In the election
campaig., parties made many promises which were
not fulfilled later, undermining the faith of society
that their votes in ttre ballot boxes mean anything.
However it is immensetry dangerous when poiifi.r It
restricted to an alienated elite. In Poland this has
already happened. The diminishing intervals between
elections are not accidental. This phenomenon is also
characterised by a certain perverse logic"

Some parties think that as time goes by, various
kinds of malcontents. won't bother to vote, only
people who are satisfied.. If so, we will represent
them (these 15 or 2AVo of society), then we will have
enough. If only 30Vo of people vote and half of them
support us, then we won't have top worry about the
remaining 85Vo, because we can get a parliamentary
maiority this way. With this kind of logic, in the final
analysis, this will lead to revolt. In spite of this, I am
an optimist. I think that it is possible to do what is
needed in Poland. It will not be enough merely to
advocate orthodox liberal reforms.
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Why the
Union of Labour?
The fonnation of a ftelr party, the Union of l-abur,
by members of lnbatr Salidarity, appears to haae led
to some contrwsrsy in the ranks of Lnbwr
Solidarity, Belout Toe publish an extract from
Ryszard Bugaj's Lettw to Brandtes of Labour
Sslidarity, First published in 'Soliilantosc Pracy,'
Bulletin of the Parliamentary Grup of l^abour
Salidarity, Na, 4, 1.2 Iune 1992, it is translated by
Dauid Holland,

The initiative to establish the Union of L^abour on 7th
june, involved a large majority of active branches of
Labour Solidarity, but a few branches kept their
distance from this initiative, or even expressed
opposition to it. This view did not find expression at
the meeting, but the problem certainly exists. I
consider that it is my drty to present my personal
view on this matter.

I was one of the people in Labour Solidarity who
resisted pressure from colleagues from some bran-
ches (in particular Krakow and Bialystok), calhng for
the tlrgent creation of an organisation of a labour
party VW, involvirlg people from a wider back-
ground than Labour Solidarity. However, the argu-
ments of these colleagues became progressively
stronger.

Two particular contentions advanced in these
discussions, in my view deserved consideration.
Firstly, it is not possible to consolidate the democratic
left without a change of narne and of organisational
form. Secondly, the next elections will probably be
significantly before the exprry of the term of the
present parliament and these elections will be held on
the basis of a higher threhold. Not without
hesitation, I recognised that thee arguments were
irresistible and I joined in with the inforrnal process
of preparation.

In undertaking these activities however, we invari-
ably stressed that we were not acting in the name of
Labour Solidarity, but entirely in our personal
capacities. This did not mean that these activities did
not have support in the statutory leadership bodies
of Labour Solidarity.

We may recall the resolution of the First General
Delegates' Congress on the theme of the political
repreentation of labour. It stated:

"... the interests of Poland require that activities are
undertaken to hasten the process of rystallisation
and consolidation of the democratic left. Labour
Solidarity is in favotr of activity leading to the
creation in the future of a Polish labour prty,
pragmatically oriented, rooting itself in democratic
traditions and able to represent the interests of wage
earning workere. The creation of a new political
grouping cannot be the result of the formal
unification of existing organisations, but must be a
substantive drawing together of interested parties.

"We would wish to undertake these activi-
ties in a collaborative wa1r r on the basis of equal
rights, with other currents emerging from the

anti-communist opposition, which have set
thernselves the goal of the defence of working people.
First and foremost, we call for the assistarie ind
co-operation of the Social Democratic Movement and
the Polish Socialist Party. We do not however see a
possibility of co{peration with the SdRP [Social
democracy of the Republic of PolandJ. Without
denying that there are some estimable people active
in its ranks, we regard this party as the continuation
of the PUWP [Polish United Workers' PartyJ and the
mainstay of a significant part of the communist
apparatus and nomenklatura. We also consider that
membership of the PUWP cannot be considered as a
stigma. Individually, it is quite possible for honest
and estimable people to come from this backgrorrld."

The Praesidium and Executive of Labour Solidarity
were also inforrned of the preparations for the
initiative meeting. For example, the basis of the
meeting \^/as agreed on the 5th of April in Krakow
within the Executive. The original meeting was
scheduled for ?3ird fu{a}, but for purely organisational
reasons was defered until 7th |une. I was not sure
whether the initiative meeti.g would be on the 7t}l"
Iune either. A sudden spate of events precluded wide
publicity for the initiative. Moreover it is a fact that
many of our branches had not held disctrssions and
so their opinions were not able to crystallise. These
were arguments for a further postponement of the
meeting. UnforttrnaEly, organisational steps taken
earlier made postponement impractical.

I feel that the initiative meeting went well, despite
unfavourable circumstances. A lot of people came
and there was a lively and substantive discussion. It
was also possible to appoint a group of people on a
consensual basis who would assume the onerous
tasks of further organisational initiatives. Certainly,
this does not resolve all differences, but the activities
which were undertaken were unambiguotrsly the
optimal routes in the pursuit of goals which Labour
Solidarity has supported in the past. To some extent,
it will depend on future events, outside our control,
whether our supporters engage themselves fully in
this initiative...

I think that everyone should bear in mind that our
disagreements about whether it was right to create
the Union of Labour are not arguments about matters
of principle, but only of tactics and organisation.
There has never been any question of changes in
fundamental programme.

There certainly is a problem of drawing up a
statute for the Union of Labotrr, which will offer
security against the latmdering of grubby charactere.
However, this is not a problem specific to the
establishment of this party and nor is it only a
question of screening out people whose unethical
behaviour was of a political character. There are also
other kinds of unethical behaviour, such as corrup-
tion.

This is the first time that different opinion^s have
arisen in Labour Solidarity which have provoked
such heated controversy. It would certainly be very
bad if our milieu became absorbed in itg,r*ents
about whether the creation of the Union of Labour
was right. Above all, we should reflect on what is to
be done to realise most effectively the goals which
found exprssion in our programme.
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Twenty-one
demands:
Augusf 1992

(Successive u)aaes of strikre
haae brokut out in Poland,
concentrated in hmay indus-
tnl cars, cWtr and coal
mines. Belout we rqrint the
demands of the National
Negotinting and Strike Cotn-
mittee. Trnnslation is by
Daoiil Hollanil frorn the tut
published ti Gazeta
Wyborcza L2 August 1992)

The demands of the National Inter-Union Negotiat-
lng and Strike Committee were adopted at the
session of the Commitbe in the FSM SA car plant
in Tychy on 10th lune 1992-

TIre dramatic social and political situation in
Poland; the deepening recession in the economy;
rising unemploymen! the accelerating decline in reat
wages, retirement and other pensions; the growing
impoverishment of society and the profotrnd collapse
of decent standards in our country require that the
government of Poland immediately opens negotia-
tions with the trade unions.

h the context of the failure of the Polish
government to respond to the repeatedly voiced
demands of the striking workers or to the demands
advanced by the trade unions regardrng systemic
changes in the mistaken social and economic policies
that have been ptrrsued hitherto, the Nafional
Inter-union Negotiatrng and Strike Committee
demands:

1) The transformation of the economic system in a

manner beneficial to the nation and the state;
D The subordination of economic poliry to the

prirnacy of social goals;
3) The adoption of economic policies to end

unemploymen!
4) trmmediate abandonment of the privatisation

programilr€r which up until now has been chaotic
and larcenous and served the interests of the
governing elite and of capital;

5) Repeal of the law on One Penson State
Companie, bringing the management of
assets under social control;

Treasury
national

6) The stimulation of domestic indu.stry and
agriculture and its defence against destruction by
foreign capital;

n The defence of the internal market, respecting
the interests of Polish industry and domestic con-
sumers;

8) The reconstruction of the state banking and
finance system, taxation and duties, frorn the point of
view of defending the receipts of the state budget,
domestic industry, agriculture and the interesb of the
citizens;

9) The immediate abolition of the payroll tax and
of dividends and the creation of a system of taxation
giving equal rights to all sectors of the economy,
regardless of the form of ownership;

10) An immediate end to the blockage of payments
and the pseudo,indebtedness of state enterprises,
farms and other agricultural enterprises;

11) The immediate adoption of credit policies
towards agriculture, which take into account costs
and the production rycle and will guarantee enter-
prises' survival;

12) The introduction of interest rates adapted to
the development of production and services arul the
promotion of firms;

13) The adoption of an exchange rate for the dollar,
which is supported so as to stimulate production and
exports, whilst hampering unnecessary imports;

14) A social policy designed to support health,
education and Polish culttrre;

15) The adoption of strategic 'policies for the
development of all branches of Polish industry;

16) Pending the introduction of the systemic
changes demanded in the area of credit and banking
senrices, the suspension of enforcement procedures in
relation to al! firms;

7n the adoption sf a systematic social and
hotrsing policy to assist the Polish family;

18) The adoption of a parametric system, linking
tvage funds with the level of accr,unulation;

19) A guarantee of minimum wages, retirement
and other pensions at a level that makes a dignified
life possible;

20) Adoption of state intervention to carry out
anti-recessionary policies, including the restoration of
state orders for goods and a coherent systern of taxes
and duties;

21) The pressing of criminal charges against those
responsible for the ruination of the Polish econorny.

TIre National Xnter Union Negotiating and Strike
Committee affirms that it stands ready for immediate
negotiations urith the Polish goverrunent on the
systemic changes demanded, which if put into
practice would have the real prospect of breaching
the deepening recession. We will await the response
of the government until 14th August 1992.

The National Inter Union Negotiating and Strike
Comrnittee dernands the immediate acceptance of the
demands put forward by the protesfihg workers,
including KGHM Polish Copp*r SA, FSM SA Tychy
and WSK Mielec.

The National Negotiating and Strike Comrnittee
appeals to the mass media ts make available this
document to the public and thereby allow the
striking workers the right to put forward their
grievances.

Raimund Moric (Miners' Federation), Marian
Jurczyk (Solidarity '80) Ewa Spychalska (OPZZ), Ian
Kisielinski (Miners' Union), Jan Zaborowski
(Engineers' Union); Andrzej Lepper (Self Defence);
Ryszard Zbrzyzrly (Strike Committee in KGHM
Polish Copper); Marek Kuczera (FSM Strike
Committee).
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What happened to Solidarity?

lnterview with Karol Modzelewski

There are ffiany in the Wst todry utlw still see the
Solidaity trade union tf 

-7980-87 y ? ?*41-,
progressioe fiiass tflooefitmt of workqs. But in the Polish
parliamentary dmtocrary of todry Solidarity actiaists are
more likely to be found on the right than on the left. Was

Soliilaity really what TDe always wanted to see in it: a
trade union tlut defended the intqets of the workers? Or
uras it mainly an alliance of diffwent forces in apposition
to Soviet cmmt?tunism?

K.M. Solidarity emergd out of big strikes during the
course of which the workers demanded free trade
unions. This faet alone was decisive in deternnining
the character of the new movemen! it was a trade
union in the true sense of the word. The fact that this
trade union was the first free political orgartisation in
a system that prohibited political freedom meant that
it also fulfilled an additional function, namely, ds a
reservoir for alt those different political forces that
were fighting communism. But, in 1980-81, Solidarity
saw its rnajor task, above all else, ?s defending the
rights of the working people. It did this not just at
a ptuely trade union level but also at a general social
level.

One should recall that, at the time, Solidarity
expressed itself programmatically in favour of self-
managernent, a demand which went far beyond the
usually defensive demands of a trade union. trn other
words, $olidarity's actions at the time were directed
at changing the political status of the workers: frorn
passive objects they were to become active political
subjects. I{e should also not forget that SolidariW n at
that time, was a mass movement with a mernbership
and degree of popular support which was quite
unique in the history of modern Europe. Sorne
hundreds of thousands of people who had organised
this movement in the factories, offices and schools
already before 1980 found themselves free in their
political activity for the first tinne in their lives; they
also saw themselves as the creators of a new political
reality. This collective feeling of being the creators of
a new reality was, I believe, decisive for the first
phase of Solidarity's legal existence"

Right up to the time when martial . law was
introduced, the mass of the workers who had taken
part in estabXishing Solidarity never allowed anyone
to take away from them the right to make their own
decisions about the future of their union. The
Communist Parfy tried to do this, as is well known,
but the workens didn't allow it. They wouldr{t give
up this right even to the fulidarity leaders themsel-
v6s. Every tirne the trade union leadership took some
decision in an authoritarian manner, the rank-and-file
acted on their own initiative independently of the
leadership and the leadership was constantly invol-
ved in the attempt to moderate and settle this kind
of conflict.

In the years 1980-81, Solidarity was clearly an
authentic movement of workers and I am certain that
if the Solidarity of 1980-81 had still existed in its
original form in 1989, the economic programme of

Leszek Balcercwicz would never have been accepted.

But wasn't it prhaps usy in 1980 to malce political
darunds on behalf of the worlcss brcause no one really
could forreee their being implemented? This ,s no longer
the case today where eoeryone is frn, at least politically,
to try to implmtmt their suln economic progran me.
Maybe this wphins wlry it was erey fr Soliilarity to make
radical political demands on the Contmunists in the early
1980s while today, at the social leoel, it isn't so radical?

K.M. No, I disagree with each part of yotrr argument.
What I reiect above all is yow assertion that in
1980-81 Solidarity made demands which were un-
realistic and which could not have been imple-
mented. If we begin frorn the assurnption that the
edstence of Solidarity in the communist system was
realistic, which it was - it did exist, after all then
we must also a$srune that all demands which did not
put in question the communist systern in Poland or
Poland's inch.r.sion in the Soviet bloc were also
realistic. Tlre dernand for workers' self-management
was realistic in this sense, while the demand for free
parliamentary elections was not. And this was the
view of all realistically thinking politicians in
Solidarity at the time.

I also want to make it absolutely clear that
Solidarity of the early 1980s was not an instrument
in the hands of antl<ommunist leaders, Eft instru-
ment urith no will of its own. It was, as I atternpted
to explain earlier, a spontaneous mass rnovement of
workers and it was as such an organisation that it
formulated ib dernands.

Of course, it is altogether another question whether
these demands were economically realistic. What I
am saying is that these dernands were politically
feasible within the framework of the connmunist
system. Communist rule in Poland was not ques-
tioned. What was at stake was changing the way in
which this power was exercised, ensuring that this
power was shared and limited. In this sense,
Solidarity followed at the tirne, quite correctly, a"

poliry of self-lirnitation. The Solidarity of L989 and
later is quite a different phenomenon. Solidarity of
1980-81, these active spontaneous rnasses, dis-
appeared under laruzelski's neartial law regirme and
never returned in its original form.

The Solidarity that was legalised again as a result
of the Round Table negotiafions is five times srnaller
than what existed in 1981 and its activities then and
now bear no comparison: presentday Solidarity is
i.rst a shadow of its own past.

From a political point of view, the Solidarity that
survived martial law is an important symbol of
freedom for the Polish people. There is also still a
disciplined core of activists who were active in the
underground during martial [aw. Immediately after
the collapse of communism in Poland, this relatively
small activist group had quite a broad layer of
passive support in Polish society. But this was a
social dynamic completely different frorn 1980-81,
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Gdansk birthplace of Solidarnosc

with the result that the Balcerowrcz economic
programme was accepted by Solidarity with little
rmistance despite the fact that it was so anti-working
class, in fact much more drastic than anything
Margaret Thatcher did in Britain. And, to add to this
paradox, the price for this programme is being paid
by precisely those people that formed the political
basis of Solidarity in the early years - wage-labourers
in the big enterprises.(...)

You d*y then a continuity between Solidaity of 7980-87
and Solidaity of today.

K.M. Yes, that's right One of he leading theoreticians
of the Polish Liberal Democratic Congress is Lech
Marzewski, a representative of "liberalism with an
iron fist". Marzewski and the people around him say
that what Poland needs is not democtacy but
capitalism and that what is needed is a Polish
Pinochet to teach capitalism to the masses who have
been demoralised by socialism. But what I say is:
we've already had a Polish Pinochet and his name
was ]aruzelski. He did in Poland what Pinochet did
in Chile. Without Jarudski there would have been
no Balcerowicz If laruzelski hadn't broken the back
of the Solidarity mass movement, it would have been
impossible to implement the Balcerowrcz economic
progrirmme. No one would have dared to even
suggest such a programme. It was the destruction of
Solidarity as a mass movement that made the
transition to a liberal-monetary economic poliry
possible.

I would like to stress, however, that I don't think
that all the problems of the Polish economy can be
attributed to the monetarist policies of Balcerowicz.
It is true that, under the goverrunent of Mazowiecki
and Bielecki, Balcerowicz had unlimited control of
the Polish economy. But monetarism is, in my view,
i*t one of the variants of liberalism. In one or
another form all variants of liberalism are based on
the existence of the market. This was the case in Latin
America. But policies which presuppose the existence
of market mechanisms are doomed to failure in
post-communist societies, because thme mechanisms
simply do not edst and will not exist for a very long
time.

The liberal belief that the invisible hand of the

market and the opening up to the world market will
automatically and of necessity lead to a restructuring
of the economy in which its non{ompetitive parts
will disappear and its competitive parts will be
strengthened is simply false for the post-communist
countries. In the case of these countries it it the entire
economy, and not i*t individual enterprises, which
is non-competitive according to the standards of the
world market. If we then bring these economies into
the world market, without a transition period and
without protective mechanisms, the only possible
result is complete destruction.

This has Eecome very clear in the case of the
ex-GDR. The entire economy of the old GDR has
collapsed. The fact that this didn't lead to a crisis of
public finance is due to the existence of West
Germany. The poliry followed in the ex-GDR was
one of eomplete opening to the world market. In
other words, it was a liberal policy but not monetarist
in the way that the Balcerowrcz policy was. But
nevertheless it led to the complete and sudden
collapse of the entire economy inherited from the old
"socialist" GDR.

As a result of this experience, many are now
demanding, and I agree with them, that the
post<ommtmist countries should follow a path of
state interventionism. This is not state intervention-
ism of the Keynsian type, os practised by the Social
Democrats in western Europe. For this type of state
interventionism also presupposes the functioning of
the market mechanism, a mechanism which does not
exist in the post-communist states of Europe. It has
to be a different kind of interventionism, using
different instruments from those used in the West,
and it will have to be a substitute for the market
mechanism for some time.

What fs the diff*ence betwem your model ,f state
intqoention and the model followed W the prreent political
elite in Poland?

K.M. The difference is this, as I have i*t explained:
it is not possible, in Poland , to copy the west
European social democratic model. Ary attempt to
use state intervention in the economy to promote
socio-political or macroeconomic goals will have a
totally different character in the post-communist
states. I'll give you an example. Stefan Kurowski, at
one tirne the father of liberalism in Polish economic
thought, is proposing now a poliry of relaxation of
restrictive finance and taxation poliry. He maintains
that this relaxation would bring desperately needed
money into the economy and that this inflow of
money would not necessarily lead to inflation
because Poland still has massive resources of unused
labour and unsold goods,

There is a problem, however, according to
Kurowski, and this is that as soon as the level of
demand reaches a certain level, monopoly enterprises
(and most enterprises in post-communist Europe are
monopolies) will raise prices in order to improve
their financial situation. This would lead to inflation.
So if there is to be a relaxation of finance poliry, says
Kurowski, it would be necessary to impose an
anti-inflation tax on enterprises that raised their
prices in this way. This would be similar to the tax
which in Poland today is imposed on enterprises that
increase wages above a certain level. But let us follow
this argument of Kurowski all the way and tell the
whole truth. These measures proposed by Kurowski
would not be temporary measures but rather a
long-term instrument by means of which the state
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would make up for the absence of price rqgulation
by the market. This type of measure would go far
beyond the usual practicre of western state interven-
tion. This is the decisive difference between the kind
of intervention that I argue for and the typical
western policy which is oriented towards an already-
existing market economy.

But there are no forca in Poland todoy tlnt cuild
impletnmt the kind of progran n e you ?ro?ose.

K.M. Thafs absolut"ly correct. What i am really
calling for is a "third -way". I say quite deliberately
a third way because, in Poland today, the dominant
view seems to be that there is no third way between
communism and a savage Manchester capitalism of
the 19th century. But this third way is absolutely
essential because the policy of the liberals, which is
destroying the economic capacity we inlrerited, will
inevitably lead us into the Third World.

TIre social destabilisation that this will cause will
be much more severe than in Third World countries
because in Poland, as in the rest of eastern Etrrope,
there is a relatively high level of education and the
population is accustorned to measuring its quality of
life by western standards. To sink back to the level
of the Third World would be seen by the population
as an unacceptable social degradation. To save us
from that we need a third way. But we also need a
third force able to implement such policies"

Yon need not mly a third force but also significant
support among the population. Thqe doan't seent to be
much chance of that luppadng in present-ilay Poland.

K.M. The support would be there, I believe, but what
is lacking is the political force capable of articulating
that support This is what lies behind the electoral

:IrHL *,fl":Xl*f*HTffi *:,#"T#
proportion of non-votere. In the absence of this third
political force, what emerges is a political vacurrm.

Even if the ex-communist groups such as the
Democratic Left Alliance were to increase their
electoral support, the political stalemate would
continue. These ex-communist groups have been
discredited to such an extent that thy could not
become, in the foreseeable fufure, either a governing
party or a pressure group that could effectiv"ly p*h
for such a third way.

As far as the post-sotidarity parties are concerned,
th"y are all typical parties of the centre or right, with
the exception of Labour Solidarity, which is really a
small and numerically insignificant grouping. What is
interestirg about these post-solidarity parties is that
even those that are not seen as particularly on the
right, for instance, the Democratic Union of Tadeusz
Mazowiecki, defend an economic programme which
is far more conservative than thaf defended by the
Thatcherites in Britain.

To make sense of the outcome of the Polish
elecfions we have to understand that the Polish
people voted not according to party programmes but
accordi.g to their own life experience. And the
overwhelming majority of the Polish people have had
two political experiences which were decisive in this
election: 45 years of communist rule and ZYz years of
a Solidarity government. The fact that nearly 50 per
cent of the electorate abstained in this election
demonstrated that there are very many people who
rejected both options. The support for Tyminski is
also an expression of this attifude. What emerges

very clearly in this situation is that the absence of a
third political force, a force that is neither in the
ex-communist nor the post-solidarity campr has
created a dangerous political vaculrrn.

Would it be ttue to say thafi the Soliitarity teadqs of the
mrly 7980s didn't really take their datunds and ideals
seriously and, for this rusott, it was easy for them later
to switch oaer to the political rtgW?

K.M. In general, this wasn't true. Certainly, some of
these people had no real interest in economic or
social policies. This might explain the behaviour of
those from the so-catled dissident circles, intellectuals
whose main motivation during this perid in
opposition was one of moral protest. But it wasn't
this that was decisive in catrsing this rapid swing to
the right

The Solidarity elite that that came to political
power were programmatically naked. Political power
fell into their lap in 1989; they didn't have to fight
for it and no one in Solidarity had any concreE ideas
about what to do. Iust two weeks before he became
prime minister, Tadeusz Mazowiecki said that
Solidarity should assume no government responsibil-
ity because it didn't have an economic programme.
So Solidrrity took over the goverrunent without any
clear e.onomic programme.

This Mazpwiecki government, without any ideas of
its own, was then easy prey for the proposals of the
liberals and Balcerowicz that if thuy left everything
to the invisible hand of the market then things would
work out well. Mazowiecki tiras encouragd along
this road also by the fact that this liberal economic
ctrrent is very fashionable in the West, particularly
in the United States. In its basic features, the
Balcerowicz plan was written in Chicago, not in
Warsaw, Without any clear orientation themselv€s,
the Solidarity leaders took refuge in a liberal
economic poliry which has had rather brutal con-
sequences.

(This intentieut first appeared in Ost-West Gegeninfor-
mationan, No. 2, 7992. Translation ,s W LFEE)-
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East-Wesf
Womenb
NeWork

(With the brealcdown of the Cald-War barters tlnt so long
dioided astrn and Westmt Europe, social mooemmts as

well as trade union and political organisatiotts lwue bryn
to create contacts and re-atablish lin|rs across Europe.
Within the Europal, ulomer{s maaemmt thse lwoe also
bem seutral attempts to establish structurs which wuild
bins together uromen and wott eTr's organisations from
East and W*1. One of the ntore intqeting and ambitiurs
tf such attenryts ,s the East-Wst Eurapun Wwnm's
Network (OIWN), established in Berlin in 7991. We
reprint belsw bri{ extraets fro* the founding documntt
of OI1EN as well as a rsport of its first confrence luld
in Bqlin at the end of 7997).

Draft Conception for an East-West
European tTomen's Network

"...Because of the consistenfly maintained sexual
division of labour and the traditional disffibution of
sex roles in society (public) and in the family
(private), women have fewer opportunities to partici-
pate actively and eqtrally in the process of European
unification.

Recent social research indicats a clear deteriora-
tion in the position of women, their displacement
from the public sphere, from political participation
and decision-making. Ctrief among those symptoms
are the following: a rapid and disproportionate
increase in female urrcmpXoyment; fewer chances for
uroffiren ts return to the legal iob markeQ $ewer
qualification and retrainirg opporttrnities for women;
a massive decline in women's representation in
political ilrstitutions; an insignificant number of
wornen among founders of private enterprises;
under-representation of women in works committees
and *urion leadershipr; a relapse into the traditional
bourgeois images of men and Ivomen, put out by the
mass media and backed up by a conservative family
policy...

Meetings of lrvornen from all parts of Europe show
that the images we had of each other don't match
reality. There is a great need to learn more about each
other and to achieve a better understanding. Other-
wise the European story wilt be told withaut wornen.
With the East-lAflest European Women's Network we
want to create a place where women from East and
West can work together on the necessary stratqgies.

The European Women's Network sets the following
priorities:
1. Political education and emancipation (Organising

conferences and workshops by and with- female
experts; thematic educational weeks; research).
Z Networking (exchange between women's proiecb,
women's groups and initiatives in different countries;
opening up new occupational fields for women).
3. Information (infothek; documentation; library).
4. Communication (women's cafe as a meeting place
for foreign and native women).

5. Planning and carrying out ioint actions at national
and international level (legislative initiatives; solidar-
ity actions).
6. Arts and culttrre (exhibitions, readings and theatre
performanaes; meeting place for female artists from
all over the world).
7. Public relations (contacts to press and other media;
production of a periodic information sheet.

In order to support OWEN and implement these
proposals, a non-profit organisation wi[ be estab-
lished. At tlre end of November 1991, a workshop of
women from all over Europe is being orgarrised,
financed with the help of the German government,
the Berlin Senate and the govemment of Branden-
b*9. The organisation lvill seek financial support
from the German federal states (Liinder), from the
European Community and from private business...."

East-I{est Women's Workshop

(The first wo*shop of OI4EN u)as held in Berlin at the
end of Noaanb* 7997. The follouting ds n report of this
worlcshop published by OI4EN).

"OWEN's basic aim is the formation of a network of
women from East and West Europe. It hopes to
establish communication between women active in
the women's movement in the East and in the West.
The goal is to get to know each other in order to be
able to fight for and protect women's interests in the
various countries. The proiect is supported by the
governments in Berlin and Brandenburg.

OWEN's flrst activity was a workshop which was
held in Berlin from 29 November to L December L991,,
at which thirty women attended frorn twenty
different countries (from seven countries in Eastem
Europe and from thirteen countries in Western
Europe). The goal \ryas to work out a common plan
and concrete aims for the coming year.

The fundamental changes in East and Wmt, on the
one hand the so-called integration of Western
national states in the European Comrnunity and, on
the other hand, the economic and political transfor-
mation of Eastern Europe, became dramatically real
and undenstandable through the reports made by the
wom.en from different countries.

We invited a woman from Yugoslavia. She wasn't
able to attend and rve don't know her situatron today,
The escalation of the violence in Yugoslavia shows
the uselessRess of cument strategies in solving
national and international conflicts.

The d*p crisis in East European societies affects
in particular the sifuation and basic rights of women.
In the countries of Western Europe, women artd other
tmder*privileged groups are being particularly affec-
ted by economic developments. One issue which is
of concerrr to all women and which we have selected
as the topic of a major conference next year is the
causes and effects of growing nationalism, neo-
fascism and the increasirg oppression of ethnic
minorities. Another is our understanding and defini-
tion of democracy. Although these are not specifically
women's topics, we are all of the opinion that our
Network should be involved in the public sphere and
in all areas of politics.

An Information Pool will be started in L992 in
which information material will be gathered on the
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conference topic as well as on women's groups in all
European countries. It is hoped that this wilt be an
incentive for women in the countries of Eastern
Europe.

OWEN is not only to be an inforrnal network. It
wiU have a permanent headquarters, a house in
Berlin in which evenb can be organised, as well as

a library and accommodation. All the women agreed
on the importcrnce of OWEN and of the hopm that
are combined in this proiect.
Berlin 2 December 1991.

Conference planned
The East-West European Women's Network is
planning to hold a conference in early 1993 on the
theme of I' a urontan's perspective on racism,
nationalism and neo-fascism and their link with our
concept of dernocracy". h a letter announcing the
conference, the convenors, Marina Beyer, Ute Gcilitzer
and Katrin Wolf, say th"y "are looking for women
academics, migrants, politicians and officials respon-
sible for foreigners, who are as dissatisfred with the
present situation as we are, .utd who are prepared to
analyse the subjects of nationalism, racisrn and
policies towards foreigners in relation to the concept

of democracy. We hop" that dealing with these topics
from a woman's perspective will enable us to
develop new impulses. We are not merely concerned
to document the complicated situation in each
country. We want to consider, in a public forum, our
understanding of democracy and to plan political
strategies for the elimination of all forms of
discrimination based on gender, race, nationality and
religion." (Letter dated 23 March 1992)

The Address of the East-West European Women's
Network is:
OWEN
Prendauer Allee 35
0-1055 Berlin
Germany
Tel. A1,0-3724200215
Fax. 010-372-281?31,5

(Tlre above documents are from E*st-rfiast European
WommNetwork (OWEN) Proiect Propoxl A Doqrmmta-
tion Of the First lNorh,shap 29 Nou to 7 Dec 7991 in
Berlin. The translation into English is by OWEN.
Copies of this publication, as well as further
information about the 7993 conference, are available
from the above address.)

Women's righfs in Poland

The heated debate on abortion in Poland continues.
The new bill was refered to a commission in ]uly
and will come up again for discussion probably in
September. The postponement of the debate, at a time
when attempts to criminalise abortion were defeated
in both Crermarry and Hungary, are hopeful signs.
But unfortunately the battle has not been won in
eastern Europe.

As things stand, there are two bills now before the
Polish parliarnent. One would totally criminalise
abortion. This is being proposed by Christian Unity
and is being backed by 171 MB, including 7 MPs
from the "liberal" Democratic Union, among them the
new Prime Mnister, Hanna Suchocka. The bilt
proposed a two-year sentence for doctors who
perform abortions.

The other bill is proposed by the Women's
Parliamentary Group and has the backing of 9L MPs,
mostly from the Democratic Left Alliance (SLD). This
would perrnit abortion up to 20 weeks if pregnanry
threatens the health of the mother or is the result of
rape, up to 24 weeks if the foettrs is inctrrably

Hlt#:ped, 
and up to 12 weeks for family or social

The whole debate on abortion is also tied up with
the reiection of the "communist past". The existing
liberal law was passed in 1956. But should laws from
the old Stalinist period be allowed to override
Christian morality? The anti-abortionists are quite
clever in the way thuy manipulate this anti-
communist sentiment.

However, the fact that the existing law allows
abortion is largely irrelevant since there are hardly

by Sheila Malone

any doctors willing to perform them. At its
conference in December 1991 the Medical Cotmcil
wrote an anti-abortion clause into its Code of Ethics.
TIre Code now prohibits abortion unless the mother's
lifu is threatened or the pregnancy results from rape.
Doctors reftrsing to follow the Code face loss of their
iob or closure of their clinic. The Ombudsman
declared the Code illegal but it remains in force.

TIre attack on abortion is also part of the general
attack on social services. TIte present government
favours the privatisation of such services but the
prices for private health care in Poland would make
this accessible only to the very rich" The average
wage is less than 2 million zlo$ (around €80). But
a hotrse-call by u private doctor costs th" uquivalent
of over 87, a tooth-filling up to f23 and a private
abortion is reckoned to cost around f192.

Whether in health care, social services, abortion or
educatiory there is a generalised worsening of the
situation of women in Poland and throughout eastern
Europe. In March of this year the international
organisation on human rights, Helsinki Watch,
published a report on the situation of women in
Poland. Its concltrsion was: "The frequent ignoring or
rejection of previous social guarantees, combined
wifl:r the absence of an independent womens'
movement, can mean that every step forward along
the road to democracy in Poland means two steps
backward for the righb of women." This is a
damning indictment of the present situation and the
present regime in Poland. From all accounts, it seems
that planned reports on the other countries of eastern
Europe will come to similar conclusion"s"
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Women in Russia
by Elena Mezentseva

The following article is slightly shortened oqsion of a

Wptr delioered at the first international worlcshop of East
West European Womens Network in Berlin in
Decanber 7997.

The radical changes already under way in Russia
affect all spheres of the social organism and this
socio-economic "drama of renovation", as T. Zaslavs-
kaya has called it, also has a gender aspect. The
changes that have come about during the past seven
yea6 of pereshoika have had a different impact on
men and women. Women's representation in parlia-
ment and in the local soviets was reduced dramatical-
ly; women are not being recruited to the modernised
privatised sectors of the economy; the closure of
creches makes it more difficult for women to work
and care for the family.

Women's employment
Women's employment in Russia has a number of
peculiar features. Firstly, the level of female employ-
ment is one of the highest in the world. But this level
has always fluctuated, dependi.g on the state of the
economy. It has been high during periods of
extersive growth but has declined during periods of
economic reforr, for instance, during NEP, the L965
reform period and under perestroika. Depending on
government economic strategy, women are either
mobilised to join the labour force or are persuaded
to "return to the fold of the family".

Secondly, this level of employment has strong
regional variations. The proportion of women work-
ers and office employees in
Estonia is 54 per cent, while in
Tadzhikistan it is 39 per cent
(the average is 51 per cent). The
lower levels in Asia and in
Transcaucasus correspond to a

higher birth rate in those re-
gions.

"Feminised" sectors
Thirdly, there are differences in
the distribution of women in
different sectors of the eco-
nomy. Some industries and
occupations are highly "femin-
ised". In 1990 the proportion of
women workers in state credit
and insurance was 87 per cen!
in trade and public caGrin g, 82
per cent; in health care, 81 per
ceng in information and com-
puter service, 72 per cen! in
education, 75 per cen! in cul-
ture, 72 per ce4! in the garment
industy, 89 per cent, and in
textiles, 70 per cent.

In \990, the share of women

doing manual work in industry was 43 per cent (20

per cent for men) and in construction it was 79 pet
cent (44 per cent for men). A great number of women
do what are classed as hard manual jobs - about 20
per cent of such iobr in indusW, over 25 per cent in
construction. In agriculture ffi per cent of the
workforce does manual labour, of these 80 per cent
ane women"

Why do women still look for this kind of work?
Accordi^g to some surveys, a major reason is the
possibility of early retirement (gZ per cent). Longer
holidays, higher wages and shorter working hours
are also factors. In the transition to a market
economy, these groups of women workers will be the
least mobile and have fewer chances of retraining. In
nearly all industries women's average ratio of shifts
per day is higher than that for men. ht g* it is 1.8
(1.3 for men) and in steel it is 1,.6 (f.S for men). In
terms of professional skill levels, women lag behind
men by I-2 tariff grades. In a survey of fifteen
industries, it was found that the lower the skill grade,
the higher was the proportion of women workers.

For working women there is the added difficulty
of combining their roles as workers and mothers.
Patriarchal notions about the role of women are still
widespread. According to a recent survey women
spend 2.5 times more time on domestic work than
men. Her total working hours in a week, including
professional and domestic work, ere 76.3 (59.4 for a
man).

Education
These peculiarities of
women's employrnent have
produced a number of acute
so cio-economic problems.
Although starting out equal to
men from the point of view of
health, professional skills and
education, women end up
with less skilled jobs without
prospects for promotion.
According to the latest census,
in 1989, the level of education
among women workers was
higher than among men (927,

as agair,st 914r p€r 1000 work-
ers) although, in the popula-
tion as a whole, the level of
education for women is below
that for men (nO as against
861). The rate of increase of
education among women is
also higher. Between 1979 and
'1,989 the number of women
with diplomas rose by 19 per
cent (13 per cent for men). In
spite of this, the share of

Women! Train as workerc! 1927
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women in managerial iobs is low. Although aB per
cent of men with higher or specialised education
have managerial iobr, this is true for only 7 Wr cent
of women.

In the economy as a whole, only 6 per cent of
enterprise heads are women. This is true even in the
"feminised" indtrstries. For instance, in textiles, where
the workforce is 7A per cent female, only 21 per cent
of leading posts are held by women. It1 this
professional segregation of women, certain profes-
sions are beyond their reach (in administration, in
science and technology) while others are highly
feminised. As a result of atl thme features, the
average national wage for women is one-third lower
than for men.

Wornen and market reforms
The year 199'1" saw the first irnportant moves towards
a radical restructuring of the economy along free-
market lines. This wzts also a turning point in the area
of women's employment. Women now faced, for the
first time, an open and explicit gender discrimination.
This explicit discrimination is clearly visible in all
areas of employment - hiritg, dismissing, promotiory
retraining and so on. One of the most glaring aspects
of this discrimination is the diffrrences in wages paid
in typically male and female industries.

This deliberate discrimination became "socially
visible" with the official registration of unemployed
workers. Of the 5'1, 876 workers registered as

unemployd in Rtrssia in L991,43 101 were women.
trn the country as a whole women made up 70 per
cent of the unemployed. In Moscow and some other
big cities it was as high as 80 per cent.

Women have been particularly excluded from
those areas involving high levels of professional skill
and knowledge. trn the cities and in some smaller
towns there are quite a few specialist research centres
employi*g highty educated staff. While unemploy-
ment is acquiring a female face, the area of
intellectual work is becoming a male preserve.

Official statistics have attempted to cover up this
discrimination against women workers and profes-
sionals. It was always the practice, even during the
"dark years" of the "stagnation period", that the
officially published statistics on employrnent pro-
vided data on women's share of emplolrment in the
different sectors, average urages of men-and lvomen,
and so or1. But the official Statistical Yearbook
"National Economy in 1990", published in 199L, has
not published any separate data on those issues for
men and women. There are no figure for the
proportion of women among the unemployed, for
instance. Statistics with regard to women appear only
in the sections on demography, materni$ and
childcare.

Wages
The new reforms also brought about a significant
lowering in the proportion of wages paid in those
industries highly "femi.nised"" Thus in culture and in
education, teachers and doctors are being paid two
or three times less than workers in manufacttrring
and extractive industries. A kindergarden nurse with
ten yeare experience earns 7W roubles a month and
a secondary-echool teacher earns 1000-1200 roubles a
month, while the monthly wage of a miner is
between 30 000 and 40 000 roubles.

A special female labour market is being created,
characterised by lower wages and skills, lirnited

Women in industry: 4it gla do manual wod(

range of professions, poor working conditions,
horizontal but not vertical mobility and a large
degree of unemployment. During this period of
transition to a market econorny this feminisation of
poverty will inctease.

(Thre follmts a section on "Women and Health" which
rc omitted here.)

Political participation
The problem of very poor working conditions for
women has tended to divert public awareness from
the issues of political participation and 1*g"l equality.
Womery much moreso than men, are being alienated
from socio-political activity.

With the partial ending of the quotas for represen-
tation of women in legislative and execudve bodies,
the proportion of women deputies in the Supreme
Soviet of the former USSR fell from 33 per cent to
15"7 per cent. In republican and local soviets the
proportion fell to between fi.ve and seven per cent.
Statistics on the participation of women in elections,
on the proportion of women in the new political
parties and proftssional associations and on the
proportion of women deputies in the various
comrnittees and commissions of parliament have not
been published.

If we study the documents published by the new
political parties and associations, we find that the
level of participation of women is very low. The
question of women's rights, the emancipation of
women and gender equality don't appear to be part
of the agenda of these new political parties, social
movements and independent trade unions. Otly
those parties with a "pro€ocialist" or "national
democratic" orientation mention the problems of
women. But in these cases it is given a particular
slant. For instance, the Russian Patriotic Front has a
traditional patriarchal approach and looks at the
question of women from the poin! of view of their
importance in strengthe.ing the role of the family.
Sirnilarly, the Socialist Party raises the issue from the
point of view of extendirg the social benefits of
working mothers (prohibition of night shifts, longer
parental leave, etc.).

An analysis of membership figures for the various
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parties and movements shows an interesting trend. In
those parties that are more pro€ocialist or pro-
westerndemocratic, the level of women's participa-
tion is quite low, from 0 to 10 per cent. Thtrs lhe
proportion of women in the Democratic Party is less
than 1 per cent; in the Socialist Party, around 3 pet
cen[ in-the Social Democratic Party of Russia, arotrnd
2 p.r cen! in the Party of Urban 

-and 
Rural Owners,

10 per cent. But this doesn't seem to be evidence for
the conservatism of women, as some writers have
suggested. It seems to have more to do lvith women's
understanding of "politics" itself and the importance
th"y attribute to global problerns, the environment,
human rights, the anti-nuclear struggle, and so on.
Thus the proportion of women in the (quite small)
Green Party is arotrnd one third; in the Transnational
Radical Party, 30 per cent; in the Blue Movement "For
Social Ecology of the Human Being", around 50 per
cent, with a similar proportion in the Christian
Democratic Union and the Union of Dernocratic
Forces (of Andrei Sakharov).

Women's Movement
The wide and independent women's movement in
Russia can and should stimulate the formation and
dissemination of an egalitarian ideolog'y and should
help to change public awareness on the issue of
women's emancipation. In the conditions of democra-
cy and openness, it is only the women's movement
that can really represent the interests of women,
forrnulate their demaruls and exert infltrence on the
formation of poliry as regards women.

Tlre trnofficial women's movement, with more than
50 women's groups and associations registered in

Moscow alone, is raising consciotrcness among
women and creating more possibilities for a broader
political participation of women. The new women's
movement is developing in a complex situation. The
women's groups are also disunited and lack proper
organisation and th*ry. They don't yet represent a
real political force, but they do have real potential.
Its social base is among the intelligentsia but lately
women workers have begun to join.

According to Valentina Konstantinova, d researcher
at the Moscow Centre for Gender Studies, there are
five basic trends in the Russian women's movement.
The feminist tnend is iust being conceived. It is
represented by two or three groups in Moscow and
St. Petensburg and consists mainly of socialscience
research academics, professional women, trniversity
graduates and journalists. Then there are the
democratic groups, which believe that any effective
solution to the women's issue depends ultimately on
democrdef t which provides a framework in which
they can fight for their rights and for a greater level
of participation in parliament and in government
bodies. One of the democratic demands is for an
adequate representation of women at all levels of
decision making. The democratic current is also quite
small.

The conservative trend is represented by women in
the nomenklattrra and by women representatives of
the Russian-speahng population in the various
republics. Tlrese women realise that thuy are b.i.g
discriminated against but blame it on Permtroika.
The conseryative ctrrrent thus opposes the restructur-
ing becatrse they fear a loss of power and privilege.

Tlre traditional trend is represented by women's
clubs, various fotrndations for women and charities
organised by women in business. Tlrere is also a
radical trend which defends the rights of marginal
strata, for instance, homosexuals and lesbians.

Women in Rtrssia are therefore becoming inc'reas-
ingly involved in the processes of political life and
in the democratisation process but not to the same
extent as men. It would seem that, as yet, there is no
political party, social movement or trade trrrion which
gives adequate expression to women's interests. Tlre
hopu is that the present politicisation and activation
of women will lead to a revival of the women's
movement, a movement that has its own ideology,
th*ry and practice and which is able to have a real
effect on both the consciotrsness and the real lives of
Rtrssian women.
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The left in the
European Parl iament

by Michael Hindley MEP

The considerable poEntial for European contacts
among progressives through the Etrropean Parlia-
ment (EP) has proven elusive to realise. There have
been many individual contacts, ad hoc alliances in
response to variotrs events and friendships formed,
but never a seriotrs attempt to give the diverse left
a form until recently. This attempt to move to a
broader alliance among progressives is a reaction to
k*y evenb inside and outside the ER particularly
since 1989.

Grand Coalition
A decisive moment in the new parliament of 1989
came when the Socialist Group leadership, supported
by the European Parliamentary Labour Party (EPLP),
took the line of "Grand Coalifion" with the Christian
Dernocrats grouping (PPE), rather than form a leftist
alliance with the (then) two Comrnunist groups (Left
Unity and Unitarian Left), Greens and the Rainbow
Coalition (a mixture of regionalists and some Greens).
The purpose of this Grand Coalition has been to
advance the power of parliament per ,s€r at the
expense of the other institutions, the Commission and
the Council. This has led to serious trimmings of
"leff' policy, most notably on the Social Charter, and
subsequent frustratiorrs.

After an initial dalliance with the "Social Democra-
fic" f,orcm in the newly "freen' Eastern Europe, where
the Socialist group made serious mistakes in overesti-
rnating the sh'ength and the credibility of the alleged
"Social Democrats", the Socialist group has retreated
from a policy of trying to find parfirers in the East
and has left the field open to the Christian
Democrdb, Liberals and Tories.

Gulf War
However, the most significant political event since
L989 has been the Gulf War and the reactions to the
war in the EP gave rise to optimism. In every vote,
a majority of EPLP members supporH "no lrrar"
resolutions, whether this was in the group itself,
within the wider Socialist group or eventually in the
EP. The leadership of the EPLP failed to bring the
majority behind Kinnock's position of support for the
\ rar.

The encouraging factor was that EPLP members
were open to a far wider range of views than was
represented in Westminster, which meant that those
wanting a "no lffar" solution ruere able to support
resolutions from the Left Unity and the Greens in the
wider parliament. More than 90 MEPs, including 25
of the 45 EPLP, voted for a Green resolution of "no
r^/ar" on the very eve of the Allies attack. The
anti-war vote focused attention on the limitations of
working within the existing coalitions and the
potential for developing others.

It was against this background, of retreat from left
politics within the Labour groupr the acquiescence of

the EPLP in the coalition politics of the Socialist
group, and the frustration of Labour not making any
seriotrs analysis of the wider Europe opening up, that
some comrades attempted to seek links beyond the
EPLP, These moves were simultaneous with moves
within the Unitarian lxlft, basically the Italian
Communist Party (now PDS) and the Left Unity
(basically the French Communist Party and their
allie) to also move out from their isol.ation. The
Italian CP has been particularly frtrstrated in its
attempb to ioin the Socialist International.

It was decided to proceed on a pragmatica not
dogmatic basis; that is, to eschew the grand
theoretical "foundi.g debates" which r.rsually divide
rather than uniE the left, However, it was decicied
to concentrate on mathrs of obviotrs and mufual
concern where we could genuinely learn frorn an
exchange of views. Consequently, it was decided to
have a monthly meeting in the Strasbourg plenary
week, with a discussion introduced by a speaker"

Regroupment
There are some forfy or so "members", coming from
the Labour Left (basically, Campaign Group and
what can best be descriH as the political rather than
the careerist wing of Tribune), rnembers from
Unitarian Left, Left Unity, Greens and Rainbow. The
only other members of the Socialist group to attend
with any consistenry and commitment are the
Greeks, PASOK. An encouraging and significant
presence is that of the PDS (the reformed SED)
observers frorn the former GDR, which glvo this left
group a first link into Eastern Europe.

The first rneeting was in October of last year when
the International Secretary of the (German) PDS,
Sylvia Kaufmann, gave an introduction on the state
oi the "nerfl Federal- Statesn' as the former GDR, is now
coyly entitled. This has been followed by , report on
the situation in the former fuviet Union, lead by Ken
Coates; an analysis of the Social Agenda of the
Maastricht agenda by a Greek member of Left Unity,
Alexander Alavanos; a report on Cuba by Dorothy
Piernnont, a German member of the Rainbow group;
a report on the European Community's prograrnme
for "reconstruction in EasErn Europe" by *yself; and
a report on the UK and ltalian elections by Atf Lomas
and Rinaldo Bontennpi (Italian PDS) respectively.

Stan Newens has so far acted as convenor. So far,
the meetings have brought about a welcome political
stimulation and there is a consensual determination
to steer a course between being simply a talking shop
and yet not indulging in the grand rhetorical claims
of "neril programmes". It is hoped to mount an
international conference to consolidate the potential
that has been opened up for democratically elected
progressive forces to devetrop a cornmon response to
reviving the left. Hopefully, at last, the left is talking
fuller advantage of the possibilities offered by the
European Parliament.
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Economic developmenfs in
Eastern Europe

by Andy Kilmister

Review of lwrnal ,f Economic Prspectioes, Special
Issue: Economic Transitiott in tlv Souiet Unim and
Eastern Eurape, (Fall tggt); and Oxford Reviant ,f
Economic Policy, Sp,ecial Issues: Microeconwnies ,f
Transition in Eastertt Europe, (Winter 1991) and
Macroeconomics of Trarcition in Eastrn Eurape, (Spring
1ee2).

One rresult of the collapse of planned economies in
Eastern Europe has been an influx of Western
economisb offering advice and analysing develop-
menb there, both on their own accotrrtt and on behalf
of institutions like the World Bank, IMR European
Commission and so on. Often such nrriters are
working in collaboration with economists from
Eastern and Central Europe. Consequently, a vast
amount of mahrial is becoming available which deals
rt/ith economic developments in these cotrntrim. This
article is an attempt to review some of this material
and to discuss what value it has for socialists
attempting to get to grips with what is happening in
Eastern Etrope. It foctrses on general accotrnts and
ovenriews of recent changes; in a later issue of l-abwr
Focrrs I hop" to look in more detail at analyses of
particular cotrntries.

Outside view
There are two main uses for this kind of work.
Firstly, it providm direct information about the
countries concerned. Secondly, it gives insights into
the strategies of Western poliry makers towards
Eastern Etrrope" TIre first set of articles here, in the
|ournal of Economic Perspectiv€sr is mainly sf
interest becatrse of what it tells us about how the
region is viewed from outside. However, the other
two collections provide more suhtarrtive informa-
tion. This includes detailed shrdies of environmental
issues, by Gordon Hughes, of competitiveness and
industrial poliq, by Gordon Hughes and Paul Hare,
and of the collapse of Comecon, by Dariusz Rosati.
The main interest still lies though in the implications
drawn from these for policies towards Eastern
Europe and for the proiect of establishing capitalist
market economies there.

The papers collected here represent something
of a "second wave'o in Western responses to the
collapse of central planning. The initial framework of
analysis adopted to deal with this phenomenon was
exemplified by leffrey Sachs' writings about the
Polish "big bang" economic programrne in 1990.
These start from a fairly conventional set of
distinctions drawn by the IMF and World Bank
between stabilisation, liberalisation and privatisation"
The transition to a capitalist economy is seen as being
composed of these three elements.

A macroeionomic stabilisation programme invol-
ves cuts in the money supply and in real wages to
reduce inflation. Economic liberalisation leads to the

freeing of prices, making the currency convertible
and dismantling tariffs. The transition is cornpleted
by private ownership and foreign investment Sachs'
distinctive contribution, in Poland and elsewhere, has
been to nrn the first two stages of this triad together
by forrnulating a very rapidly imposed "shock
therapy" programme combining rigld stabilisation
and simultaneous liberalisation. He goes on to argue
that such a programme can, on its own, lay the bisis
for a market economy, without further intervention
buitg necessary, from government or elsewhere, to
change the structure of production. Stabilisation and
liberalisation are sufficient to encourage structural
change and to prepare for privatisation.

Shock therapy failure
This way of thinking ran up against a number of
problems in the first half of 199A, when it became
clear in Poland that firms, workens and banks were
not responding to the shock of stabilisation and
liberalisation in the way which had been expected.
The fall in output was much greater than that
predicted, inflation more difficult to control and
changes in indtrstrial structtre harder to achieve. The
result n/as a shift in emphasis to the third element
of the triad, privatisation.

The failure to respond to shock therapy was seen
as resulting from the continuation of state or,rrnership,
while privatisation became rqgarded as the k"y
element in economic transformation. Schemes b.g*,
to be develop"d for very fast mass privatisation

Yffi'l,f ;,lr*fr't?ff T:n$'hffi r"',xT#
Czech and Slovak Federal Republic and in Poland. A
divergence opened up between those such as Sactrs
who wanted to press ahead quickly with privatisation
and those, like the Hungarian economist, ]anos
Kornai, who concentrated on the slow development
of a new capitalist class on the basis of srnall business
people and entrepreneurs. Kornai and others con-
tinued to see mass privatisation as very much a long
term goal.

After Sachs
It is at this point that the second wave of writings
refened to above enters the scene. The writers
reviewed here differ in their approach from earlier
work in two main ways. Firstty, they are much more
conscious of the complexity of the institutional
arrangements that are involved in establishing a
market economy. They recognise to a large degree
that markets do not grow spontaneously, but are
embedded in a wider network of social relationships.

Secondly, they concenhate on the liberalisation
part of the triad outlined above, and they interpret
liberalisation more broadly than hitherto. Liberalisa-
tion is taken not simply to mean the removal of
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restrictions on trade and prices, but also to include
a whole set of positive incentives and institutions
designed to encourage and coerce economic agents
into responding to market signals. The view is that
liberalisation in this sense is necess try for stabilisa-
tion to succeed and that privatisation canrtot substi-
tute for such liberalisation. This is partly because
privatisation on a mass scale will take a congiderable
amount of time, and partly becatrse transfers of
owrrership on their own cannot be guaranteed to
change the behaviow of managers or workets.

In this way the articles reviewed here represent
a genuine advance in underetanding over the initial
approach taken two years ago to changes in Eastern
Europe. The shock therapy approach has been seen
not to be adequate, in isoLation, as a mechanism for
establishing a capitalist market, and to require
supplementing by broader institutional changes.
However, the project of establishing such a market in
Eastern Europe remains fraught with contradictions,
and these contradictions are reflected in various
problems thrown up pre.it.ly by the new concept of
liberalisation examined in these analyses.

Financial system
If there is one striking factor that dominates the
articles reviewed here, it is the attention given to the
financial system. More than half the papers, and
nearly all the general accounts outlining broad
policies for the future, stness the inadequacy of
capital markets and the weakness of the banking
system in Eastern Europe as a key constraint on the
establishment of a market economy. Interestingly,
labour markets and the relations between workers
and employers are discussed much less. Orly one
paper, by Mayhew and Seabright in t}lte lulacroecono-
mics ,f Traraition collection, devotes more than a
sentence or two to the attitudes of workers towards
economic transformation. Onty McAuley's paper in
the Microeconotttics ,f Transition collection disctrsses
the workings of the labour market in any detail. TIre
markets for consruner goods, raw materials and
indtrstrial inputs do not fare much better, and foreign
trade issues are disctrssed mainly in those accounts
which focus on international concenls. The financial
sector, however, in analysed continuously and in
some depth.

It is not surprising that this should be the case
when one considers the problem that these papers are

Wing to solve. The central issue underlying much of
the analysis here is that of why the Eastem European
econonnies so cor"rspicuotrsly failed to respond to
market signals when cenfual planning was disman-
tled. In fact some of the rnost interesti.g analysis here
is just that which shows how limited such responses
have been. Rosati, for instance, shows that, contrary
to official statistics there was very little tendenry for
Poland to divert exports from the USSR to Western
markets in 1990, and that this hindered industrial
restrucfuring. Consequently Polish industry was
highly rmlnerable to the collapse of trade with the
US$R in L99L. Hughes and Hare shcrw that, for
Hungary and Bulgaria, the changes in ouput for 1989
to 1991 did not shift production towards more
internationally competitive sectors. Mayhew and
Seabright show that by the end of the first quarter
of 199'1, in Poland only 'I.,4 state owned enterprises
had been rnade banlcupt.

The writers reviewed here are centrally concerned
to identify the reasons for this failure to respond to
market incentivs, and to suggest measures to change

the situation. Consequently, th"y tend to focus on
those areas where the econornies being analysed most
obviotrsly lack the institutional framework of a
nnarket economy. The financial sphere is the most
obviotrs example of this in Eastern Europe.

While labour markets and domestic and interna-
tional goods markets appear to operate in the region,
after a fashion, capital markets are conspicuotrsly
absent. hr this way the finartcial sector becomes seen
as a key blockage to the establishment of market
relations and becomes crentral to the analyses
undertaken.

hoblems in the financial sector have been
important in determini^g the development of the
Eastern European economies since the removal of
planning mechanisms. However, the concentration on
ihis arei here brings a number of problems with it;
problems which reflect deeper difficulties in the
project of establishing markets in the region.

An initial difficulty is the disagreement
amongst the writers here about the policy which
should be adopted towards the financial sector. A
number of poliry issues are examined including the
foltowi4g. tthat-should be done about the deUG teft
over from the old system? What should be done to
control borrowing by firms under the new liberalised
arrangements? How quickly can a market based
financial system be set up and what role should the
state play in the period prior to the establishment of
such a system? What role should the financial sector
play in influencing the behaviour of firms and
managers in a market economy? In particular, what
should be the respective roles of the banking system
and the stock market in exerting such control?

No consensus
It quickly becomes clear that there is no consensus
amongst the wriErs reviewd about the answers to
these and similar questions. A number of differing
viewpoints are expressed. At the risk of over-
simplification, however, a few main approaches can
be identified. One significant division is between
those who see the establishment of a market based
financial system as a long term process, nec€ssitating
significant state regulation in the interim, and those
who want to progress as quickly as possible to set
up such a system and see it as a precondition for
further marketisation.

At one extreme, Ronald McKinnon argues that, to
prevent inflation and the build up of insecure debt,
liberalised enterprise should be prevented for a
significant amount of time from bomowing from the
banking system at all. Such enterprises, while
enjoying tax privileges and the ability to set prices
and wages, would be lirnited in their borrowing to
a small nonbank capital market. Even in the later
stages of the transition bank lending to such
enterprises would be limited to financing the build
up of productive short term assets such as inventories
or accounts receivable which can be easily realised.
It would be short term and fully backed by collateral.

McKinnon's proposals are explicitly designed to
encourage firms to reinvmt profits and to build up
assets to finance future investment. At the same time
liberalised enterprise which make losses would not
be able to shield themselves from bankruptry by
borrowing. The aim is clearly to foster the develop-
rnent of a new capitalist class through the long term
growth of largely self reliant enterprises. Deregula-
tion of the financial system is seen as something for
the relatively distant future.
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This view is a fairly stark olte. However, several
other writers share the concept of the etablishment
of a financial system as being a lengthy process.
Stanley Fischer and Alan Gelb see the liberalisation
of the financial system as something that has to
follow the development of financial expertise, port-
folio restructuring, and the etablishment of a legal
framework and accounting standards. Maxwell Fry
and Mario Nuti are similarly gradualist. Both
McKinnon and Fry and Nuti point to the experience
of South Korea and Taiwan where flnancial liberalisa-
tion has followed rapid industrial gronrth under
conditions of considerable government intervention
in capital markets.

On the other hand Guillermo Calvo and jacob
Frenkel argue that underdeveloped capital markets
limit price reform, monetary poliry and trade
liberalisation. Hence the construction of a market
based financial system cannot be left to the long term,
but nnust be undertaken quickly. As part of this
process they argue that the bad debts left over frsm
the pr,evious system should be rernoved from firms'
balanm sheeb either by being cancelled outright, or
by being soeialised by being replaced by governrnent
debt in the form of bonds. A sirnilar approach is
taken by Tad Rybczynski, who takes the view that
reforrr of the finanial systenn should if possible

ffiffi"::Y;. :ffifiHJi,.'*rarisatron' 
and even

The dilemma
This argument reflects a deeper set of difficulties" The
problem is that the Eastern European economies are
not simply rnarket economies urith 'underdeveloped'
capital and financi.al markets. The lack of capital
rnarkets in these econornies is part of an entire
instifutional structure and cannot i,rst be treated in
isolation. Consequently the discussion of financial
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issues here comes to mirror the account of privatisa-
tion outlined earlier.

On the one hand it is argued that a market
economy cannot function without private ownership
or a sei of financial markets. On 

-the other hand it
appears impossible to introduce private ownership or
capital markets without first creating a market
economy. The discussion comes to oscillate between
these two extremes.

It is difficult to see how, without financial markets,
the restructuring of production and accurnulation of
capital necessary to create a capitalist class and
capitalist market can take place. Conversuly, if
liberalised financial markets €ue introduced into an
economy where market incentives are not operati^g
th*y may simply accentuate the difficulties and
encourage the build up of a fragile shucttue of debt

. The fact that Eastern Etrropean economies do not
respond to market signals in the way expmted is not
simply a result of the lack of capital markets. It
results from causes deep in the structure of these
economies, causes moreover which are not i,rst
technical questions of the absence of particular
rnechanisrns, but which iue connected to the social
relationships existing in these societies"

Question of control
This dilemma is worsened when when one looks at
the question of the control that the finaneial system
can exert on firms and. their m.magers. Corbett and
Mayer for example argue strongly for the adoption
of a retrationship between the financial system and
enterprises based on the German or japanese model
of close involvernent by banks and major sharehol-
denr. Thuy contrast this "insider" model with the
Anglo-American "outsider" frarmework based on
dispersed ownership of enterprises exercised through
the stock market. Their argument is that Eastern
European economim are being encouraged towards
an unsuitable "outsider" system of corporate control"
Mayhew and Seabright argue a sirnilar case.

However, while this ar&ument is theoretically
coherent, it ignores the fact that "insider" systerns of
control of flrms require stable concentrations of
capital in relatively few hands in order to provide the
agents who r rilt be the "insiders" and exercise
financial control over management. This is precisetry
what is lacking in Eastern Europe, and in fact it is
precisely the manager$ themselves, or the old
nomenklattrra, who are most likely to have access to
sr"ech resources. The dilemma reoccurs; in order to
foster capitalist deveXopment one neecls aecrunulated
capital which lays the basis for a class of insiders who
will monitor and control enterprise managers, either
individually or through the banking system. In other
words, one needs capitalist development to have
already taken place!

In this review I have concentrated CIn the
analysis of the financial systern, for the reasons given
above. However, I believe that similar accounts could
be given for other sectors or issues , lor instance for
the taxation sfructure and government btrdget deficit.
The problem faced by the writens under revien, ;q a
fundamental one; how can markets be constructed
when itrst those things that appear to make such
markets work are absent - precisely because there are
no markets, This problem continues to be central for
those trying to construct capitalist economies in
Eastem Europe. While the writers in these collections
have made various steps forward in analysing the
problem, th"y remain unable to provide a solution.
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Nigel Swain, Hungary: the Rise and Fall of Feasible
Socialism, London, Verso, 1992, €13.95.

Nigel Swain offers in this book a rich and complex
accotmt of the demise of Soviet-type socialism in
Hungary. His historical account of its birth, life and
death draws on and contributes to longstanding
debates on the nature of the Soviet-Tpe system - its
political economlr class strucfure, state apparafus,
culture, etc. This allows us to understand how the
model evolved in Hungary in the way it did, and also
to separate out those features peculiar to the
Hungarian case from those more general 'systemic'
features which held good across the Soviet bloc and
beyond. Ftrrthermore, his account explicitly engages
with the efforts over past decades of Western
socialists to build a democratic and popular alterna-
tive to the Soviet model, ds the subtitle's reftrence to
Alec Nove's well-known work suggests. The book's
main weakness is that it does not take sufficient
account of the international context after the early
years of the "first Cold War", and this may partly be
why the author's conclusions about the future for
revolutionary socialism are so pessimistic.

Chapter 1 give a detailed chronological account of
the last five years of the old regime, up to the
elections of March-April 199A. The gradual emerg-
ence of open, organised opposition, together with the
disintegration of the ruling Party, are related to the
worsening economic stagnation and the centrifugal
forces set in train by the reforms of the early 1980s.

The next four chapters are organised around an
extensive economic history of Hungary from 1945 to
1990. Chapter 2 deals with the aftermath of the war
and the popular front period: after describing the
events which led to the implementation in full of the
Stalinist model, the author disctsses at length
whether there was really any alternative to that
model. His first main argument is that in the specific
historical context, the "third way" policies of Bibo and
others had no chance of success, or even of wide
internal support. Secondly, from the standpoint of the
communists and their left+ocialdemocratic allies,
everything pointed to the need for maximtun
economic and political centralisation; anything less
("indicative" planrring, for example) would risk
sabotage by their opponents.

Chapter 3 covers the better-known topic of classic
central planning as implemented from \948 to 1956.
Here as elsewhere he refers to recent British debates
on the feasibility of democratic planning, showing
how relevant the problems of the period remain.
Chapter 4 then traces the origins and development of
the economic reform movement in Hungary, begin-
,irg with Imre Nagy's New Course in 19il, and
culminating the 1968 New Economic Mechanism. As
elsewhere in the Soviet bloc, the economic slowdown
of the early 1960s allowed the reform theoreticians
the opportunity to develop a real alternative, but
Hungary was unique in enacting a comprehensive
reform programme with the full blessing of a united
Party leadership. The model is succinctly set out, and
then discussed in the light of the theories of 'market
socialism' of Brus, Liska (a Hungarian economist who
deserves more attention, as Swain notes) and Elson
(who has contributed to the recent debate in New
Left Review).

Chapter 5 deals with "Market socialism in practice:

large enterprises and the mechanics of planning".
Here Swain draws on the very extensive Hungarian
literature of the implementation of the New Econo-
mic Mechanism, and the intractable contradictions
between the need for real enterprise autonomy if
incentives to efficienry were to function effectively,
and the continued insistence of the "centre" on
retaining its ultimate control. The criticisms of
Kornai, Lalry, Bauer, Liska and others are presented
in a non-technical way and in the context of the
twenty-year experience of the reforms. Despite the
relaunch of reform in the shape of significant
measures for institutional decentrllisation ind the
growth of the private sector, the central weaknesses
of the model persisted right to the end. It is
important to note, however, that the context of
international capitalism was always taken as given by
the reformers; irrtt as the Hungarian economy was
painted into a corner by rising hard-cumency
indebtedness, so the reformers were painted into a
corner by the logic of the world market. This
undoubtedly made it much harder to envisage
anything other than an "exit" to capitalism, regardless
of the 'internal' coherence of the reform model of
market socialism.

Chapter 5 begirs by concluding from the foregoing
historical analysis that the quasi-reformed economy
was characterised by "bureaucratic control, shortage
and the emergence of a 'second economy"'. The
analysis now probes beneath the surface of the
standard analyses of the economic reform, focusing
on production relations, and in particular the way in
which shortages in product and labour markets, and
the nafure of central controls, led to the emergence
of a large and inexorably growing second economy
of private entrepreneurs and small cooperatives.
Chapter 7 then extends the analysis to trace the
consequences for the distribution of income, wealth
and power in Hungarian society. Drawing on the
work of Hungarian sociologists such as Ferge and
Szelenyi, Swain shows that despite some success in
reducing gross inequalities of income, the state-
redistributive system reproduced inequalities of
access to hotr.sing, health and other public services.
This either happened directly, through the allocation
of services in short supply, or indirectly, by forcing
citizens to offer bribes or seek to obtain them
privately. The poor could not benefit from the
increased use of the market mechanism, since those
who were relatively privileged in their position in the
"fi.rst" economy tended to be best able to derive
privilege from the second economy too. This in turn
helps to explain the dramatic growth of disillusion
with the system in the 1980s, and the willingness of
the mass of Hungarians to at least passively accept
the transition to a capitalist market economy.

In the concluding chapter Nigel Swain brings
together the threads of his argument, looking to the
implicatiorrs for socialists of the Hungarian experi-
enie. His conclusion is that it provides powerful
evidence for the adoption of a reformist approach:
not because capitalism is intrin^sically reformable, nor
because it has thtr,s far made workers better off than
socialism, but "because the revolutionary alternative
of extensive public ownership of the means of
production has been shown by historical experience
not to work, or rather, not to be capable of internal
regeneration and responsiveness to changing condi-
tions" (p.231).

At this point I have to part company. I think that
he is drawing general conclusions too directly from
Hungary's histofcal experience. Although through-
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out the book there are appropriate, relevartt and
sensible references to more general socialist debates,
I have already noted the tendenry to view the
development of Hungary in terms of a predominant-
ly "internal" model of socialism in one country. This
means that he avoids the counter-rrg.r*"nt that
revolutionary socialism cannot be built in a hostile
global environment and in a relatively backwad,
predominantly rural economy. It is not revolutionary
socialism, but Leninism- Stalinism (not to mention
Maoism) that has been shown not to work. Rather
than simply accepting the narrow polarisation be-
tween communism and social democracy that has
dominated socialist struggles in the 20th century, Eln

equally legitimate response is to start from the great
richness of pre- and non-Leninist revolutionary
traditions in looking for alternatives.

Hugo Radice

Socialist Register 7992, (eds) Ralph Mliband and Leo
Panitch, London 1992, €10.95.

Vury few socialist books are being produced these
days. The left is well served by publications on ways
of humanising capitalism (social citizenship) or
democratising capitalism, or by books on particular
groups or issues. But work produced from the
standpoint of replacing capitalism by " new form of
social production are becomiog hard to find. It
therefore comes as a bit of a shock to open the new
Socialist Register, New World Order?, and find the
editors, Leo Panitch and Ralph Miliband, insisting
that overcoming capitalist structures of social power
"still requires ... the transfer of economic power from

ffiH':"HHil'i, ti"oH:t i*iiflr',ixi ?,Lm
some extremely important analytical work which
anyone, whatever their social philosophy, should
read if they want to make sense of the big motors
driving world politics today.

For a decade, the Social Democratic parties have
been paralysed by some major changes in the
international economic and political context, changes
that can be summed up in the phrase "globalised
production" and "global fi.nanc€". The right has
sought to hammer home the message that this
"globalisation" is a natural process of modernisation
and progress, making all the traditional projects of
the left obsolete. The collapse of the Soviet bloc has
thunderotrsly reinforced this message. We mtrst all, it
seems, learn the new language of progress: globalisa-
tiory interdependence and competitiveness. And woe
betide anyone who suggests that the liberal democra-
tic machinery of Western politics is anything other
than the ultimate in human political organisation.

This neo-conservative propaganda has offrred the
left two choices: either to become luy preachers on
ethics, rejecting the modern and progress in the name
of "human values" or to accept reality and find a
place for itself within the new "globalism".

The central articles in this book demonstrate that
most of what the right presents as natural necessities
of progress are, in fact, contingent symptoms of crisis
and disorganisation within the international system.
These points \ave been made forcefully before. What
is new is the way in which Socialist Register authors
give us a historical perspective on the crisis and the
way in which they link together politics and
economics.

Andrew Glynn and Bob Sutcliffe present a startling
corrective to the rhetoric of capitalist internationalisa-
tion. They demon^strate that even in the field of
inter-European trade the share of exports in GDP is
today only slightly above 19'1,3 levels. Even more
amazing, they demonstrate that financial markets
were more fully integrated internationally before 1914
than they are today (p.83). The overall historical
pattern which flr"y present shows a great develop-
ment of internationalisation up to the first world war,
followed by thirty years of crisis arul disorganisation,
followed by a gradual- recuperation under US
hegemony since the end of the second world war.
Against this background, the possibility of a new,
long phase of regression is very real.

Harry Magdoff produces a very valuable analysis
of the k"y processes within the world economy of the
1980s, demonstrating the rupture between financial
and trade dynamics and the chaotic disarray in the
international financial system a chaos with very
dangerous potential consequences for international
economic activity today. Magdoff also provides a
very trseful, clear and statistically grounded analysis
of North-South economics today. He reaches the
inescapable conclusion that extraordinary tensions
are accumulating not only in the North-South
relationship but within the North itself.

Robert Cox's all-too-short article provides us with
a framework for understanding tlie links between
international economic disorganisation and transfor-
mations in the liberal democratic state. He makes the
very important political point that the Bretton Woods
system provided a buffer enabling states to adjust
their international economic relations without dis-
rupting domestic political balances. This buffer has
now gone.

Ralph Miliband and Leo Panitch also address the
international-national linkage. They draw an interest-
i.g parallel between the transition to democracy in
Latin America and the new projects for West
Etropean integration since L985, calling both a
constitutionalisation of neo-liberalism. A stress on
competitive elections and the rule of law provides
some new citizens rights but, at the same time, the
social strucfures of class domination are reinforced
against a background of long-term economic stagna-
tion. This is one of the most important contexts for
tmderstanding the rise of the new right in Western
Europe. And a consequence of this is that the
"triumphant" liberal democratic management machin-
ery of Western states is increasingly requiring
anti-liberal political movements in order to sustain
itself.

Stephen Gill's wide-ranging analysis of the Euro-
pean Community and the process of integraflon in
Europe provides a useful agenda for a new socialist
debate on this subject and Makoto Itoh supplies a
basic inhoduction to current fapanese developments.

Perhaps the one gap in the book is the absence of
an analysis of the domestic changes taking place in
the USA in the early 1990s and the debates about
America's future world role. But there are useful
articles on US military poliry, the cultural industry,
relations with Latin America and intelligence matters.
Overall, the importance of the book for socialists on
the left cannot be exaggerated. It provides an
analytical starting point for a new international
socialist political discussion.

Peter Gowan
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